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Nylon Tubular Webbing & Straps

1 23/32" Flat Nylon Webbing

Our 1 23/32" flat webbings are used for heavy duty uses 
such as harness construction and anchor slings. Available 
by the foot. Made of nylon. Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: All webbing is manufactured with up to 3 pieces per 
spool. We cannot guarantee any specific continuous lengths

  Order No. Price Color

  
060105-Blue $1.00 Blue
060105-BLACK $1.32 Black

1" Flat Woven Nylon Webbing

Type 9800 webbing is a flat, woven nylon webbing that is abrasion resistant 
and offers a high tensile strength. The increased strength is often preferred in 
harsh or abrasive environments for anchor building, hauling 
or making harnesses. Because Type 9800 is woven solid 
opposed to a tubular webbing, it can be more difficult to 
handle.

Made in the U.S.A.NOTE: All webbing is manufactured with 
up to 3 pieces per spool. We cannot guarantee any specific 
continuous lengths

  Order No. 846604013578

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

060103S-YELLOW $105.45 Yellow 150 ft
060103S-Red $105.45 Red 150 ft
060103S-BLUE $105.45 Blue 150 ft
060103-Yellow $0.74 Yellow by the foot
060103-RED $0.74 Red by the foot
060103-BLUE $0.74 Blue by the foot

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9M
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9M
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Nylon Tubular Webbing & Straps

1" Nylon Tubular Webbing - By the Foot or 300' Spool

Nylon Tubular Webbing
Nylon tubular webbing is created by weaving nylon fibers into a tubular configuration and flattening the tube to form 
a reinforced double layer.

Tubular Webbing is widely used to tie up slings, runners, and harnesses. Rock N Rescue's 
nylon tubular webbing is manufactured to strict standards ensuring the highest quality.

Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: All webbing is manufactured with up to 3 pieces per spool.We cannot guarantee 
specific continuous lengths

  Order No. Price Length Color

  

060101-BLACK $0.41 by the foot Black
060101-BLUE $0.41 by the foot Blue
060101-CB $0.41 by the foot Coyote Brown
060101-Green $0.41 by the foot Green
060101-HP $0.41 by the foot Hot Pink
060101-Neon Yellow $0.41 by the foot Neon Yellow
060101-ODG $0.41 by the foot O. D. Green
060101-ORANGE $0.41 by the foot Orange
060101-PURPLE $0.41 by the foot Purple
060101-RED $0.41 by the foot Red
060101S-BLACK $114.00 300 ft Black
060101S-BLUE $114.00 300 ft Blue
060101S-CB $114.00 300 ft Coyote Brown
060101S-HP $114.00 300 ft Hot Pink
060101S-Green $114.00 300 ft Green
060101S-NY $114.00 300 ft Neon Yellow
060101S-ODG $114.00 300 ft O. D. Green
060101S-ORANGE $114.00 300 ft Orange
060101S-PURPLE $114.00 300 ft Purple
060101S-RED $114.00 300 ft Red

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt94
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt94
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Nylon Tubular Webbing & Straps

Kong Rescue Lanyard 90cm

Kong positioning lanyard for rescue and exposed soils 
intervention, usable with DUCK regulation system.Made 
with 13mm Dyneema sling, fitted with lark’s foot hole. 
Available with and without Kong Tango Connector.

  Order No. Price Choose Option

  
272D09000 $37.39 W/O Kong Tango
272D09001 $66.94 With Kong Tango

Nylon 2 in. Tubular Webbing

Rock-N-Rescue’s webbing is specially built to commercial 
versions of military specifications. For all rigging uses: 
slings, anchorages, even hasty seats. Only Available in Red. 
Spools may contain multiple pieces. Made in USA.

  Order No. Price Length

  
WB59013 $1.03 Per Foot
WB59014 $147.00 150 ft. Spool

Nylon Tubular Webbing & Straps

R-N-R Beta Runners

The all-purpose rescue and climbing tool. Our twin loop runners are a multi-
purpose tool. They may be used as anchor slings, hose grab 
tools, to secure smoke ejectors, as stirrups in personal 
ascending systems, to drag equipment, to secure ladders 
and as a tether between rescuer and victim. Our runners 
are made of 1? 4,000 lb. tubular nylon webbing. All runners 
are sewn with nylon thread. Weight will vary with length. 
Made in the U.S.A. . Available in 24", 36", 48", 60", and 72". 
Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR021 $13.50 24 in
RSR022 $14.00 36 in
RSR023 $14.75 48 in
RSR024 $15.25 60 in
RSR025 $15.75 72 in

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9N
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9N
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt90
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt90
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt99
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt99
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Nylon Tubular Webbing & Straps

R-N-R Beta Slings

The all-purpose rescue and climbing tool. Used for rigging, anchor slings, 
hose grab tool, to secure ladders and equipment, directionals, stirrups in 
hauling systems and as an emergency diaper-style harness. 
Hundreds of other possibilities – use your imagination. Beta 
series slings are fabricated of high quality, high strength 1? - 
4,000 lb. tubular nylon webbing sewn into a continuous 
loop. Slings are sewn with nylon thread. Stitching is a 
contrasting color. Weight will vary with size. Available in 
24", 36", 48", 60", 72" and 120". Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR015 $11.25 24 in
RSR016 $12.25 36 in
RSR017 $13.50 48 in
RSR018 $14.75 60 in
RSR019 $15.75 72 in
RSR020 $20.50 120 in

RNR, Webbing Kit

Standardized lengths of webbing used by FEMA Rescue Teams through-out 
the world. Assembled with 1" tubular nylon 4,000 lbf. webbing. Weight 2.4 lbs. 
Made in the U.S.A.

  $4900

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

BOKAT, Rope Washer

Strong durable rope washer that is made of plastic. The sides hinge together 
with vinyl and is fastened with Velcro to adjust for varying rope diameters. The 
inside is an Astroturf brush for cleaning while flushing with water. Fits any 
standard garden hose. Made in the U.S.A.

  $42 00

BRIMAR,Rope Identification Markers

Write-on self-laminating rope markers. Write size, length, date and serial 
number on the white portion; clear laminating section wraps around the rope 
and label to protect the legend. Made in the U.S.A.

  $3400

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9y
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9y
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9w
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9w
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9b
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9b
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9Y
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9Y
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

CLEAR HEAT SHRINK TUBE PER FOOT

Heat shrinkable tubing for marking and finishing off rope 
ends. Slip over end of rope and apply hot air or infrared 
heat source of 275° F. Clear tubing will shrink tightly around 
rope and marker. Sold in whole foot increments. Available 
in 3/8" and 3/4". Will shrink to approximately 50% of its 
original diameter. Weight 0.5 oz. per foot. Made in the 
U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Diameter

  
060802 $1.18 3/4 in.
060803 $0.92 3/8 in

Hand Held Hot Knife

Cuts and seals synthetic rope in seconds. The best way to 
prevent nylon rope from fraying is to melt the ends, but 
everyone who has done it knows it's a slow, messy, smelly 
operation that often results in flaming drips and burnt 
fingers. Instead use this handheld heat gun - it cuts and 
seals the ends of synthetic rope in one quick operation. 
Made outside the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Choose Option

  
S6805 $7.75 Replacement Blade
S6801 $57.50 Hot Knife

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

MDR, Whip-End Dip

A water based liquid vinyl compound which is applied to 
the ends of ropes. It seals the ends of the rope and 
prevents the ends from unraveling and fraying. Your choice 
of white or clear can be used to code ropes by length, size, 
date in service or whatever type of coding is desired. Made 
in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  
180 W $8.00 White
180 CL $12.00 Clear

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9T
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9T
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9f
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9f
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt98
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt98
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

New England 1/2" KMIII Safety Rope - Short Sale

Great Prices on short lengths of rope! Regular price $1.28 (White) and $1.46 
(Colors) per foot - Sale price $0.80 (White) and $1.00 (Colors) per foot

KM-III's unique polyester sheath differentiates KM-III from other static ropes. 
The polyester sheath is balanced with a nylon core to limit rotation, bouncing, 
and stretch with exceptional UV resistance. KM-III is NFPA and CE approved, 
and comes with an NFPA certification tag and CE labels. This is one of the 
most durable static ropes available with the handling and knotability you 
expect from New England (TEUFELBERGER). The sheath of the KMIII is made 
with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 carriers provide a middle ground between 
a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design but its harder to work with and a 48 carrier 
design that is softer and easier to work with but is not as durable. KMIII 
combines the better characteristics of both which allows for an incredibly 
smooth sheath, higher tensile strengths, and superior handling characteristics.

Features

32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio

Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 
construction

excellent handling and knot holding characteristics

high abrasion resistance

excellent UV protection

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

New England 7/16" KMIII Safety Rope - Short Sale

Great Prices on short lengths of rope!

7/16" regular price on 150' is $192.00 - Sale Price $150.00

KM-III's unique polyester sheath differentiates KM-III from other static ropes. 
The polyester sheath is balanced with a nylon core to limit rotation, bouncing, 
and stretch with exceptional UV resistance. KM-III is NFPA and CE approved, 
and comes with an NFPA certification tag and CE labels. This is one of the 
most durable static ropes available with the handling and knotability you 
expect from New England (TEUFELBERGER). The sheath of the KMIII is made 
with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 carriers provide a middle ground between 
a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design but its harder to work with and a 48 carrier 
design that is softer and easier to work with but is not as durable. KMIII 
combines the better characteristics of both which allows for an incredibly 
smooth sheath, higher tensile strengths, and superior handling characteristics.

Features

32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio

Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 
construction

excellent handling and knot holding characteristics

high abrasion resistance

excellent UV protection

  Order No. Price Length Color Diameter

  3304-14-150-Sale $150.00 150' (46M) Black 7/16 in

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9d
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9d
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9G
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9G
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

New England KMIII Safety Rope

KM-III's unique polyester sheath differentiates KM-III from other static ropes. 
The polyester sheath is balanced with a nylon core to limit rotation, bouncing, 
and stretch with exceptional UV resistance. KM-III is NFPA and CE approved, 
and comes with an NFPA certification tag and CE labels. This is one of the 
most durable static ropes available with the handling and knotability you 
expect from New England (TEUFELBERGER). The sheath of the KMIII is made 
with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 carriers provide a middle ground between 
a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design but its harder to work with and a 48 carrier 
design that is softer and easier to work with but is not as durable. KMIII 
combines the better characteristics of both which allows for an incredibly 
smooth sheath, higher tensile strengths, and superior handling characteristics.

Features
2 32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio
2 Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 

construction
2 excellent handling and knot holding characteristics
2 high abrasion resistance
2 excellent UV protection

  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color

  

3300-14-600 $609.00 7/16 in 600 ft White
3301-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Red
3301-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Red
3301-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Red
3301-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Red
3301-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Red
3301-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Red
3300-16-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft White
3300-16-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft White
3300-16-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft White
3300-16-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft White
3300-16 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot White
3300-14-300 $332.00 7/16 in 300 ft White
3300-14-200 $215.00 7/16 in 200 ft White
3300-14-150 $165.00 7/16 in 150 ft White
3300-14 $1.10 7/16 in by the foot White
3300-12-600 $543.00 3/8 in 600 ft White
3300-12-300 $291.00 3/8 in 300 ft White
3300-12-200 $198.00 3/8 in 200 ft White
3300-12-150 $150.00 3/8 in 150 ft White
3300-12 $1.00 3/8 in by the foot White
3301-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft Red
3301-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Red
3301-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Red
3301-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Red
3301-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Red
3301-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Red
3301-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Red

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

New England KMIII Safety Rope (continued)
  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color

3301-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Red
3301-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Red
3302-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Safety Green
3302-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Safety Green
3302-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Safety Green
3302-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Safety Green
3302-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Safety Green
3302-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Safety Green
3302-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Safety Green
3302-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Safety Green
3302-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Safety Green
3302-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Safety Green
3302-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Safety Green
3303-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft Blue
3303-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Blue
3303-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Blue
3303-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Blue
3303-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Blue
3303-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Blue
3303-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Blue
3303-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Blue
3303-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Blue
3303-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Blue
3303-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Blue
3303-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Blue
3303-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Blue
3303-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Blue
3303-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Blue
3304-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft Black
3304-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Black
3304-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Black
3304-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Black
3304-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Black
3304-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Black
3304-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Black
3304-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Black
3304-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Black
3304-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Black
3304-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Black
3304-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Black
3304-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Black
3304-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Black
3304-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Black
3305-20-600 $1,145.00 5/8 in 600 ft Orange
3305-20-300 $607.00 5/8 in 300 ft Orange
3305-20-200 $385.00 5/8 in 200 ft Orange
3305-20-150 $299.00 5/8 in 150 ft Orange
3305-20 $2.00 5/8 in by the foot Orange
3305-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft Orange
3305-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Orange
3305-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Orange
3305-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Orange
3305-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Orange
3305-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Orange
3305-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Orange
3305-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Orange
3305-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Orange
3305-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Orange
3305-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Orange
3305-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Orange
3305-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Orange
3305-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Orange
3305-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Orange
3309-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft O. D. Green
3309-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft O. D. Green
3309-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft O. D. Green

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9B
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9B
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

New England KMIII Safety Rope (continued)
  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color
3309-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft O. D. Green
3309-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot O. D. Green
3309-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft O. D. Green
3309-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft O. D. Green
3309-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft O. D. Green
3309-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft O. D. Green
3309-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot O. D. Green
3302-16-600 1/2 in 600 ft Safety Green
3302-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Safety Green
3302-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Safety Green
3302-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Safety Green
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

Petzl Axis - 11 mm (7/16") Work at Height Rope

Description
2 Standard diameter ensures a good grip for easier handling
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex construction with nylon core and polyester 

sheath, with specific weave- this construction ensures great flexibility over time, under any 
conditions (water, dust, mud...), which allows it to maintain excellent handling and optimal 
functioning with devices

2 Available in six colors: white, yellow, black, blue, red and orange
2 Standard lengths: 150, 200, 600 and 1200 ft.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

R074AA01 $167.95 Yellow 150 ft
R074AA00 $159.95 White 150 ft
R074AA36 $167.95 Red 150 ft
R074AA37 $167.95 Orange 150 ft
R074AA35 $167.95 Blue 150 ft
R074AA002 $167.95 Black 150 ft
R074AA27 $1,214.95 White 1,200 ft.
R074AA16 $655.95 Yellow 600 ft
R074AA15 $623.95 White 600 ft
R074AA06 $211.95 White 200 ft
R074AA19 $655.95 Red 600 ft
R074AA20 $655.95 Orange 600 ft
R074AA18 $655.95 Blue 600 ft
R074AA17 $655.95 Black 600 ft
R074AA07 $222.95 Yellow 200 ft
R074AA42 $222.95 Red 200 ft
R074AA43 $222.95 Orange 200 ft
R074AA41 $222.95 Blue 200 ft
R074AA08 $222.95 Black 200 ft

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9H
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9H
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

Petzl Axis 11 mm with sewn termination

A low stretch kernmantel rope with sewn termination and good handling, for 
work at height. The AXIS 11 mm low stretch kernmantel rope with sewn 
termination is designed for work at height. The standard diameter ensures a 
good grip for easier handling. The EverFlex construction guarantees great 
flexibility and consistent performance over time. The sewn termination with 
protective sheath helps keep the connector in position and facilitates 
handling. It is suitable for use with an ASAP mobile fall arrester, or in a rescue 
kit with an I’D S descender.

Features: 
2 Standard diameter ensures a good grip for easier handling
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex construction with nylon core 

and polyester sheath, with specific weave- this construction ensures great 
flexibility over time, under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), which allows 
it to maintain excellent handling and optimal functioning with devices

2 Comes with sewn termination that allows it to meet the 
EN 353-2 standard for use with an ASAP mobile fall 
arrester, or to be part of a rescue kit that includes an I’D 
S descender. This termination has a protective sheath 
that keeps the carabiner in position and facilitates 
handling

2 Standard lengths - 10 Meters (32.8 ft.), 20 Meters (65.2 
ft.), (30 M (98 ft.), 40 Meters (131.2 ft.), 50 Meters (164 ft) and 60 M (196.8 
ft).

  Order No. Price Length

  

R074BA00 $54.95 10 Meters
R074BA01 $89.95 20 Meters
R074BA02 $124.95 30 Meter
R074BA03 $159.95 40 meters
R074BA04 $193.95 50 Meters
R074BA05 $228.95 60 Meters

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

Petzl Mambo 10.1 mm Dynamic

Dynamic rope for progression using climbing techniques. 
The 10.1 mm diameter MAMBO dynamic rope is designed for 
work at height professionals that use climbing techniques 
for progression. The thick sheath improves abrasion 
resistance. Dynamic rope limits the impact transmitted to 
the user in case of a fall.

  Order No. Price Length

  
R32AY W40 $109.95 40 meters
R32AY W30 $99.95 30 Meter

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9r
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9r
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

Petzl Parallel 10.5 mm Rope Access Rope
Semi-static rope for rope access, with a thin diameter to ensure very good performance in terms of flexibility and 
weight. PARALLEL 10.5 mm has low stretch when under tension, increasing efficiency at the start of a rope ascent. Its 
EverFlex construction guarantees great flexibility and consistent performance over time. Rope available in two colors 
and four lengths.

Features: 
2 Thin diameter ensures very good performance in terms of flexibility and weight
2 Low stretch when loaded, increasing efficiency at the start of a rope ascent
2 Consistent performance over time:
2 EverFlex construction with nylon core and polyester sheath, with specific weave - this construction ensures great 

flexibility over time, under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), which allows it to maintain excellent handling and 
optimal functioning with devices

2 Available in two colors for easy differentiation of working rope, safety rope, and common access: White and Black,
2 Standard lengths: 50 ft. (15.5 Meters), 100 ft. (30.5 meters), 164 ft. (50 Meters), 328 ft.(100 Meters), 656 ft. (200 Meters) and 1,640 ft. (500 

Meters).

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

R077AW100 $80.00 White 30.5 Meters
R077AB100 $90.00 Black 30.5 Meters
R077AW50 $40.00 White 15.5 Meters
R077AB50 $45.00 Black 15.5 Meters
R077AA28 $1,324.95 White 500 Meters
R077AA21 $559.95 White 200 Meters
R077AA23 $588.95 Black 200 Meters
R077AA09 $284.95 White 100 Meters
R077AA11 $299.95 Black 100 Meters
R077AA03 $143.95 White 50 Meters
R077AA05 $150.95 Black 50 Meters

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt92
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt92
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

Petzl Ray 12 mm with sewn termination

The RAY 12 mm static rope with sewn termination is designed for use with an 
ASAP (international version) or ASAP LOCK mobile fall arrester. The standard 
diameter ensures a good grip for easier handling. It has low stretch when put 
under tension, allowing it to meet the requirements of U.S. fall protection 
standards. The sewn termination with protective sheath helps keep the 
connector in position and facilitates handling. Rope available in five lengths.

Features:
2 Low stretch rope that meets the requirements of the ANSI Z359.15 

standard when used with an ASAP (internationalVersion) or ASAP LOCK 
mobile fall arrester

2 100 % polyester manufacturing ensures great flexibility 
over time under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), 
conserving excellent long-term handling

2 Rope with a sewn termination: the termination has a 
protective sheath that keeps the connector in position 
and facilitates handling

2 Standard lengths: 25, 50, 75, 100 and 200 feet

  Order No. Price Length

  

R091AA04 $227.95 200 ft
R091AA03 $123.95 100 ft
R091AA002 $97.95 75 ft.
R091AA01 $71.95 50 ft.
R091AA00 $45.95 25 ft.

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

Petzl Segment 8.0 mm  Technical cord

The SEGMENT 8 mm technical accessory cord is used when creating Prusik 
knots, anchors or haul systems. The EverFlex construction guarantees great 
flexibility and consistent performance over time. Cord available in three 
lengths.

Features:
2 Accessory cord for Prusik knots, anchors or haul systems
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex 

construction with nylon core and polyester sheath, with 
specific weave- this construction ensures great flexibility 
over time under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), 
conserving excellent long-term handling

2 Standard lengths: 50 M (164 ft.), 100 M (328 ft.) and 200 
M (656 ft.)

  Order No. Price Length

  
R076AA06 $417.95 200 Meters
R076AA03 $213.95 100 Meters
R076AA00 $108.95 50 Meters
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Petzl Semi Static Cordage
These rugged and durable cords are for guiding a victim during rescue, or for hauling equipment. Available in four 
diameters, 4 mm, 5 mm, 6mm & 7mm. Avaialble in lengths 25 ft., 50 ft. and in a 120 meter roll.

Features:
2 Accessory cords for guiding a victim during rescue, or for hauling equipment
2 Rugged construction
2 Available in four diameters: 4, 5, 6 and 7 mm
2 Colors:
2 4 mm = Orange
2 5 mm = Red
2 6 mm = Green
2 7 mm = Blue

  Order No. Price Diameter Length

  

R044AA25 $7.75 4 mm 25 ft.
R044AA50 $15.50 4 mm 50 ft.
R044AA00 $99.95 4 mm 120 Meters
R045AA25 $10.89 5 mm 25 ft.
R045AA50 $21.78 5 mm 50 ft.
R045AA00 $149.95 5 mm 120 Meters
R046AA25 $14.52 6 mm 25 ft.
R046AA50 $29.04 6 mm 50 ft.
R046AA00 $199.95 6 mm 120 Meters
R047AA25 $18.15 7 mm 25 ft.
R047AA50 $21.78 7 mm 50 ft.
R047AA00 $249.95 7 mm 120 Meters
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Petzl Vector  12.5 mm - Rescue Rope

Description
2 Large diameter, ensuring great strength and excellent handling when manipulating heavy loads
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex construction with nylon core and polyester sheath, with specific 

weave- this construction ensures great flexibility over time, under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), which 
allows it to maintain excellent handling and optimal functioning with devices

2 Available in six colors for easier identification of different kits: white, yellow, black, blue, 
red and orange

2 Standard lengths: 150, 200, 600 and 1200 ft.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

R078AA27 $1,396.95 White 1,200 ft.
R078AA16 $751.95 Yellow 600 ft
R078AA15 $715.95 White 600 ft
R078AA19 $751.95 Red 600 ft
R078AA020 $751.95 Orange 600 ft
R078AA18 $751.95 Blue 600 ft
R078AA17 $751.95 Black 600 ft
R078AA07 $254.95 Yellow 200 ft
R078AA06 $242.95 White 200 ft
R078AA42 $254.95 Red 200 ft
R078AA43 $254.95 Orange 200 ft
R078AA41 $254.95 Blue 200 ft
R078AA08 $254.95 Black 200 ft
R078AA01 $192.95 Yellow 150 ft
R078AA00 $182.95 White 150 ft
R078AA36 $192.95 Red 150 ft
R078AA37 $192.95 Orange 150 ft
R078AA35 $192.95 Blue 150 ft
R078AA02 $192.95 Black 150 ft

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt91
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PMI, 1/2" Classic Static Rope (12.5 mm) Sale

Hudson Classic Pro Nylon rope is the choice of 
professionals the world over. PMI® 12.5 mm is the classic 6,
6 nylon line for any rugged or harsh environment. High 
abrasion resistance makes this the toughest rope for any 
professional. PMI’s 16 carrier construction beats other 
designs hands down in abrasion tests. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length Color

  
0116320-150-Sale $142.46 150 ft White
0116420-150-sale $167.20 150 ft Orange
0116K20-300-Sale $167.20 150 ft Blue

R-N-R, Utility Rope - 3/8" and 1/2" Shorts

Utility rope is a non-rated affordable option for using as a 
general yard rope. Utility rope is manufactured using excess 
core strands from other products including static ropes, 
dynamic ropes, and polypropylene ropes. Because of the 
assortment of fibers that this rope has, it does not carry an 
MBS rating and would best be used for hauling tools or as 
lashing straps.WARNING: Not for rappelling or life safety 
applications. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length Diameter

  1412F20-90 $36.00 90 ft. 3/8 in

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

R-N-R, Utility Rope - 3/8" and 1/2"

Utility rope is a non-rated affordable option for using as a 
general yard rope. Utility rope is manufactured using excess 
core strands from other products including static ropes, 
dynamic ropes, and polypropylene ropes. Because of the 
assortment of fibers that this rope has, it does not carry an 
MBS rating and would best be used for hauling tools or as 
lashing straps.WARNING: Not for rappelling or life safety 
applications. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length Diameter

  

1416F20 $0.97 by the foot 1/2 in
1416F20-600 $549.95 600 ft 1/2 in
1412F20 $0.72 by the foot 3/8 in
1412F20-600 $409.95 600 ft 3/8 in

Replacement Blade for S6801

Replacement blade for hand held hot knife. Made outside the U.S.A.

  $775
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RNR  Poseidon Series Lifeline - 1/2" Short Sale

Great pricing on short lengths of 1/2 in. rope! Regular Price $1.28 per foot - 
Sale Price $0.80 - $1.00 per foot

**This item does not qualify for free shipping**

Rock-N-Rescue and New England Ropes have teamed up to produce an 
exceptional static rope for rappelling, caving, rescue, fixed-rope applications, 
hauling, and life-safety applications.

R-N-R Lifeline's unique polyester sheath differentiates it from other static 
rescue ropes. The polyester sheath is balanced with a nylon core to limit 
rotation, bouncing, and stretch with exceptional UV resistance. Poseidon 
Series Lifeline is NFPA and CE approved, and comes with an NFPA certification 
tag and CE labels. This is one of the most durable static ropes available with 
the handling and knotability you expect from Rock-N-Rescue. The sheath of 
the rope is made with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 carriers provide a middle 
ground between a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design but is harder to work with 
and a 48 carrier design that is softer and easier to work with but is not as 
durable.

R-N-R Lifeline combines the better characteristics of both which allows for an 
incredibly smooth sheath, higher tensile strengths, and superior handling 
characteristics.

FEATURES:
2 32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio
2 Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 

construction
2 excellent handling and knot holding characteristics
2 high abrasion resistance
2 excellent UV protection

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

RNR  Poseidon Series Lifeline - 7/16" and 1/2"

Rock-N-Rescue and New England Ropes have teamed up to produce an 
exceptional static rope for rappelling, caving, rescue, fixed-rope applications, 
hauling, and life-safety applications. R-N-R Lifeline's unique polyester sheath 
differentiates it from other static ropes. The polyester sheath is balanced with 
a nylon core to limit rotation, bouncing, and stretch with exceptional UV 
resistance. Poseidon Series Lifeline is NFPA and CE approved, and comes with 
an NFPA certification tag and CE labels. This is one of the most durable static 
ropes available with the handling and knotability you expect from Rock-N-
Rescue. The sheath of the rope is made with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 
carriers provide a middle ground between a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design 
but is harder to work with and a 48 carrier design that is softer and easier to 
work with but is not as durable. R-N-R Lifeline combines the better 
characteristics of both which allows for an incredibly smooth sheath, higher 
tensile strengths, and superior handling characteristics.

FEATURES:
2 32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio
2 Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 

construction
2 excellent handling and knot holding characteristics
2 high abrasion resistance
2 excellent UV protection

  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color

  

RRS012 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Pink
RRS012-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Pink
RRS012-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Pink
RRS012-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Pink
RRS012-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Pink
RRS012-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Pink
RRS012-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Pink
RRS001-1200 $1,218.00 7/16 in 1,200 ft. Blue
RRS002-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Blue
RRS003-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Silver
RRS004-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Safety Green
RRS008-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Yellow
RRS010-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Red
RRS011-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Orange
RRS001 $1.10 7/16 in by the foot Blue
RRS010-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Red
RRS010-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Red
RRS010-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Red
RRS010-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Red
RRS010-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Red
RRS010 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Red
RSR011-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Orange
RRS011-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Orange
RRS011-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Orange
RRS011-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Orange
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RNR  Poseidon Series Lifeline - 7/16" and 1/2" (continued)
  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color

RRS011-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Orange
RRS011 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Orange
RRS001-150 $165.00 7/16 in 150 ft Blue
RRS001-200 $215.00 7/16 in 200 ft Blue
RRS002 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Blue
RRS002-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Blue
RRS002-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Blue
RRS008 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Yellow
RRS008-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Yellow
RRS008-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Yellow
RRS008-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Yellow
RRS004-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Safety Green
RRS008-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Yellow
RRS003-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Silver
RRS008-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Yellow
RRS004-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Safety Green
RRS001-300 $332.00 7/16 in 300 ft Blue
RRS001-600 $609.00 7/16 in 600 ft Blue
RRS002-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Blue
RRS002-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Blue
RRS002-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Blue
RRS003 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Silver
RRS003-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Silver
RRS003-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Silver
RRS003-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Silver
RRS003-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Silver
RRS004 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Safety Green
RRS004-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Safety Green
RRS004-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Safety Green
RRS004-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Safety Green

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

RNR 8 mm Nylon Personal Escape Rope

Developed for Rock-N-Rescue by Sterling Rope, Nylon Personal Escape Rope 
is the most cost effective solution for those who want the ability to escape 
from a structure without the higher cost of a Technora or Aramid fiber based 
rope. Even though the melting point of nylon fibers is lower than the more 
expensive fibers, recent tests done with a remote anchor that was exposed to 
635 degrees, the rope did not fail in any of the tests conducted before 9 
minutes. Nylon fiber makes a lightweight, compact more supple rope that is 
easier to stuff and use. It also works great with the F4 and 
new FCX escape devices that are on the market today. 
Although we hope that you never have to actually use this 
item in an emergency, rest assured that if the need to use it 
arises in an emergency, this product is backed by years of 
research and development, testing and actual field work. 
Color: Neon Green with blue tracers. Made in USA.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RPE001-600 $449.95 600 ft
RPE001 $0.79 by the foot
RES027 $171.95 50' w/Sewn Lighting GT Anchor Hook
RES026 $155.95 50' w/Sewn Lightning Anchor Hook
RES025 $154.95 50' w/Sewn Crosby Anchor Hook
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RNR All Weather Rope Log

Easy to use rope log made with all weather water proof paper. Comes with a 
cover, rope care info guide and rope history/log sheets. Three hole punched to 
fit in any standard binder.

  $1125

RNR Poseidon FireTech 2 Escape Rope

Developed by Sterling Rope for Rock-N-Rescue, the new FireTech2 is an 
improved version of the popular FireTech, the escape rope choice of the FDNY 
personal escape systems. FireTech2 is now slightly lighter weight and has a 
softer hand to make it easier to use with the F4 and the new FCX descent 
devices. Although we hope that you never have to actually use this item in an 
emergency, rest assured that if the need to use it arises in an emergency, this 
product is backed by years of research and development, 
testing and actual field work. The rope can be purchased 
separately or with one of three different anchor hooks sewn 
on. The ropes with sewn anchor hooks each come with 50 
ft. of rope. 7.5mm high heat resistant, 100% Technora 
kernmantle construction. Meets NFPA 1983 for Escape 
Rope. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RPE003 $2.38 by the foot
RES022 $224.95 50' w/Sewn Crosby Anchor Hook
RES024 $244.95 50' w/Sewn Lighting GT Anchor Hook
RES023 $225.95 50' w/Sewn Lightning Anchor Hook
RPE003-600 $1,354.95 600 ft

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

RNR Poseidon HTP Series Static Short Sale

Low elongation makes this rope the top choice for mainline, haul systems and 
highline use. The strength that this rope provides also makes it a great choice 
specialized rescues and industrial safety applications.

Great for all types of technical rescue, confined space rescue, USAR, and 
industrial safety applications.

Regularly priced at $1.28 per foot - Sale priced at $0.80 per 
foot

**This items does not qualify for free shipping**

Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Diameter Color Length

  

RRS006-60Sale $48.00 1/2 in Orange 60 ft
RRS007-65 $52.00 1/2 in Red 65 feet
RRS007-80 $64.00 1/2 in Red 80 ft.
RRS007-95 $76.00 1/2 in Red 95 ft.
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RNR Poseidon HTP Series Static

Low elongation makes this rope the top choice for mainline, haul systems and 
highline use. The strength that this rope provides also makes it a great choice 
specialized rescues and industrial safety applications.

Great for all types of technical rescue, confined space 
rescue, USAR, and industrial safety applications.

Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Diameter Color Length

  

RRS009-600 $621.90 7/16 in Red 600 ft
RRS009-300 $315.85 7/16 in Red 300 ft
RRS009-200 $169.56 7/16 in Red 200 ft
RRS009-150 $159.55 7/16 in Red 150 ft
RRS009 $1.11 7/16 in Red by the foot
RRS007-600 $723.95 1/2 in Red 600 ft
RRS006-600 $723.95 1/2 in Orange 600 ft
RRS005-600 $723.95 1/2 in Blue 600 ft
RRS007-300 $367.95 1/2 in Red 300 ft
RRS006-300 $367.95 1/2 in Orange 300 ft
RRS005-300 $367.95 1/2 in Blue 300 ft
RRS007-200 $245.95 1/2 in Red 200 ft
RRS006-200 $245.95 1/2 in Orange 200 ft
RRS005-200 $245.95 1/2 in Blue 200 ft
RRS007-150 $185.95 1/2 in Red 150 ft
RRS006-150 $185.95 1/2 in Orange 150 ft
RRS005-150 $185.95 1/2 in Blue 150 ft
RRS007 $1.28 1/2 in Red by the foot
RRS006 $1.28 1/2 in Orange by the foot
RRS005 $1.28 1/2 in Blue by the foot

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

RNR, Poseidon Safe Tech Escape Rope

Developed for Rock-N-Rescue by Sterling Rope, Safe Tech Escape Rope is a 
more cost effective solution for those who want the high heat resistance of an 
all Technora escape rope without the higher cost. Safe Tech combines the 
high heat resistance of Technora into it's sheath with the strength and better 
elongation properties of a nylon core into a single, more cost effective 
package. Although we hope that you never have to actually use this item in an 
emergency, rest assured that if the need to use it arises in 
an emergency, this product is backed by years of research 
and development, testing and actual field work. The rope 
can be purchased separately or with one of three different 
anchor hooks sewn on. The ropes with sewn anchor hooks 
each come with 50 ft. of rope. Meets NFPA 1983 for Escape 
Rope. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RPE002 $1.58 by the foot
RES019 $184.95 50' w/Sewn Crosby Anchor Hook
RES020 $184.95 50' w/Sewn Lightning Anchor Hook
RES021 $194.95 50' w/Sewn Lighting GT Anchor Hook
RPE002-600 $894.95 600 ft
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RNR, Trident Series 3/8" H2O Grabline

The R-N-R H2O Series Grabline is made of yarns with 
different deniers, giving it a tread like feel for better 
traction. Grabline solves the problem of slippery lines with 
its unique sheath construction. Better hand traction makes 
it easier to grab, hold and throw. Color: Yellow/Red. Made 
in U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  
RRW003-600 $359.95 600 ft
RRW003 $0.64 by the foot

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

RNR, Trident Series H2O Line

R-N-R's Trident Series 5/16" H2O Lines feature a bright yellow polypropylene 
sheath for high visibility, blue tracer stripes and nylon core for strength. The 
3/8" Trident Series H2O Lines feature a bright yellow polypropylene sheath for 
high visibility, red tracer stripes and nylon DryCore for strength and minimum 
moisture absorption. The 3/8" is also certified to the NFPA Throwline standard. 
The supple nature of these high floatation ropes make for easy stuffing and 
quicker deployment during rescues. Ideal for use in throw bags and as 
swimmer tether lines. Trident Series 7/16" H2O Lines feature 
a double-braided high tenacity polypropylene construction 
for high strength, great handling and maximum floatation. 
The sheath is bright yellow polypropylene and it's tracer 
stripes are red. The 7/16" H2O Line provides better abrasion 
resistance and a larger diameter for a better grip with a 
gloved hand and is the Ideal choice for ice rescue due to its 
higher strength and supple hand.

  Order No. Price Diameter Length

  

RRW001 $0.46 8 mm by the foot
RRW001-600 $257.95 8 mm 600 ft
RRW002 $0.64 3/8 in by the foot
RRW002-600 $362.95 3/8 in 600 ft
RRW004 $0.89 7/16 in by the foot
RRW004-600 $502.95 7/16 in 600 ft
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Rope & Cordage Meter

A simple, accurate device for measuring all rope and cordage from 5/32" up to 
3/4" in diameter. Weight 8 lbs. Made in the U.S.A.

  $31400

STERLING 1/2" (13 mm) Superstatic 2 Short Sale

A technical rescue and high angle multi-use rescue rope 
that is perfect for mainline rescue and belay line 
systems.100% nylon low stretch kernmantle41/59 
sheath/core ratio yields best durability and great 
handlingGreat for all types of technical rescue, confined 
space rescue, USAR, and industrial safety applicationsNote: 
tracer colors are subject to change.Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length Color

  
SSS127W-85 $71.40 85 ft. White
SSS127Y-35 $31.64 35 ft. Yellow
SSS127W-25 $19.00 25 ft White
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STERLING 1/2" (13 mm) Superstatic 2
A technical rescue and high angle multi-use rescue rope that is perfect for mainline rescue 
and belay line systems.100% nylon low stretch kernmantle41/59 sheath/core ratio yields best 
durability and great handlingGreat for all types of technical rescue, confined space rescue, 
USAR, and industrial safety applicationsNote: tracer colors are subject to change.Made in the 
U.S.A.PLEASE ALLOW 1-2 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Length Color

  

SSS127R-600 $788.95 600 ft Red
SSS127R-300 $400.95 300 ft Red
SSS127R-200 $268.95 200 ft Red
SSS127R-150 $202.95 150 ft Red
SSS127BK-150 $202.95 150 ft Black
SSS127B-150 $202.95 150 ft Blue
SSS127O-150 $202.95 150 ft Orange
SSS127Y-150 $202.95 150 ft Yellow
SSS127W-150 $173.95 150 ft White
SSS127BK-200 $268.95 200 ft Black
SSS127B-200 $268.95 200 ft Blue
SSS127O-200 $268.95 200 ft Orange
SSS127W-200 $230.95 200 ft White
SSS127Y-200 $268.95 200 ft Yellow
SSS127BK-300 $400.95 300 ft Black
SSS127B-300 $400.95 300 ft Blue
SSS127O-300 $400.95 300 ft Orange
SSS127W-300 $344.95 300 ft White
SSS127Y-300 $400.95 300 ft Yellow
SSS127BK-600 $788.95 600 ft Black
SSS127B-600 $788.95 600 ft Blue
SSS127O-600 $788.95 600 ft Orange
SSS127W-600 $665.00 600 ft White
SSS127Y-600 $788.95 600 ft Yellow
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STERLING, 7.5 mm SearchLite Search Line

Our NEW lightweight, strong and reflective search rope meets your rigorous 
search needs. This unique 7.5mm rope not only features a reflective sheath, 
but Technora fiber in the core to provide for heat resistance in intense heat. 
Reflective yarns illuminate rope when headlamp shines light on it. Great for 
primary or personal search lines. Compact, supple, easy to knot, and 
extremely durable. Developed for FDNY.

Searchlite FDNY Kit Bag option comes with 220 ft. of 
Searchlite, a Double locking snap hook sewn on one end 
and a snap swivel(dog leash style) sewn on the other end 
and a shoulder carry bag.

Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

SSL075A $1.05 by the foot
SSL075A-200 $201.95 200 ft
SSL075A-600 $581.00 600 ft
SSL075A-FDNY $411.45 SearchLite Kit

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories

STERLING, Marathon Rescue 11.2 mm

The Marathon Mega at 11.2 mm is a whole lotta rope. But 
don't let its size deter you; this rope delivers extra strength 
and durability without sacrificing an ounce of performance. 
Ideal for military, rope courses, high-abuse guiding, work 
access, rigging, and industrial safety applications. Marathon 
series are constructed with a thicker sheath for durability 
and long lasting performance. Available colors: Burnt 
Orange and Purple. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  
SDR112-60-P $221.95 Purple 60 Meters
SDR112-60-O $221.95 Orange 60 Meters

STERLING, RIT 900 6.8 mm 100% Aramid Search Line

The RIT 900 is a 6.8 mm all-aramid, hollow braid cord that 
will not melt. It decomposes at 900°F. It knots readily and is 
easily stuffed into a pocket or small bag. It’s purpose is as a 
tag line to allow fire-fighters hands-free operation in 
extreme heat or rapidly deteriorating visibility conditions 
while maintaining physical contact with the outside team. 
(NOT NFPA LABELED). Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

SRT068A-600 $743.95 600 ft
SRT068A-300 $377.95 300 ft
SRT068A-200 $252.95 200 ft
SRT068A-150 $190.95 150 ft
SRT068A $1.31 by the foot
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Dynamic 

Rope

Petzl Mambo 10.1 mm Dynamic

Dynamic rope for progression using climbing techniques. 
The 10.1 mm diameter MAMBO dynamic rope is designed for 
work at height professionals that use climbing techniques 
for progression. The thick sheath improves abrasion 
resistance. Dynamic rope limits the impact transmitted to 
the user in case of a fall.

  Order No. Price Length

  
R32AY W40 $109.95 40 meters
R32AY W30 $99.95 30 Meter

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Dynamic 

Rope

SMC Endeez Rope End Indicators

The Endeez rope end-icator was designed to aid climbers with a quick 
physical means of identifying their rope ends as they are rappelling, belaying, 
climbing or handling rope. Simply insert and thread the Endeez on your rope 
ends and secure them as directed. Ideal for use as a back-up knot while 
climbing, providing quick identification of rope ends or as a physical marker 
while working on or with rope the Endeez provide users 
with exceptional performance in the simplest form as a 
physical link between the rope and the climber. In some 
limited cases Endeez may stop the movement of rope 
through a device or knot, but that feature can not be 
construed as a means of catching a fall or as fall protection. 
Sold in packs of 2 (two) - one each color per pack. Made in 
the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Choose Option

  
169101 $17.96 Small
169202 $17.96 Large
169201 $17.96 Medium
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Dynamic 

Rope

SMC Spire - Multi-pitch Belay & Rappel Device

The Spire is ideal for multi-pitch climbing, rappelling, and belaying off an 
anchor or directly off your climbing harness. Designed from the ground up to 
assure climbershave the most reliable and durable device on the market. The 
Spire excels at autoblocks, belaying a leader and paying out rope quickly.
2 Tapered slots allow for ease of use when paying out rope and maximize 

control when lowering or rappelling.
2 Can be set up as an auto-block device when you’re belaying 1 or 2 

seconding climbers.
2 Unique and Intuitive Brake-Assist Mode featuring release hole designed to 

allow a carabiner to be used as a lever. Lower a seconding climber is quick, 
simple and secure.

2 Design provides great control with many rope diameters; 
can handle ropes sizes from 7.5 - 10.7mm in diameter

2 Machined from 7075-T6 aluminum and anodized to 
minimize weight and maximize performance.

2 Double-slot design allows you to feed single or double 
ropes smoothly

  Order No. Price Color

  
169503 $24.95 Orange
169502 $22.46 Blue

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Dynamic 

Rope

STERLING, Marathon Rescue 11.2 mm

The Marathon Mega at 11.2 mm is a whole lotta rope. But 
don't let its size deter you; this rope delivers extra strength 
and durability without sacrificing an ounce of performance. 
Ideal for military, rope courses, high-abuse guiding, work 
access, rigging, and industrial safety applications. Marathon 
series are constructed with a thicker sheath for durability 
and long lasting performance. Available colors: Burnt 
Orange and Purple. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  
SDR112-60-P $221.95 Purple 60 Meters
SDR112-60-O $221.95 Orange 60 Meters
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Rope 

Access

Camp Safety Spacecraft 45

A unique 45 liter backpack specifically designed for rope access and technical 
rescue.

Constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D with padded layers.

Semi-rigid structure with a clamshell closure allows for extremely easy access 
to gear.

40 internal attachment points allow for precise organization of gear with 
Spacecraft Bags (specially designed compartment bags that attach to the 
Spacecraft Pack or to a harness – the Spacecraft Pack is delivered standard 
with one Spacecraft Bag).

Secure closure with metal hook buckles. Padded back and shoulder straps. 
Three external pockets and straps for fastening a rope. Transparent label 
pocket. Hauling handle for loads up to 50 kg.

  $19995
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Rope Access

Petzl Axis - 11 mm (7/16") Work at Height Rope

Description
2 Standard diameter ensures a good grip for easier handling
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex construction with nylon core and polyester 

sheath, with specific weave- this construction ensures great flexibility over time, under any 
conditions (water, dust, mud...), which allows it to maintain excellent handling and optimal 
functioning with devices

2 Available in six colors: white, yellow, black, blue, red and orange
2 Standard lengths: 150, 200, 600 and 1200 ft.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

R074AA01 $167.95 Yellow 150 ft
R074AA00 $159.95 White 150 ft
R074AA36 $167.95 Red 150 ft
R074AA37 $167.95 Orange 150 ft
R074AA35 $167.95 Blue 150 ft
R074AA002 $167.95 Black 150 ft
R074AA27 $1,214.95 White 1,200 ft.
R074AA16 $655.95 Yellow 600 ft
R074AA15 $623.95 White 600 ft
R074AA06 $211.95 White 200 ft
R074AA19 $655.95 Red 600 ft
R074AA20 $655.95 Orange 600 ft
R074AA18 $655.95 Blue 600 ft
R074AA17 $655.95 Black 600 ft
R074AA07 $222.95 Yellow 200 ft
R074AA42 $222.95 Red 200 ft
R074AA43 $222.95 Orange 200 ft
R074AA41 $222.95 Blue 200 ft
R074AA08 $222.95 Black 200 ft
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Rope 

Access

Petzl Axis 11 mm with sewn termination

A low stretch kernmantel rope with sewn termination and good handling, for 
work at height. The AXIS 11 mm low stretch kernmantel rope with sewn 
termination is designed for work at height. The standard diameter ensures a 
good grip for easier handling. The EverFlex construction guarantees great 
flexibility and consistent performance over time. The sewn termination with 
protective sheath helps keep the connector in position and facilitates 
handling. It is suitable for use with an ASAP mobile fall arrester, or in a rescue 
kit with an I’D S descender.

Features: 
2 Standard diameter ensures a good grip for easier handling
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex construction with nylon core 

and polyester sheath, with specific weave- this construction ensures great 
flexibility over time, under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), which allows 
it to maintain excellent handling and optimal functioning with devices

2 Comes with sewn termination that allows it to meet the 
EN 353-2 standard for use with an ASAP mobile fall 
arrester, or to be part of a rescue kit that includes an I’D 
S descender. This termination has a protective sheath 
that keeps the carabiner in position and facilitates 
handling

2 Standard lengths - 10 Meters (32.8 ft.), 20 Meters (65.2 
ft.), (30 M (98 ft.), 40 Meters (131.2 ft.), 50 Meters (164 ft) and 60 M (196.8 
ft).

  Order No. Price Length

  

R074BA00 $54.95 10 Meters
R074BA01 $89.95 20 Meters
R074BA02 $124.95 30 Meter
R074BA03 $159.95 40 meters
R074BA04 $193.95 50 Meters
R074BA05 $228.95 60 Meters
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Rope Access

Petzl Parallel 10.5 mm Rope Access Rope
Semi-static rope for rope access, with a thin diameter to ensure very good performance in terms of flexibility and 
weight. PARALLEL 10.5 mm has low stretch when under tension, increasing efficiency at the start of a rope ascent. Its 
EverFlex construction guarantees great flexibility and consistent performance over time. Rope available in two colors 
and four lengths.

Features: 
2 Thin diameter ensures very good performance in terms of flexibility and weight
2 Low stretch when loaded, increasing efficiency at the start of a rope ascent
2 Consistent performance over time:
2 EverFlex construction with nylon core and polyester sheath, with specific weave - this construction ensures great 

flexibility over time, under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), which allows it to maintain excellent handling and 
optimal functioning with devices

2 Available in two colors for easy differentiation of working rope, safety rope, and common access: White and Black,
2 Standard lengths: 50 ft. (15.5 Meters), 100 ft. (30.5 meters), 164 ft. (50 Meters), 328 ft.(100 Meters), 656 ft. (200 Meters) and 1,640 ft. (500 

Meters).

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

R077AW100 $80.00 White 30.5 Meters
R077AB100 $90.00 Black 30.5 Meters
R077AW50 $40.00 White 15.5 Meters
R077AB50 $45.00 Black 15.5 Meters
R077AA28 $1,324.95 White 500 Meters
R077AA21 $559.95 White 200 Meters
R077AA23 $588.95 Black 200 Meters
R077AA09 $284.95 White 100 Meters
R077AA11 $299.95 Black 100 Meters
R077AA03 $143.95 White 50 Meters
R077AA05 $150.95 Black 50 Meters
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Rope 

Access

Petzl Ray 12 mm with sewn termination

The RAY 12 mm static rope with sewn termination is designed for use with an 
ASAP (international version) or ASAP LOCK mobile fall arrester. The standard 
diameter ensures a good grip for easier handling. It has low stretch when put 
under tension, allowing it to meet the requirements of U.S. fall protection 
standards. The sewn termination with protective sheath helps keep the 
connector in position and facilitates handling. Rope available in five lengths.

Features:
2 Low stretch rope that meets the requirements of the ANSI Z359.15 

standard when used with an ASAP (internationalVersion) or ASAP LOCK 
mobile fall arrester

2 100 % polyester manufacturing ensures great flexibility 
over time under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), 
conserving excellent long-term handling

2 Rope with a sewn termination: the termination has a 
protective sheath that keeps the connector in position 
and facilitates handling

2 Standard lengths: 25, 50, 75, 100 and 200 feet

  Order No. Price Length

  

R091AA04 $227.95 200 ft
R091AA03 $123.95 100 ft
R091AA002 $97.95 75 ft.
R091AA01 $71.95 50 ft.
R091AA00 $45.95 25 ft.

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Climbing 

Rope

DMM Revolver Rig

A connector with an integrated pulley sheave. It features a high efficiency 
roller bearing sheave(s), threaded removable captive bar and a full strength 
textile friendly becket.

The uniquely profiled spine and captive bar aid in maintaining correct 
orientation.

The design of the Revolver Rig is such that when using a connector attached 
to the becket any friction between the connector and rope is minimised.

PRODUCT FEATURES
2 Large sheave tread diameter for large bend radius
2 High efficiency roller bearings
2 Full strength becket accepts most connectors or direct 

textile connection
2 Removable captive bar
2 DMM iD optional
2 Keylock nose for snag free operation
2 Uniquely profiled spine to aid correct orientation

  Order No. Price Options

  

A5871CB $94.95 Single Locksafe
A5821CB $84.95 Single Screwgate
A5822CB $99.95 Twin Screwgate
A5872CB $109.95 Twin Locksafe
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Climbing 

Rope

SMC Endeez Rope End Indicators

The Endeez rope end-icator was designed to aid climbers with a quick 
physical means of identifying their rope ends as they are rappelling, belaying, 
climbing or handling rope. Simply insert and thread the Endeez on your rope 
ends and secure them as directed. Ideal for use as a back-up knot while 
climbing, providing quick identification of rope ends or as a physical marker 
while working on or with rope the Endeez provide users 
with exceptional performance in the simplest form as a 
physical link between the rope and the climber. In some 
limited cases Endeez may stop the movement of rope 
through a device or knot, but that feature can not be 
construed as a means of catching a fall or as fall protection. 
Sold in packs of 2 (two) - one each color per pack. Made in 
the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Choose Option

  
169101 $17.96 Small
169202 $17.96 Large
169201 $17.96 Medium

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Climbing 

Rope

SMC Spire - Multi-pitch Belay & Rappel Device

The Spire is ideal for multi-pitch climbing, rappelling, and belaying off an 
anchor or directly off your climbing harness. Designed from the ground up to 
assure climbershave the most reliable and durable device on the market. The 
Spire excels at autoblocks, belaying a leader and paying out rope quickly.
2 Tapered slots allow for ease of use when paying out rope and maximize 

control when lowering or rappelling.
2 Can be set up as an auto-block device when you’re belaying 1 or 2 

seconding climbers.
2 Unique and Intuitive Brake-Assist Mode featuring release hole designed to 

allow a carabiner to be used as a lever. Lower a seconding climber is quick, 
simple and secure.

2 Design provides great control with many rope diameters; 
can handle ropes sizes from 7.5 - 10.7mm in diameter

2 Machined from 7075-T6 aluminum and anodized to 
minimize weight and maximize performance.

2 Double-slot design allows you to feed single or double 
ropes smoothly

  Order No. Price Color

  
169503 $24.95 Orange
169502 $22.46 Blue
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Climbing 

Rope

STERLING, Marathon Rescue 11.2 mm

The Marathon Mega at 11.2 mm is a whole lotta rope. But 
don't let its size deter you; this rope delivers extra strength 
and durability without sacrificing an ounce of performance. 
Ideal for military, rope courses, high-abuse guiding, work 
access, rigging, and industrial safety applications. Marathon 
series are constructed with a thicker sheath for durability 
and long lasting performance. Available colors: Burnt 
Orange and Purple. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  
SDR112-60-P $221.95 Purple 60 Meters
SDR112-60-O $221.95 Orange 60 Meters

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Fire 

Escape Rope

Petzl Segment 8.0 mm  Technical cord

The SEGMENT 8 mm technical accessory cord is used when creating Prusik 
knots, anchors or haul systems. The EverFlex construction guarantees great 
flexibility and consistent performance over time. Cord available in three 
lengths.

Features:
2 Accessory cord for Prusik knots, anchors or haul systems
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex 

construction with nylon core and polyester sheath, with 
specific weave- this construction ensures great flexibility 
over time under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), 
conserving excellent long-term handling

2 Standard lengths: 50 M (164 ft.), 100 M (328 ft.) and 200 
M (656 ft.)

  Order No. Price Length

  
R076AA06 $417.95 200 Meters
R076AA03 $213.95 100 Meters
R076AA00 $108.95 50 Meters
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Fire 

Escape Rope

RNR 8 mm Nylon Personal Escape Rope

Developed for Rock-N-Rescue by Sterling Rope, Nylon Personal Escape Rope 
is the most cost effective solution for those who want the ability to escape 
from a structure without the higher cost of a Technora or Aramid fiber based 
rope. Even though the melting point of nylon fibers is lower than the more 
expensive fibers, recent tests done with a remote anchor that was exposed to 
635 degrees, the rope did not fail in any of the tests conducted before 9 
minutes. Nylon fiber makes a lightweight, compact more supple rope that is 
easier to stuff and use. It also works great with the F4 and 
new FCX escape devices that are on the market today. 
Although we hope that you never have to actually use this 
item in an emergency, rest assured that if the need to use it 
arises in an emergency, this product is backed by years of 
research and development, testing and actual field work. 
Color: Neon Green with blue tracers. Made in USA.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RPE001-600 $449.95 600 ft
RPE001 $0.79 by the foot
RES027 $171.95 50' w/Sewn Lighting GT Anchor Hook
RES026 $155.95 50' w/Sewn Lightning Anchor Hook
RES025 $154.95 50' w/Sewn Crosby Anchor Hook

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Fire 

Escape Rope

RNR Poseidon FireTech 2 Escape Rope

Developed by Sterling Rope for Rock-N-Rescue, the new FireTech2 is an 
improved version of the popular FireTech, the escape rope choice of the FDNY 
personal escape systems. FireTech2 is now slightly lighter weight and has a 
softer hand to make it easier to use with the F4 and the new FCX descent 
devices. Although we hope that you never have to actually use this item in an 
emergency, rest assured that if the need to use it arises in an emergency, this 
product is backed by years of research and development, 
testing and actual field work. The rope can be purchased 
separately or with one of three different anchor hooks sewn 
on. The ropes with sewn anchor hooks each come with 50 
ft. of rope. 7.5mm high heat resistant, 100% Technora 
kernmantle construction. Meets NFPA 1983 for Escape 
Rope. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RPE003 $2.38 by the foot
RES022 $224.95 50' w/Sewn Crosby Anchor Hook
RES024 $244.95 50' w/Sewn Lighting GT Anchor Hook
RES023 $225.95 50' w/Sewn Lightning Anchor Hook
RPE003-600 $1,354.95 600 ft
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Fire 

Escape Rope

RNR, Poseidon Safe Tech Escape Rope

Developed for Rock-N-Rescue by Sterling Rope, Safe Tech Escape Rope is a 
more cost effective solution for those who want the high heat resistance of an 
all Technora escape rope without the higher cost. Safe Tech combines the 
high heat resistance of Technora into it's sheath with the strength and better 
elongation properties of a nylon core into a single, more cost effective 
package. Although we hope that you never have to actually use this item in an 
emergency, rest assured that if the need to use it arises in 
an emergency, this product is backed by years of research 
and development, testing and actual field work. The rope 
can be purchased separately or with one of three different 
anchor hooks sewn on. The ropes with sewn anchor hooks 
each come with 50 ft. of rope. Meets NFPA 1983 for Escape 
Rope. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RPE002 $1.58 by the foot
RES019 $184.95 50' w/Sewn Crosby Anchor Hook
RES020 $184.95 50' w/Sewn Lightning Anchor Hook
RES021 $194.95 50' w/Sewn Lighting GT Anchor Hook
RPE002-600 $894.95 600 ft

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Fire 

Escape Rope

STERLING, 7.5 mm SearchLite Search Line

Our NEW lightweight, strong and reflective search rope meets your rigorous 
search needs. This unique 7.5mm rope not only features a reflective sheath, 
but Technora fiber in the core to provide for heat resistance in intense heat. 
Reflective yarns illuminate rope when headlamp shines light on it. Great for 
primary or personal search lines. Compact, supple, easy to knot, and 
extremely durable. Developed for FDNY.

Searchlite FDNY Kit Bag option comes with 220 ft. of 
Searchlite, a Double locking snap hook sewn on one end 
and a snap swivel(dog leash style) sewn on the other end 
and a shoulder carry bag.

Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

SSL075A $1.05 by the foot
SSL075A-200 $201.95 200 ft
SSL075A-600 $581.00 600 ft
SSL075A-FDNY $411.45 SearchLite Kit
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Fire 

Escape Rope

STERLING, RIT 900 6.8 mm 100% Aramid Search Line

The RIT 900 is a 6.8 mm all-aramid, hollow braid cord that 
will not melt. It decomposes at 900°F. It knots readily and is 
easily stuffed into a pocket or small bag. It’s purpose is as a 
tag line to allow fire-fighters hands-free operation in 
extreme heat or rapidly deteriorating visibility conditions 
while maintaining physical contact with the outside team. 
(NOT NFPA LABELED). Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

SRT068A-600 $743.95 600 ft
SRT068A-300 $377.95 300 ft
SRT068A-200 $252.95 200 ft
SRT068A-150 $190.95 150 ft
SRT068A $1.31 by the foot

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Rope 

Accessories

BOKAT, Rope Washer

Strong durable rope washer that is made of plastic. The sides hinge together 
with vinyl and is fastened with Velcro to adjust for varying rope diameters. The 
inside is an Astroturf brush for cleaning while flushing with water. Fits any 
standard garden hose. Made in the U.S.A.

  $42 00

Box Hot Knife

Cuts and seals most any size synthetic (except Kevlar) rope, 
webbing or material. Stable box type construction. Operates 
on 110 volts, AC with on/off switch and indicator light. 
Automatically heat seals both cut ends. Replacement blades 
are available. Made in USA.

  Order No. Price Choose Option

  
01011 $20.00 Replacement Blade
01010 $134.00 Hot Knife
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Rope 

Accessories

BRIMAR,Rope Identification Markers

Write-on self-laminating rope markers. Write size, length, date and serial 
number on the white portion; clear laminating section wraps around the rope 
and label to protect the legend. Made in the U.S.A.

  $3400

CLEAR HEAT SHRINK TUBE PER FOOT

Heat shrinkable tubing for marking and finishing off rope 
ends. Slip over end of rope and apply hot air or infrared 
heat source of 275° F. Clear tubing will shrink tightly around 
rope and marker. Sold in whole foot increments. Available 
in 3/8" and 3/4". Will shrink to approximately 50% of its 
original diameter. Weight 0.5 oz. per foot. Made in the 
U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Diameter

  
060802 $1.18 3/4 in.
060803 $0.92 3/8 in

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Rope 

Accessories

CMI Rope Washer

The unique flow pattern created by our exclusive ducting creates a high-
pressure spiraling flow pattern that lifts dirt and contaminants out of rope 
better than conventional designs. Constructed from tough PVC, attaches to 
any standard spigot or garden hose. Handles up to 1/2" rope. Made in USA.

  $3499
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Rope 

Accessories

DMM Revolver Rig

A connector with an integrated pulley sheave. It features a high efficiency 
roller bearing sheave(s), threaded removable captive bar and a full strength 
textile friendly becket.

The uniquely profiled spine and captive bar aid in maintaining correct 
orientation.

The design of the Revolver Rig is such that when using a connector attached 
to the becket any friction between the connector and rope is minimised.

PRODUCT FEATURES
2 Large sheave tread diameter for large bend radius
2 High efficiency roller bearings
2 Full strength becket accepts most connectors or direct 

textile connection
2 Removable captive bar
2 DMM iD optional
2 Keylock nose for snag free operation
2 Uniquely profiled spine to aid correct orientation

  Order No. Price Options

  

A5871CB $94.95 Single Locksafe
A5821CB $84.95 Single Screwgate
A5822CB $99.95 Twin Screwgate
A5872CB $109.95 Twin Locksafe

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Rope 

Accessories

Hand Held Hot Knife

Cuts and seals synthetic rope in seconds. The best way to 
prevent nylon rope from fraying is to melt the ends, but 
everyone who has done it knows it's a slow, messy, smelly 
operation that often results in flaming drips and burnt 
fingers. Instead use this handheld heat gun - it cuts and 
seals the ends of synthetic rope in one quick operation. 
Made outside the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Choose Option

  
S6805 $7.75 Replacement Blade
S6801 $57.50 Hot Knife

MDR, Whip-End Dip

A water based liquid vinyl compound which is applied to 
the ends of ropes. It seals the ends of the rope and 
prevents the ends from unraveling and fraying. Your choice 
of white or clear can be used to code ropes by length, size, 
date in service or whatever type of coding is desired. Made 
in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  
180 W $8.00 White
180 CL $12.00 Clear

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9l
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Replacement Blade for S6801

Replacement blade for hand held hot knife. Made outside the U.S.A.

  $775

RNR All Weather Rope Log

Easy to use rope log made with all weather water proof paper. Comes with a 
cover, rope care info guide and rope history/log sheets. Three hole punched to 
fit in any standard binder.

  $1125

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Rope 

Accessories

Rope & Cordage Meter

A simple, accurate device for measuring all rope and cordage from 5/32" up to 
3/4" in diameter. Weight 8 lbs. Made in the U.S.A.

  $31400

SMC Endeez Rope End Indicators

The Endeez rope end-icator was designed to aid climbers with a quick 
physical means of identifying their rope ends as they are rappelling, belaying, 
climbing or handling rope. Simply insert and thread the Endeez on your rope 
ends and secure them as directed. Ideal for use as a back-up knot while 
climbing, providing quick identification of rope ends or as a physical marker 
while working on or with rope the Endeez provide users 
with exceptional performance in the simplest form as a 
physical link between the rope and the climber. In some 
limited cases Endeez may stop the movement of rope 
through a device or knot, but that feature can not be 
construed as a means of catching a fall or as fall protection. 
Sold in packs of 2 (two) - one each color per pack. Made in 
the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Choose Option

  
169101 $17.96 Small
169202 $17.96 Large
169201 $17.96 Medium

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9O
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Teufelberger Scrubba Rope Soap

TEUFELBERGER has developed a detergent specifically formulated for fiber 
ropes that extends the service life without compromising strength.

In 2013, TEUFELBERGER engineers launched the project “Deliberate Rope 
Damage in Fiber Ropes”, testing and analyzing the impacts of various 
mechanisms of damage to fiber ropes. The results of the analyses enable us to 
understand, among others, the effects of washing on the service life of ropes. 
For you as a climber, the topic of how to wash a fiber rope and use detergents 
is of particular interest in regards to the integrity of your rope and your safety. 
The solution is SCRUBBA!

SCRUBBA is their easy to use rope detergent specifically formulated to clean 
ropes effectively and gently.

The test results: Teufelberger Scrubba Tests

  $1600

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope

New England 1/2" KMIII Safety Rope - Short Sale

Great Prices on short lengths of rope! Regular price $1.28 (White) and $1.46 
(Colors) per foot - Sale price $0.80 (White) and $1.00 (Colors) per foot

KM-III's unique polyester sheath differentiates KM-III from other static ropes. 
The polyester sheath is balanced with a nylon core to limit rotation, bouncing, 
and stretch with exceptional UV resistance. KM-III is NFPA and CE approved, 
and comes with an NFPA certification tag and CE labels. This is one of the 
most durable static ropes available with the handling and knotability you 
expect from New England (TEUFELBERGER). The sheath of the KMIII is made 
with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 carriers provide a middle ground between 
a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design but its harder to work with and a 48 carrier 
design that is softer and easier to work with but is not as durable. KMIII 
combines the better characteristics of both which allows for an incredibly 
smooth sheath, higher tensile strengths, and superior handling characteristics.

Features

32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio

Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 
construction

excellent handling and knot holding characteristics

high abrasion resistance

excellent UV protection

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9K
https://hr0usjjjfj35fznj127fnfqj-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/15-12-17_TEUFELBERGER-Rope-Detergent-SCRUBBA_web.pdf
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New England 7/16" KMIII Safety Rope - Short Sale

Great Prices on short lengths of rope!

7/16" regular price on 150' is $192.00 - Sale Price $150.00

KM-III's unique polyester sheath differentiates KM-III from other static ropes. 
The polyester sheath is balanced with a nylon core to limit rotation, bouncing, 
and stretch with exceptional UV resistance. KM-III is NFPA and CE approved, 
and comes with an NFPA certification tag and CE labels. This is one of the 
most durable static ropes available with the handling and knotability you 
expect from New England (TEUFELBERGER). The sheath of the KMIII is made 
with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 carriers provide a middle ground between 
a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design but its harder to work with and a 48 carrier 
design that is softer and easier to work with but is not as durable. KMIII 
combines the better characteristics of both which allows for an incredibly 
smooth sheath, higher tensile strengths, and superior handling characteristics.

Features

32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio

Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 
construction

excellent handling and knot holding characteristics

high abrasion resistance

excellent UV protection

  Order No. Price Length Color Diameter

  3304-14-150-Sale $150.00 150' (46M) Black 7/16 in

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope

New England KMIII Safety Rope

KM-III's unique polyester sheath differentiates KM-III from other static ropes. 
The polyester sheath is balanced with a nylon core to limit rotation, bouncing, 
and stretch with exceptional UV resistance. KM-III is NFPA and CE approved, 
and comes with an NFPA certification tag and CE labels. This is one of the 
most durable static ropes available with the handling and knotability you 
expect from New England (TEUFELBERGER). The sheath of the KMIII is made 
with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 carriers provide a middle ground between 
a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design but its harder to work with and a 48 carrier 
design that is softer and easier to work with but is not as durable. KMIII 
combines the better characteristics of both which allows for an incredibly 
smooth sheath, higher tensile strengths, and superior handling characteristics.

Features
2 32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio
2 Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 

construction
2 excellent handling and knot holding characteristics
2 high abrasion resistance
2 excellent UV protection

  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color

  

3300-14-600 $609.00 7/16 in 600 ft White
3301-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Red
3301-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Red
3301-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Red
3301-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Red
3301-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Red
3301-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Red
3300-16-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft White
3300-16-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft White
3300-16-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft White
3300-16-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft White
3300-16 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot White
3300-14-300 $332.00 7/16 in 300 ft White
3300-14-200 $215.00 7/16 in 200 ft White
3300-14-150 $165.00 7/16 in 150 ft White
3300-14 $1.10 7/16 in by the foot White
3300-12-600 $543.00 3/8 in 600 ft White
3300-12-300 $291.00 3/8 in 300 ft White
3300-12-200 $198.00 3/8 in 200 ft White
3300-12-150 $150.00 3/8 in 150 ft White
3300-12 $1.00 3/8 in by the foot White
3301-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft Red
3301-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Red
3301-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Red
3301-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Red
3301-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Red

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9G
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New England KMIII Safety Rope (continued)
  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color

3301-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Red
3301-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Red
3301-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Red
3301-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Red
3302-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Safety Green
3302-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Safety Green
3302-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Safety Green
3302-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Safety Green
3302-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Safety Green
3302-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Safety Green
3302-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Safety Green
3302-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Safety Green
3302-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Safety Green
3302-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Safety Green
3302-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Safety Green
3303-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft Blue
3303-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Blue
3303-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Blue
3303-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Blue
3303-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Blue
3303-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Blue
3303-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Blue
3303-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Blue
3303-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Blue
3303-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Blue
3303-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Blue
3303-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Blue
3303-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Blue
3303-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Blue
3303-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Blue
3304-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft Black
3304-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Black
3304-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Black
3304-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Black
3304-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Black
3304-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Black
3304-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Black
3304-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Black
3304-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Black
3304-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Black
3304-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Black
3304-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Black
3304-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Black
3304-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Black
3304-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Black
3305-20-600 $1,145.00 5/8 in 600 ft Orange
3305-20-300 $607.00 5/8 in 300 ft Orange
3305-20-200 $385.00 5/8 in 200 ft Orange
3305-20-150 $299.00 5/8 in 150 ft Orange
3305-20 $2.00 5/8 in by the foot Orange
3305-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft Orange
3305-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Orange
3305-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Orange
3305-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Orange
3305-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Orange
3305-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Orange
3305-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Orange
3305-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Orange
3305-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Orange
3305-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Orange
3305-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Orange
3305-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Orange
3305-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Orange
3305-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Orange

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope

New England KMIII Safety Rope (continued)
  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color

3305-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Orange
3309-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft O. D. Green
3309-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft O. D. Green
3309-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft O. D. Green
3309-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft O. D. Green
3309-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot O. D. Green
3309-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft O. D. Green
3309-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft O. D. Green
3309-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft O. D. Green
3309-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft O. D. Green
3309-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot O. D. Green
3302-16-600 1/2 in 600 ft Safety Green
3302-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Safety Green
3302-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Safety Green
3302-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Safety Green
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Petzl Axis - 11 mm (7/16") Work at Height Rope

Description
2 Standard diameter ensures a good grip for easier handling
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex construction with nylon core and polyester 

sheath, with specific weave- this construction ensures great flexibility over time, under any 
conditions (water, dust, mud...), which allows it to maintain excellent handling and optimal 
functioning with devices

2 Available in six colors: white, yellow, black, blue, red and orange
2 Standard lengths: 150, 200, 600 and 1200 ft.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

R074AA01 $167.95 Yellow 150 ft
R074AA00 $159.95 White 150 ft
R074AA36 $167.95 Red 150 ft
R074AA37 $167.95 Orange 150 ft
R074AA35 $167.95 Blue 150 ft
R074AA002 $167.95 Black 150 ft
R074AA27 $1,214.95 White 1,200 ft.
R074AA16 $655.95 Yellow 600 ft
R074AA15 $623.95 White 600 ft
R074AA06 $211.95 White 200 ft
R074AA19 $655.95 Red 600 ft
R074AA20 $655.95 Orange 600 ft
R074AA18 $655.95 Blue 600 ft
R074AA17 $655.95 Black 600 ft
R074AA07 $222.95 Yellow 200 ft
R074AA42 $222.95 Red 200 ft
R074AA43 $222.95 Orange 200 ft
R074AA41 $222.95 Blue 200 ft
R074AA08 $222.95 Black 200 ft
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Petzl Axis 11 mm with sewn termination

A low stretch kernmantel rope with sewn termination and good handling, for 
work at height. The AXIS 11 mm low stretch kernmantel rope with sewn 
termination is designed for work at height. The standard diameter ensures a 
good grip for easier handling. The EverFlex construction guarantees great 
flexibility and consistent performance over time. The sewn termination with 
protective sheath helps keep the connector in position and facilitates 
handling. It is suitable for use with an ASAP mobile fall arrester, or in a rescue 
kit with an I’D S descender.

Features: 
2 Standard diameter ensures a good grip for easier handling
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex construction with nylon core 

and polyester sheath, with specific weave- this construction ensures great 
flexibility over time, under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), which allows 
it to maintain excellent handling and optimal functioning with devices

2 Comes with sewn termination that allows it to meet the 
EN 353-2 standard for use with an ASAP mobile fall 
arrester, or to be part of a rescue kit that includes an I’D 
S descender. This termination has a protective sheath 
that keeps the carabiner in position and facilitates 
handling

2 Standard lengths - 10 Meters (32.8 ft.), 20 Meters (65.2 
ft.), (30 M (98 ft.), 40 Meters (131.2 ft.), 50 Meters (164 ft) and 60 M (196.8 
ft).

  Order No. Price Length

  

R074BA00 $54.95 10 Meters
R074BA01 $89.95 20 Meters
R074BA02 $124.95 30 Meter
R074BA03 $159.95 40 meters
R074BA04 $193.95 50 Meters
R074BA05 $228.95 60 Meters

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9r
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Petzl Parallel 10.5 mm Rope Access Rope
Semi-static rope for rope access, with a thin diameter to ensure very good performance in terms of flexibility and 
weight. PARALLEL 10.5 mm has low stretch when under tension, increasing efficiency at the start of a rope ascent. Its 
EverFlex construction guarantees great flexibility and consistent performance over time. Rope available in two colors 
and four lengths.

Features: 
2 Thin diameter ensures very good performance in terms of flexibility and weight
2 Low stretch when loaded, increasing efficiency at the start of a rope ascent
2 Consistent performance over time:
2 EverFlex construction with nylon core and polyester sheath, with specific weave - this construction ensures great 

flexibility over time, under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), which allows it to maintain excellent handling and 
optimal functioning with devices

2 Available in two colors for easy differentiation of working rope, safety rope, and common access: White and Black,
2 Standard lengths: 50 ft. (15.5 Meters), 100 ft. (30.5 meters), 164 ft. (50 Meters), 328 ft.(100 Meters), 656 ft. (200 Meters) and 1,640 ft. (500 

Meters).

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

R077AW100 $80.00 White 30.5 Meters
R077AB100 $90.00 Black 30.5 Meters
R077AW50 $40.00 White 15.5 Meters
R077AB50 $45.00 Black 15.5 Meters
R077AA28 $1,324.95 White 500 Meters
R077AA21 $559.95 White 200 Meters
R077AA23 $588.95 Black 200 Meters
R077AA09 $284.95 White 100 Meters
R077AA11 $299.95 Black 100 Meters
R077AA03 $143.95 White 50 Meters
R077AA05 $150.95 Black 50 Meters

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt92
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Petzl Ray 12 mm with sewn termination

The RAY 12 mm static rope with sewn termination is designed for use with an 
ASAP (international version) or ASAP LOCK mobile fall arrester. The standard 
diameter ensures a good grip for easier handling. It has low stretch when put 
under tension, allowing it to meet the requirements of U.S. fall protection 
standards. The sewn termination with protective sheath helps keep the 
connector in position and facilitates handling. Rope available in five lengths.

Features:
2 Low stretch rope that meets the requirements of the ANSI Z359.15 

standard when used with an ASAP (internationalVersion) or ASAP LOCK 
mobile fall arrester

2 100 % polyester manufacturing ensures great flexibility 
over time under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), 
conserving excellent long-term handling

2 Rope with a sewn termination: the termination has a 
protective sheath that keeps the connector in position 
and facilitates handling

2 Standard lengths: 25, 50, 75, 100 and 200 feet

  Order No. Price Length

  

R091AA04 $227.95 200 ft
R091AA03 $123.95 100 ft
R091AA002 $97.95 75 ft.
R091AA01 $71.95 50 ft.
R091AA00 $45.95 25 ft.

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt97
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Petzl Vector  12.5 mm - Rescue Rope

Description
2 Large diameter, ensuring great strength and excellent handling when manipulating heavy loads
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex construction with nylon core and polyester sheath, with specific 

weave- this construction ensures great flexibility over time, under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), which 
allows it to maintain excellent handling and optimal functioning with devices

2 Available in six colors for easier identification of different kits: white, yellow, black, blue, 
red and orange

2 Standard lengths: 150, 200, 600 and 1200 ft.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

R078AA27 $1,396.95 White 1,200 ft.
R078AA16 $751.95 Yellow 600 ft
R078AA15 $715.95 White 600 ft
R078AA19 $751.95 Red 600 ft
R078AA020 $751.95 Orange 600 ft
R078AA18 $751.95 Blue 600 ft
R078AA17 $751.95 Black 600 ft
R078AA07 $254.95 Yellow 200 ft
R078AA06 $242.95 White 200 ft
R078AA42 $254.95 Red 200 ft
R078AA43 $254.95 Orange 200 ft
R078AA41 $254.95 Blue 200 ft
R078AA08 $254.95 Black 200 ft
R078AA01 $192.95 Yellow 150 ft
R078AA00 $182.95 White 150 ft
R078AA36 $192.95 Red 150 ft
R078AA37 $192.95 Orange 150 ft
R078AA35 $192.95 Blue 150 ft
R078AA02 $192.95 Black 150 ft

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt91
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PMI, 1/2" Classic Static Rope (12.5 mm) Sale

Hudson Classic Pro Nylon rope is the choice of 
professionals the world over. PMI® 12.5 mm is the classic 6,
6 nylon line for any rugged or harsh environment. High 
abrasion resistance makes this the toughest rope for any 
professional. PMI’s 16 carrier construction beats other 
designs hands down in abrasion tests. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length Color

  
0116320-150-Sale $142.46 150 ft White
0116420-150-sale $167.20 150 ft Orange
0116K20-300-Sale $167.20 150 ft Blue

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope

RNR  Poseidon Series Lifeline - 1/2" Short Sale

Great pricing on short lengths of 1/2 in. rope! Regular Price $1.28 per foot - 
Sale Price $0.80 - $1.00 per foot

**This item does not qualify for free shipping**

Rock-N-Rescue and New England Ropes have teamed up to produce an 
exceptional static rope for rappelling, caving, rescue, fixed-rope applications, 
hauling, and life-safety applications.

R-N-R Lifeline's unique polyester sheath differentiates it from other static 
rescue ropes. The polyester sheath is balanced with a nylon core to limit 
rotation, bouncing, and stretch with exceptional UV resistance. Poseidon 
Series Lifeline is NFPA and CE approved, and comes with an NFPA certification 
tag and CE labels. This is one of the most durable static ropes available with 
the handling and knotability you expect from Rock-N-Rescue. The sheath of 
the rope is made with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 carriers provide a middle 
ground between a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design but is harder to work with 
and a 48 carrier design that is softer and easier to work with but is not as 
durable.

R-N-R Lifeline combines the better characteristics of both which allows for an 
incredibly smooth sheath, higher tensile strengths, and superior handling 
characteristics.

FEATURES:
2 32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio
2 Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 

construction
2 excellent handling and knot holding characteristics
2 high abrasion resistance
2 excellent UV protection

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9A
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RNR  Poseidon Series Lifeline - 7/16" and 1/2"

Rock-N-Rescue and New England Ropes have teamed up to produce an 
exceptional static rope for rappelling, caving, rescue, fixed-rope applications, 
hauling, and life-safety applications. R-N-R Lifeline's unique polyester sheath 
differentiates it from other static ropes. The polyester sheath is balanced with 
a nylon core to limit rotation, bouncing, and stretch with exceptional UV 
resistance. Poseidon Series Lifeline is NFPA and CE approved, and comes with 
an NFPA certification tag and CE labels. This is one of the most durable static 
ropes available with the handling and knotability you expect from Rock-N-
Rescue. The sheath of the rope is made with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 
carriers provide a middle ground between a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design 
but is harder to work with and a 48 carrier design that is softer and easier to 
work with but is not as durable. R-N-R Lifeline combines the better 
characteristics of both which allows for an incredibly smooth sheath, higher 
tensile strengths, and superior handling characteristics.

FEATURES:
2 32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio
2 Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 

construction
2 excellent handling and knot holding characteristics
2 high abrasion resistance
2 excellent UV protection

  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color

  

RRS012 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Pink
RRS012-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Pink
RRS012-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Pink
RRS012-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Pink
RRS012-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Pink
RRS012-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Pink
RRS012-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Pink
RRS001-1200 $1,218.00 7/16 in 1,200 ft. Blue
RRS002-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Blue
RRS003-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Silver
RRS004-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Safety Green
RRS008-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Yellow
RRS010-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Red
RRS011-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Orange
RRS001 $1.10 7/16 in by the foot Blue
RRS010-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Red
RRS010-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Red
RRS010-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Red
RRS010-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Red
RRS010-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Red
RRS010 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Red
RSR011-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Orange
RRS011-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Orange

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope

RNR  Poseidon Series Lifeline - 7/16" and 1/2" (continued)
  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color
RRS011-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Orange
RRS011-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Orange
RRS011-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Orange
RRS011 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Orange
RRS001-150 $165.00 7/16 in 150 ft Blue
RRS001-200 $215.00 7/16 in 200 ft Blue
RRS002 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Blue
RRS002-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Blue
RRS002-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Blue
RRS008 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Yellow
RRS008-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Yellow
RRS008-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Yellow
RRS008-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Yellow
RRS004-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Safety Green
RRS008-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Yellow
RRS003-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Silver
RRS008-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Yellow
RRS004-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Safety Green
RRS001-300 $332.00 7/16 in 300 ft Blue
RRS001-600 $609.00 7/16 in 600 ft Blue
RRS002-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Blue
RRS002-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Blue
RRS002-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Blue
RRS003 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Silver
RRS003-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Silver
RRS003-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Silver
RRS003-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Silver
RRS003-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Silver
RRS004 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Safety Green
RRS004-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Safety Green
RRS004-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Safety Green
RRS004-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Safety Green
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope

RNR Poseidon HTP Series Static Short Sale

Low elongation makes this rope the top choice for mainline, haul systems and 
highline use. The strength that this rope provides also makes it a great choice 
specialized rescues and industrial safety applications.

Great for all types of technical rescue, confined space rescue, USAR, and 
industrial safety applications.

Regularly priced at $1.28 per foot - Sale priced at $0.80 per 
foot

**This items does not qualify for free shipping**

Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Diameter Color Length

  

RRS006-60Sale $48.00 1/2 in Orange 60 ft
RRS007-65 $52.00 1/2 in Red 65 feet
RRS007-80 $64.00 1/2 in Red 80 ft.
RRS007-95 $76.00 1/2 in Red 95 ft.

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope

RNR Poseidon HTP Series Static

Low elongation makes this rope the top choice for mainline, haul systems and 
highline use. The strength that this rope provides also makes it a great choice 
specialized rescues and industrial safety applications.

Great for all types of technical rescue, confined space 
rescue, USAR, and industrial safety applications.

Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Diameter Color Length

  

RRS009-600 $621.90 7/16 in Red 600 ft
RRS009-300 $315.85 7/16 in Red 300 ft
RRS009-200 $169.56 7/16 in Red 200 ft
RRS009-150 $159.55 7/16 in Red 150 ft
RRS009 $1.11 7/16 in Red by the foot
RRS007-600 $723.95 1/2 in Red 600 ft
RRS006-600 $723.95 1/2 in Orange 600 ft
RRS005-600 $723.95 1/2 in Blue 600 ft
RRS007-300 $367.95 1/2 in Red 300 ft
RRS006-300 $367.95 1/2 in Orange 300 ft
RRS005-300 $367.95 1/2 in Blue 300 ft
RRS007-200 $245.95 1/2 in Red 200 ft
RRS006-200 $245.95 1/2 in Orange 200 ft
RRS005-200 $245.95 1/2 in Blue 200 ft
RRS007-150 $185.95 1/2 in Red 150 ft
RRS006-150 $185.95 1/2 in Orange 150 ft
RRS005-150 $185.95 1/2 in Blue 150 ft
RRS007 $1.28 1/2 in Red by the foot
RRS006 $1.28 1/2 in Orange by the foot
RRS005 $1.28 1/2 in Blue by the foot
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope

STERLING 1/2" (13 mm) Superstatic 2 Short Sale

A technical rescue and high angle multi-use rescue rope 
that is perfect for mainline rescue and belay line 
systems.100% nylon low stretch kernmantle41/59 
sheath/core ratio yields best durability and great 
handlingGreat for all types of technical rescue, confined 
space rescue, USAR, and industrial safety applicationsNote: 
tracer colors are subject to change.Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length Color

  
SSS127W-85 $71.40 85 ft. White
SSS127Y-35 $31.64 35 ft. Yellow
SSS127W-25 $19.00 25 ft White
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static Kernmantle Rope

STERLING 1/2" (13 mm) Superstatic 2
A technical rescue and high angle multi-use rescue rope that is perfect for mainline rescue 
and belay line systems.100% nylon low stretch kernmantle41/59 sheath/core ratio yields best 
durability and great handlingGreat for all types of technical rescue, confined space rescue, 
USAR, and industrial safety applicationsNote: tracer colors are subject to change.Made in the 
U.S.A.PLEASE ALLOW 1-2 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Length Color

  

SSS127R-600 $788.95 600 ft Red
SSS127R-300 $400.95 300 ft Red
SSS127R-200 $268.95 200 ft Red
SSS127R-150 $202.95 150 ft Red
SSS127BK-150 $202.95 150 ft Black
SSS127B-150 $202.95 150 ft Blue
SSS127O-150 $202.95 150 ft Orange
SSS127Y-150 $202.95 150 ft Yellow
SSS127W-150 $173.95 150 ft White
SSS127BK-200 $268.95 200 ft Black
SSS127B-200 $268.95 200 ft Blue
SSS127O-200 $268.95 200 ft Orange
SSS127W-200 $230.95 200 ft White
SSS127Y-200 $268.95 200 ft Yellow
SSS127BK-300 $400.95 300 ft Black
SSS127B-300 $400.95 300 ft Blue
SSS127O-300 $400.95 300 ft Orange
SSS127W-300 $344.95 300 ft White
SSS127Y-300 $400.95 300 ft Yellow
SSS127BK-600 $788.95 600 ft Black
SSS127B-600 $788.95 600 ft Blue
SSS127O-600 $788.95 600 ft Orange
SSS127W-600 $665.00 600 ft White
SSS127Y-600 $788.95 600 ft Yellow
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static Kernmantle Rope, Petzl Rope

Petzl Axis - 11 mm (7/16") Work at Height Rope

Description
2 Standard diameter ensures a good grip for easier handling
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex construction with nylon core and polyester 

sheath, with specific weave- this construction ensures great flexibility over time, under any 
conditions (water, dust, mud...), which allows it to maintain excellent handling and optimal 
functioning with devices

2 Available in six colors: white, yellow, black, blue, red and orange
2 Standard lengths: 150, 200, 600 and 1200 ft.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

R074AA01 $167.95 Yellow 150 ft
R074AA00 $159.95 White 150 ft
R074AA36 $167.95 Red 150 ft
R074AA37 $167.95 Orange 150 ft
R074AA35 $167.95 Blue 150 ft
R074AA002 $167.95 Black 150 ft
R074AA27 $1,214.95 White 1,200 ft.
R074AA16 $655.95 Yellow 600 ft
R074AA15 $623.95 White 600 ft
R074AA06 $211.95 White 200 ft
R074AA19 $655.95 Red 600 ft
R074AA20 $655.95 Orange 600 ft
R074AA18 $655.95 Blue 600 ft
R074AA17 $655.95 Black 600 ft
R074AA07 $222.95 Yellow 200 ft
R074AA42 $222.95 Red 200 ft
R074AA43 $222.95 Orange 200 ft
R074AA41 $222.95 Blue 200 ft
R074AA08 $222.95 Black 200 ft
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, Petzl Rope

Petzl Axis 11 mm with sewn termination

A low stretch kernmantel rope with sewn termination and good handling, for 
work at height. The AXIS 11 mm low stretch kernmantel rope with sewn 
termination is designed for work at height. The standard diameter ensures a 
good grip for easier handling. The EverFlex construction guarantees great 
flexibility and consistent performance over time. The sewn termination with 
protective sheath helps keep the connector in position and facilitates 
handling. It is suitable for use with an ASAP mobile fall arrester, or in a rescue 
kit with an I’D S descender.

Features: 
2 Standard diameter ensures a good grip for easier handling
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex construction with nylon core 

and polyester sheath, with specific weave- this construction ensures great 
flexibility over time, under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), which allows 
it to maintain excellent handling and optimal functioning with devices

2 Comes with sewn termination that allows it to meet the 
EN 353-2 standard for use with an ASAP mobile fall 
arrester, or to be part of a rescue kit that includes an I’D 
S descender. This termination has a protective sheath 
that keeps the carabiner in position and facilitates 
handling

2 Standard lengths - 10 Meters (32.8 ft.), 20 Meters (65.2 
ft.), (30 M (98 ft.), 40 Meters (131.2 ft.), 50 Meters (164 ft) and 60 M (196.8 
ft).

  Order No. Price Length

  

R074BA00 $54.95 10 Meters
R074BA01 $89.95 20 Meters
R074BA02 $124.95 30 Meter
R074BA03 $159.95 40 meters
R074BA04 $193.95 50 Meters
R074BA05 $228.95 60 Meters
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static Kernmantle Rope, Petzl Rope

Petzl Parallel 10.5 mm Rope Access Rope
Semi-static rope for rope access, with a thin diameter to ensure very good performance in terms of flexibility and 
weight. PARALLEL 10.5 mm has low stretch when under tension, increasing efficiency at the start of a rope ascent. Its 
EverFlex construction guarantees great flexibility and consistent performance over time. Rope available in two colors 
and four lengths.

Features: 
2 Thin diameter ensures very good performance in terms of flexibility and weight
2 Low stretch when loaded, increasing efficiency at the start of a rope ascent
2 Consistent performance over time:
2 EverFlex construction with nylon core and polyester sheath, with specific weave - this construction ensures great 

flexibility over time, under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), which allows it to maintain excellent handling and 
optimal functioning with devices

2 Available in two colors for easy differentiation of working rope, safety rope, and common access: White and Black,
2 Standard lengths: 50 ft. (15.5 Meters), 100 ft. (30.5 meters), 164 ft. (50 Meters), 328 ft.(100 Meters), 656 ft. (200 Meters) and 1,640 ft. (500 

Meters).

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

R077AW100 $80.00 White 30.5 Meters
R077AB100 $90.00 Black 30.5 Meters
R077AW50 $40.00 White 15.5 Meters
R077AB50 $45.00 Black 15.5 Meters
R077AA28 $1,324.95 White 500 Meters
R077AA21 $559.95 White 200 Meters
R077AA23 $588.95 Black 200 Meters
R077AA09 $284.95 White 100 Meters
R077AA11 $299.95 Black 100 Meters
R077AA03 $143.95 White 50 Meters
R077AA05 $150.95 Black 50 Meters
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, Petzl Rope

Petzl Ray 12 mm with sewn termination

The RAY 12 mm static rope with sewn termination is designed for use with an 
ASAP (international version) or ASAP LOCK mobile fall arrester. The standard 
diameter ensures a good grip for easier handling. It has low stretch when put 
under tension, allowing it to meet the requirements of U.S. fall protection 
standards. The sewn termination with protective sheath helps keep the 
connector in position and facilitates handling. Rope available in five lengths.

Features:
2 Low stretch rope that meets the requirements of the ANSI Z359.15 

standard when used with an ASAP (internationalVersion) or ASAP LOCK 
mobile fall arrester

2 100 % polyester manufacturing ensures great flexibility 
over time under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), 
conserving excellent long-term handling

2 Rope with a sewn termination: the termination has a 
protective sheath that keeps the connector in position 
and facilitates handling

2 Standard lengths: 25, 50, 75, 100 and 200 feet

  Order No. Price Length

  

R091AA04 $227.95 200 ft
R091AA03 $123.95 100 ft
R091AA002 $97.95 75 ft.
R091AA01 $71.95 50 ft.
R091AA00 $45.95 25 ft.

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, Petzl Rope

Petzl Segment 8.0 mm  Technical cord

The SEGMENT 8 mm technical accessory cord is used when creating Prusik 
knots, anchors or haul systems. The EverFlex construction guarantees great 
flexibility and consistent performance over time. Cord available in three 
lengths.

Features:
2 Accessory cord for Prusik knots, anchors or haul systems
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex 

construction with nylon core and polyester sheath, with 
specific weave- this construction ensures great flexibility 
over time under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), 
conserving excellent long-term handling

2 Standard lengths: 50 M (164 ft.), 100 M (328 ft.) and 200 
M (656 ft.)

  Order No. Price Length

  
R076AA06 $417.95 200 Meters
R076AA03 $213.95 100 Meters
R076AA00 $108.95 50 Meters
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static Kernmantle Rope, Petzl Rope

Petzl Semi Static Cordage
These rugged and durable cords are for guiding a victim during rescue, or for hauling equipment. Available in four 
diameters, 4 mm, 5 mm, 6mm & 7mm. Avaialble in lengths 25 ft., 50 ft. and in a 120 meter roll.

Features:
2 Accessory cords for guiding a victim during rescue, or for hauling equipment
2 Rugged construction
2 Available in four diameters: 4, 5, 6 and 7 mm
2 Colors:
2 4 mm = Orange
2 5 mm = Red
2 6 mm = Green
2 7 mm = Blue

  Order No. Price Diameter Length

  

R044AA25 $7.75 4 mm 25 ft.
R044AA50 $15.50 4 mm 50 ft.
R044AA00 $99.95 4 mm 120 Meters
R045AA25 $10.89 5 mm 25 ft.
R045AA50 $21.78 5 mm 50 ft.
R045AA00 $149.95 5 mm 120 Meters
R046AA25 $14.52 6 mm 25 ft.
R046AA50 $29.04 6 mm 50 ft.
R046AA00 $199.95 6 mm 120 Meters
R047AA25 $18.15 7 mm 25 ft.
R047AA50 $21.78 7 mm 50 ft.
R047AA00 $249.95 7 mm 120 Meters
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static Kernmantle Rope, Petzl Rope

Petzl Vector  12.5 mm - Rescue Rope

Description
2 Large diameter, ensuring great strength and excellent handling when manipulating heavy loads
2 Consistent performance over time:- EverFlex construction with nylon core and polyester sheath, with specific 

weave- this construction ensures great flexibility over time, under any conditions (water, dust, mud...), which 
allows it to maintain excellent handling and optimal functioning with devices

2 Available in six colors for easier identification of different kits: white, yellow, black, blue, 
red and orange

2 Standard lengths: 150, 200, 600 and 1200 ft.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

R078AA27 $1,396.95 White 1,200 ft.
R078AA16 $751.95 Yellow 600 ft
R078AA15 $715.95 White 600 ft
R078AA19 $751.95 Red 600 ft
R078AA020 $751.95 Orange 600 ft
R078AA18 $751.95 Blue 600 ft
R078AA17 $751.95 Black 600 ft
R078AA07 $254.95 Yellow 200 ft
R078AA06 $242.95 White 200 ft
R078AA42 $254.95 Red 200 ft
R078AA43 $254.95 Orange 200 ft
R078AA41 $254.95 Blue 200 ft
R078AA08 $254.95 Black 200 ft
R078AA01 $192.95 Yellow 150 ft
R078AA00 $182.95 White 150 ft
R078AA36 $192.95 Red 150 ft
R078AA37 $192.95 Orange 150 ft
R078AA35 $192.95 Blue 150 ft
R078AA02 $192.95 Black 150 ft
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, New England Static 
Ropes

New England 1/2" KMIII Safety Rope - Short Sale

Great Prices on short lengths of rope! Regular price $1.28 (White) and $1.46 
(Colors) per foot - Sale price $0.80 (White) and $1.00 (Colors) per foot

KM-III's unique polyester sheath differentiates KM-III from other static ropes. 
The polyester sheath is balanced with a nylon core to limit rotation, bouncing, 
and stretch with exceptional UV resistance. KM-III is NFPA and CE approved, 
and comes with an NFPA certification tag and CE labels. This is one of the 
most durable static ropes available with the handling and knotability you 
expect from New England (TEUFELBERGER). The sheath of the KMIII is made 
with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 carriers provide a middle ground between 
a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design but its harder to work with and a 48 carrier 
design that is softer and easier to work with but is not as durable. KMIII 
combines the better characteristics of both which allows for an incredibly 
smooth sheath, higher tensile strengths, and superior handling characteristics.

Features

32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio

Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 
construction

excellent handling and knot holding characteristics

high abrasion resistance

excellent UV protection

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, New England Static 
Ropes

New England 7/16" KMIII Safety Rope - Short Sale

Great Prices on short lengths of rope!

7/16" regular price on 150' is $192.00 - Sale Price $150.00

KM-III's unique polyester sheath differentiates KM-III from other static ropes. 
The polyester sheath is balanced with a nylon core to limit rotation, bouncing, 
and stretch with exceptional UV resistance. KM-III is NFPA and CE approved, 
and comes with an NFPA certification tag and CE labels. This is one of the 
most durable static ropes available with the handling and knotability you 
expect from New England (TEUFELBERGER). The sheath of the KMIII is made 
with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 carriers provide a middle ground between 
a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design but its harder to work with and a 48 carrier 
design that is softer and easier to work with but is not as durable. KMIII 
combines the better characteristics of both which allows for an incredibly 
smooth sheath, higher tensile strengths, and superior handling characteristics.

Features

32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio

Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 
construction

excellent handling and knot holding characteristics

high abrasion resistance

excellent UV protection

  Order No. Price Length Color Diameter

  3304-14-150-Sale $150.00 150' (46M) Black 7/16 in
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, New England Static 
Ropes

New England KMIII Safety Rope

KM-III's unique polyester sheath differentiates KM-III from other static ropes. 
The polyester sheath is balanced with a nylon core to limit rotation, bouncing, 
and stretch with exceptional UV resistance. KM-III is NFPA and CE approved, 
and comes with an NFPA certification tag and CE labels. This is one of the 
most durable static ropes available with the handling and knotability you 
expect from New England (TEUFELBERGER). The sheath of the KMIII is made 
with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 carriers provide a middle ground between 
a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design but its harder to work with and a 48 carrier 
design that is softer and easier to work with but is not as durable. KMIII 
combines the better characteristics of both which allows for an incredibly 
smooth sheath, higher tensile strengths, and superior handling characteristics.

Features
2 32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio
2 Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 

construction
2 excellent handling and knot holding characteristics
2 high abrasion resistance
2 excellent UV protection

  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color

  

3300-14-600 $609.00 7/16 in 600 ft White
3301-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Red
3301-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Red
3301-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Red
3301-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Red
3301-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Red
3301-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Red
3300-16-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft White
3300-16-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft White
3300-16-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft White
3300-16-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft White
3300-16 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot White
3300-14-300 $332.00 7/16 in 300 ft White
3300-14-200 $215.00 7/16 in 200 ft White
3300-14-150 $165.00 7/16 in 150 ft White
3300-14 $1.10 7/16 in by the foot White
3300-12-600 $543.00 3/8 in 600 ft White
3300-12-300 $291.00 3/8 in 300 ft White
3300-12-200 $198.00 3/8 in 200 ft White
3300-12-150 $150.00 3/8 in 150 ft White
3300-12 $1.00 3/8 in by the foot White
3301-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft Red
3301-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Red
3301-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Red

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, New England Static 
Ropes

New England KMIII Safety Rope (continued)
  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color

3301-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Red
3301-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Red
3301-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Red
3301-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Red
3301-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Red
3301-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Red
3302-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Safety Green
3302-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Safety Green
3302-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Safety Green
3302-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Safety Green
3302-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Safety Green
3302-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Safety Green
3302-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Safety Green
3302-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Safety Green
3302-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Safety Green
3302-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Safety Green
3302-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Safety Green
3303-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft Blue
3303-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Blue
3303-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Blue
3303-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Blue
3303-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Blue
3303-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Blue
3303-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Blue
3303-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Blue
3303-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Blue
3303-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Blue
3303-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Blue
3303-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Blue
3303-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Blue
3303-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Blue
3303-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Blue
3304-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft Black
3304-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Black
3304-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Black
3304-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Black
3304-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Black
3304-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Black
3304-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Black
3304-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Black
3304-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Black
3304-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Black
3304-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Black
3304-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Black
3304-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Black
3304-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Black
3304-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Black
3305-20-600 $1,145.00 5/8 in 600 ft Orange
3305-20-300 $607.00 5/8 in 300 ft Orange
3305-20-200 $385.00 5/8 in 200 ft Orange
3305-20-150 $299.00 5/8 in 150 ft Orange
3305-20 $2.00 5/8 in by the foot Orange
3305-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft Orange
3305-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Orange
3305-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Orange
3305-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Orange
3305-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot Orange
3305-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft Orange
3305-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft Orange
3305-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft Orange
3305-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft Orange
3305-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot Orange
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, New England Static 
Ropes

New England KMIII Safety Rope (continued)
  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color
3305-12-600 $639.00 3/8 in 600 ft Orange
3305-12-300 $349.00 3/8 in 300 ft Orange
3305-12-200 $225.00 3/8 in 200 ft Orange
3305-12-150 $170.00 3/8 in 150 ft Orange
3305-12 $1.14 3/8 in by the foot Orange
3309-16-600 $837.00 1/2 in 600 ft O. D. Green
3309-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft O. D. Green
3309-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft O. D. Green
3309-16-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft O. D. Green
3309-16 $1.46 1/2 in by the foot O. D. Green
3309-14-600 $682.00 7/16 in 600 ft O. D. Green
3309-14-300 $374.00 7/16 in 300 ft O. D. Green
3309-14-200 $254.00 7/16 in 200 ft O. D. Green
3309-14-150 $192.00 7/16 in 150 ft O. D. Green
3309-14 $1.28 7/16 in by the foot O. D. Green
3302-16-600 1/2 in 600 ft Safety Green
3302-16-300 $437.00 1/2 in 300 ft Safety Green
3302-16-200 $290.00 1/2 in 200 ft Safety Green
3302-150 $219.00 1/2 in 150 ft Safety Green

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, PMI Classic Static Rope

PMI, 1/2" Classic Static Rope (12.5 mm) Sale

Hudson Classic Pro Nylon rope is the choice of 
professionals the world over. PMI® 12.5 mm is the classic 6,
6 nylon line for any rugged or harsh environment. High 
abrasion resistance makes this the toughest rope for any 
professional. PMI’s 16 carrier construction beats other 
designs hands down in abrasion tests. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length Color

  
0116320-150-Sale $142.46 150 ft White
0116420-150-sale $167.20 150 ft Orange
0116K20-300-Sale $167.20 150 ft Blue

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, R-N-R Poseidon Series 
Lifeline

RNR  Poseidon Series Lifeline - 1/2" Short Sale

Great pricing on short lengths of 1/2 in. rope! Regular Price $1.28 per foot - 
Sale Price $0.80 - $1.00 per foot

**This item does not qualify for free shipping**

Rock-N-Rescue and New England Ropes have teamed up to produce an 
exceptional static rope for rappelling, caving, rescue, fixed-rope applications, 
hauling, and life-safety applications.

R-N-R Lifeline's unique polyester sheath differentiates it from other static 
rescue ropes. The polyester sheath is balanced with a nylon core to limit 
rotation, bouncing, and stretch with exceptional UV resistance. Poseidon 
Series Lifeline is NFPA and CE approved, and comes with an NFPA certification 
tag and CE labels. This is one of the most durable static ropes available with 
the handling and knotability you expect from Rock-N-Rescue. The sheath of 
the rope is made with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 carriers provide a middle 
ground between a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design but is harder to work with 
and a 48 carrier design that is softer and easier to work with but is not as 
durable.

R-N-R Lifeline combines the better characteristics of both which allows for an 
incredibly smooth sheath, higher tensile strengths, and superior handling 
characteristics.

FEATURES:
2 32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio
2 Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 

construction
2 excellent handling and knot holding characteristics
2 high abrasion resistance
2 excellent UV protection
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, R-N-R Poseidon Series 
Lifeline

RNR  Poseidon Series Lifeline - 7/16" and 1/2"

Rock-N-Rescue and New England Ropes have teamed up to produce an 
exceptional static rope for rappelling, caving, rescue, fixed-rope applications, 
hauling, and life-safety applications. R-N-R Lifeline's unique polyester sheath 
differentiates it from other static ropes. The polyester sheath is balanced with 
a nylon core to limit rotation, bouncing, and stretch with exceptional UV 
resistance. Poseidon Series Lifeline is NFPA and CE approved, and comes with 
an NFPA certification tag and CE labels. This is one of the most durable static 
ropes available with the handling and knotability you expect from Rock-N-
Rescue. The sheath of the rope is made with a 32 carrier sheath design. 32 
carriers provide a middle ground between a stiffer, durable 16 carrier design 
but is harder to work with and a 48 carrier design that is softer and easier to 
work with but is not as durable. R-N-R Lifeline combines the better 
characteristics of both which allows for an incredibly smooth sheath, higher 
tensile strengths, and superior handling characteristics.

FEATURES:
2 32-Strand sheath for optimum sheath / core ratio
2 Polyester over Nylon with a balanced torque free 

construction
2 excellent handling and knot holding characteristics
2 high abrasion resistance
2 excellent UV protection

  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color

  

RRS012 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Pink
RRS012-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Pink
RRS012-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Pink
RRS012-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Pink
RRS012-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Pink
RRS012-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Pink
RRS012-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Pink
RRS001-1200 $1,218.00 7/16 in 1,200 ft. Blue
RRS002-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Blue
RRS003-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Silver
RRS004-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Safety Green
RRS008-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Yellow
RRS010-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Red
RRS011-1200 $1,450.00 1/2 in 1,200 ft. Orange
RRS001 $1.10 7/16 in by the foot Blue
RRS010-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Red
RRS010-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Red
RRS010-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Red
RRS010-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Red
RRS010-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Red
RRS010 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Red

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, R-N-R Poseidon Series 
Lifeline

RNR  Poseidon Series Lifeline - 7/16" and 1/2" (continued)
  Order No. Price Diameter Length Color

RSR011-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Orange
RRS011-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Orange
RRS011-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Orange
RRS011-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Orange
RRS011-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Orange
RRS011 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Orange
RRS001-150 $165.00 7/16 in 150 ft Blue
RRS001-200 $215.00 7/16 in 200 ft Blue
RRS002 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Blue
RRS002-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Blue
RRS002-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Blue
RRS008 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Yellow
RRS008-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Yellow
RRS008-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Yellow
RRS008-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Yellow
RRS004-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Safety Green
RRS008-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Yellow
RRS003-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Silver
RRS008-200 $254.00 1/2 in 200 ft Yellow
RRS004-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Safety Green
RRS001-300 $332.00 7/16 in 300 ft Blue
RRS001-600 $609.00 7/16 in 600 ft Blue
RRS002-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Blue
RRS002-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Blue
RRS002-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Blue
RRS003 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Silver
RRS003-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Silver
RRS003-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Silver
RRS003-400 $512.00 1/2 in 400 ft Silver
RRS003-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Silver
RRS004 $1.28 1/2 in by the foot Safety Green
RRS004-150 $192.00 1/2 in 150 ft Safety Green
RRS004-300 $385.00 1/2 in 300 ft Safety Green
RRS004-600 $725.00 1/2 in 600 ft Safety Green
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, R-N-R Poseidon Series 
Lifeline

RNR Poseidon HTP Series Static Short Sale

Low elongation makes this rope the top choice for mainline, haul systems and 
highline use. The strength that this rope provides also makes it a great choice 
specialized rescues and industrial safety applications.

Great for all types of technical rescue, confined space rescue, USAR, and 
industrial safety applications.

Regularly priced at $1.28 per foot - Sale priced at $0.80 per 
foot

**This items does not qualify for free shipping**

Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Diameter Color Length

  

RRS006-60Sale $48.00 1/2 in Orange 60 ft
RRS007-65 $52.00 1/2 in Red 65 feet
RRS007-80 $64.00 1/2 in Red 80 ft.
RRS007-95 $76.00 1/2 in Red 95 ft.

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, R-N-R Poseidon Series 
Lifeline

RNR Poseidon HTP Series Static

Low elongation makes this rope the top choice for mainline, haul systems and 
highline use. The strength that this rope provides also makes it a great choice 
specialized rescues and industrial safety applications.

Great for all types of technical rescue, confined space 
rescue, USAR, and industrial safety applications.

Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Diameter Color Length

  

RRS009-600 $621.90 7/16 in Red 600 ft
RRS009-300 $315.85 7/16 in Red 300 ft
RRS009-200 $169.56 7/16 in Red 200 ft
RRS009-150 $159.55 7/16 in Red 150 ft
RRS009 $1.11 7/16 in Red by the foot
RRS007-600 $723.95 1/2 in Red 600 ft
RRS006-600 $723.95 1/2 in Orange 600 ft
RRS005-600 $723.95 1/2 in Blue 600 ft
RRS007-300 $367.95 1/2 in Red 300 ft
RRS006-300 $367.95 1/2 in Orange 300 ft
RRS005-300 $367.95 1/2 in Blue 300 ft
RRS007-200 $245.95 1/2 in Red 200 ft
RRS006-200 $245.95 1/2 in Orange 200 ft
RRS005-200 $245.95 1/2 in Blue 200 ft
RRS007-150 $185.95 1/2 in Red 150 ft
RRS006-150 $185.95 1/2 in Orange 150 ft
RRS005-150 $185.95 1/2 in Blue 150 ft
RRS007 $1.28 1/2 in Red by the foot
RRS006 $1.28 1/2 in Orange by the foot
RRS005 $1.28 1/2 in Blue by the foot
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static 

Kernmantle Rope, Sterling Static Rope

STERLING 1/2" (13 mm) Superstatic 2 Short Sale

A technical rescue and high angle multi-use rescue rope 
that is perfect for mainline rescue and belay line 
systems.100% nylon low stretch kernmantle41/59 
sheath/core ratio yields best durability and great 
handlingGreat for all types of technical rescue, confined 
space rescue, USAR, and industrial safety applicationsNote: 
tracer colors are subject to change.Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length Color

  
SSS127W-85 $71.40 85 ft. White
SSS127Y-35 $31.64 35 ft. Yellow
SSS127W-25 $19.00 25 ft White
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Static Kernmantle Rope, Sterling Static Rope

STERLING 1/2" (13 mm) Superstatic 2
A technical rescue and high angle multi-use rescue rope that is perfect for mainline rescue 
and belay line systems.100% nylon low stretch kernmantle41/59 sheath/core ratio yields best 
durability and great handlingGreat for all types of technical rescue, confined space rescue, 
USAR, and industrial safety applicationsNote: tracer colors are subject to change.Made in the 
U.S.A.PLEASE ALLOW 1-2 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Length Color

  

SSS127R-600 $788.95 600 ft Red
SSS127R-300 $400.95 300 ft Red
SSS127R-200 $268.95 200 ft Red
SSS127R-150 $202.95 150 ft Red
SSS127BK-150 $202.95 150 ft Black
SSS127B-150 $202.95 150 ft Blue
SSS127O-150 $202.95 150 ft Orange
SSS127Y-150 $202.95 150 ft Yellow
SSS127W-150 $173.95 150 ft White
SSS127BK-200 $268.95 200 ft Black
SSS127B-200 $268.95 200 ft Blue
SSS127O-200 $268.95 200 ft Orange
SSS127W-200 $230.95 200 ft White
SSS127Y-200 $268.95 200 ft Yellow
SSS127BK-300 $400.95 300 ft Black
SSS127B-300 $400.95 300 ft Blue
SSS127O-300 $400.95 300 ft Orange
SSS127W-300 $344.95 300 ft White
SSS127Y-300 $400.95 300 ft Yellow
SSS127BK-600 $788.95 600 ft Black
SSS127B-600 $788.95 600 ft Blue
SSS127O-600 $788.95 600 ft Orange
SSS127W-600 $665.00 600 ft White
SSS127Y-600 $788.95 600 ft Yellow
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Utility 

Rope

R-N-R, Utility Rope - 3/8" and 1/2" Shorts

Utility rope is a non-rated affordable option for using as a 
general yard rope. Utility rope is manufactured using excess 
core strands from other products including static ropes, 
dynamic ropes, and polypropylene ropes. Because of the 
assortment of fibers that this rope has, it does not carry an 
MBS rating and would best be used for hauling tools or as 
lashing straps.WARNING: Not for rappelling or life safety 
applications. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length Diameter

  1412F20-90 $36.00 90 ft. 3/8 in

R-N-R, Utility Rope - 3/8" and 1/2"

Utility rope is a non-rated affordable option for using as a 
general yard rope. Utility rope is manufactured using excess 
core strands from other products including static ropes, 
dynamic ropes, and polypropylene ropes. Because of the 
assortment of fibers that this rope has, it does not carry an 
MBS rating and would best be used for hauling tools or as 
lashing straps.WARNING: Not for rappelling or life safety 
applications. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length Diameter

  

1416F20 $0.97 by the foot 1/2 in
1416F20-600 $549.95 600 ft 1/2 in
1412F20 $0.72 by the foot 3/8 in
1412F20-600 $409.95 600 ft 3/8 in

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Utility 

Rope

TEUFELBERGER MULTILINE II RIGGING ROPE - 1/2" and 
5/8"

The Multiline II rigging line is a 3-strand composite rope, constructed by 
twisting three strands of a blend of polyester and filaments around a 
polyolefin core.

The polyolefin core keeps the rope firm and round without adding weight, 
which improves abrasion resistance and handling. The blend of polyester and 
filaments gives our Multiline II its characteristic fuzzy feel and makes it easier 
to grip, even when wet. Also, Multiline II provides the most consistent supple 
feel over time of any commercially available twisted rope. It is available in 1/2" 
diameter and 5'8" diameter

Multiline II is easily identified by its familiar two orange markers.

The benefits of Multiline II are:
2 Good grip and knot holding ability, even when wet
2 Excellent knot holding ability and good handling
2 Great ease of splicing
2 Consistently supple feel throughout the service life of the rope
2 Polyolefin keeps line diameter up without adding 

weight.
2 Very little water absorption
2 Multiline II will not break down from UV exposure
2 Soft, spun polyester is added to the surface for better 

grip and chafe protection

  Order No. Price Length Diameter

  

C7300-16 $0.61 Per Foot 1/2 in
C7300-16-150 $88.00 150 ft 1/2 in
C7300-16-200 $108.00 200 ft 1/2 in
C7300-16-600 $278.00 600 ft 1/2 in
C7300-20 $0.99 Per Foot 5/8 in
C7300.20-150 $141.90 150 ft 5/8 in
C7300-20-200 $189.20 200 ft 5/8 in
C7300-20-600 $480.00 600 ft 5/8 in
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Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Water 

Rescue Rope

RNR, Trident Series 3/8" H2O Grabline

The R-N-R H2O Series Grabline is made of yarns with 
different deniers, giving it a tread like feel for better 
traction. Grabline solves the problem of slippery lines with 
its unique sheath construction. Better hand traction makes 
it easier to grab, hold and throw. Color: Yellow/Red. Made 
in U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  
RRW003-600 $359.95 600 ft
RRW003 $0.64 by the foot

Rescue Rope & Rope Accessories, Water 

Rescue Rope

RNR, Trident Series H2O Line

R-N-R's Trident Series 5/16" H2O Lines feature a bright yellow polypropylene 
sheath for high visibility, blue tracer stripes and nylon core for strength. The 
3/8" Trident Series H2O Lines feature a bright yellow polypropylene sheath for 
high visibility, red tracer stripes and nylon DryCore for strength and minimum 
moisture absorption. The 3/8" is also certified to the NFPA Throwline standard. 
The supple nature of these high floatation ropes make for easy stuffing and 
quicker deployment during rescues. Ideal for use in throw bags and as 
swimmer tether lines. Trident Series 7/16" H2O Lines feature 
a double-braided high tenacity polypropylene construction 
for high strength, great handling and maximum floatation. 
The sheath is bright yellow polypropylene and it's tracer 
stripes are red. The 7/16" H2O Line provides better abrasion 
resistance and a larger diameter for a better grip with a 
gloved hand and is the Ideal choice for ice rescue due to its 
higher strength and supple hand.

  Order No. Price Diameter Length

  

RRW001 $0.46 8 mm by the foot
RRW001-600 $257.95 8 mm 600 ft
RRW002 $0.64 3/8 in by the foot
RRW002-600 $362.95 3/8 in 600 ft
RRW004 $0.89 7/16 in by the foot
RRW004-600 $502.95 7/16 in 600 ft
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Rope Storage and Protection

AQUAPAC, VHF Pro Radio Case - Small

Suitable for both left- and right-hand antenna radio the PRO VHF Radio cases 
are made of military specification reinforced vinyl material ideal for 
professional and rigorous uses. Guaranteed submersible to 30'. Supplied with 
a 3-way harness so you can wear your radio on your chest keeping your hands 
free. Made outside the U.S.A.

Features:
2 The clever antenna design not only fits L- and R-handed radios but also 

creates an emergency grab handle.
2 You can use your radio normally through the case, it doesn’t interfere with 

sound or radio signals.
2 Also protects from dust, dirt and sand.
2 Like most of our cases it’ll float if you drop it in the drink.
2 The seams are high-frequency welded to form a super-strong bond.
2 The Aquaclip® (a patented, ultra-secure, rustproof, injection-molded plastic 

seal) opens and closes with a simple twist of two levers, and everything 
stays in one piece even when open.

  $6275

Rope Storage and Protection

BORN, Entry Ease

This excellent stainless steel edge guard will give you the needed abrasion 
protection when entering over sharp edges. Will fit entries as small as 18". 
Entry-Ease is a tool that can be used in a variety of confined space entries 
where a tripod cannot be used. Works great with stretchers and people over 
manholes, ladder rungs, railings, pipes or any surface in which the lifeline may 
become damaged. Made in the U.S.A.

  $26000
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Rope Storage and Protection

Camp Safety Spacecraft 45

A unique 45 liter backpack specifically designed for rope access and technical 
rescue.

Constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D with padded layers.

Semi-rigid structure with a clamshell closure allows for extremely easy access 
to gear.

40 internal attachment points allow for precise organization of gear with 
Spacecraft Bags (specially designed compartment bags that attach to the 
Spacecraft Pack or to a harness – the Spacecraft Pack is delivered standard 
with one Spacecraft Bag).

Secure closure with metal hook buckles. Padded back and shoulder straps. 
Three external pockets and straps for fastening a rope. Transparent label 
pocket. Hauling handle for loads up to 50 kg.

  $19995

Camp Safety Spacecraft Bag

Accessory bag constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D for organizing gear.

The bag can be attached inside the Spacecraft backpack or the Wagon bucket. 
It can also be installed on any CAMP Safety rope access harness with the two 
quick links provided.

  $1495

Rope Storage and Protection

PETZL, Caterpillar

The SET CATERPILLAR articulated protector helps protect a moving rope from 
abrasion. The number of modules can be adapted to the terrain.

Features:
2 To help protect a moving rope from abrasion
2 Modules are connected with quick links: the number of modules can be 

varied according to the terrain
2 Each module can be positioned independently to adapt to the terrain
2 Product sold as a kit: 4 modules + 6 quick links

  $14995

PETZL, Protec Rope Guard

22" rope guard constructed of a durable PVC sheath with Velcro closure. 
Comes with a clip for easy attachment to a fixed rope. Colors will vary. Made 
outside the U.S.

  $2295
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Rope Storage and Protection

RNR  Vinyl Coated Rope Wrapper

Made of ultra tough,vinyl coated polyester, the rope 
wrapper protects your ropes by totally surrounding it. 
Velcro® fastener allows quick placement and removal. Each 
rope wrapper has a 1" webbing loop on each end that is 
used for securing it with accessory cord or a carbiner/screw 
link. Available in black or orange. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  
RWV18-O $21.75 Orange
RWV18-B $21.75 Black

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=YtyV
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RNR - Grand Rope Bags
The Rock-N-Rescue Grand Rope Bag has been built to meet all of your bag needs. The newly redesigned bag has a 
wider opening which makes it easier to stuff. Each bag comes with a draw string top closure. Padded shoulder straps 
offer more comfort when carrying the bag. Top carrying handles for easy loading of bag. The bag has a clear window 
pocket on the side of the bag for your rope history card and content information. Bottom grommet for tying rope 
through the bag. Bags made with tuff 1000 denier coated nylon fabric for long lasting bags. Made in USA.

Options include:
2 Reflective Tape
2 Reflective word - "RESCUE"
2 Reflective word - "ROPE 100' "
2 Reflective word - "ROPE 150' "
2 Reflective word - "ROPE 200' "
2 Reflective word - "ROPE 300' "
2 Padded waist belt for bags that carry 200 or more feet of rope

  Order No. Price Length Color

  

RPB096 $34.50 100 ft Smoke
RPB005 $34.50 100 ft Yellow
RPB004 $34.50 100 ft Red
RPB003 $34.50 100 ft Orange
RPB072 $34.50 100 ft O. D. Green
RPB044 $34.50 100 ft Hot Pink
RPB070 $34.50 100 ft Forest Camo
RPB071 $34.50 100 ft Coyote Tan
RPB002 $34.50 100 ft Blue
RPB001 $34.50 100 ft Black
RPB097 $36.25 150 ft Smoke
RPB006 $36.25 150 ft Black
RPB007 $36.25 150 ft Blue
RPB074 $36.25 150 ft Coyote Tan
RPB073 $36.25 150 ft Forest Camo
RPB045 $36.25 150 ft Hot Pink
RPB075 $36.25 150 ft O. D. Green
RPB098 $42.00 200 ft Smoke
RPB066 $42.00 200 ft Coyote Tan
RPB008 $36.25 150 ft Orange
RPB064 $42.00 200 ft Forest Camo
RPB009 $36.25 150 ft Red
RPB046 $42.00 200 ft Hot Pink
RPB017 $47.00 300 ft Blue
RPB099 $47.00 300 ft Smoke
RPB069 $47.00 300 ft Coyote Tan
RPB067 $47.00 300 ft Forest Camo
RPB047 $47.00 300 ft Hot Pink
RPB068 $47.00 300 ft O. D. Green
RPB018 $47.00 300 ft Orange
RPB100 $54.25 400 ft Smoke
RPB022 $54.25 400 ft Blue
RPB077 $54.25 400 ft Coyote Tan
RPB081 $59.25 600 ft O. D. Green
RPB028 $59.25 600 ft Orange
RPB010 $36.25 150 ft Yellow
RPB011 $42.00 200 ft Black
RPB012 $42.00 200 ft Blue
RPB065 $42.00 200 ft O. D. Green
RPB013 $42.00 200 ft Orange
RPB014 $42.00 200 ft Red
RPB015 $42.00 200 ft Yellow
RPB016 $47.00 300 ft Black
RPB019 $47.00 300 ft Red
RPB020 $47.00 300 ft Yellow
RPB021 $54.25 400 ft Black
RPB024 $54.25 400 ft Red
RPB076 $54.25 400 ft Forest Camo
RPB025 $54.25 400 ft Yellow
RPB048 $54.25 400 ft Hot Pink

  Order No. Price Length Color

RPB078 $54.25 400 ft O. D. Green
RPB023 $54.25 400 ft Orange
RPB026 $59.25 600 ft Black
RPB027 $59.25 600 ft Blue
RPB080 $59.25 600 ft Coyote Tan
RPB079 $59.25 600 ft Forest Camo
RPB101 $59.25 600 ft Smoke
RPB049 $59.25 600 ft Hot Pink
RPB029 $59.25 600 ft Red
RPB030 $59.25 600 ft Yellow

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyp
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RNR Deluxe Rope and Equipment Bag

Deluxe rope and equipment bag has three external pockets 
to store equipment. Pockets close with side release 
buckles. Use your daisy chain to connect hardware 
together, then a carabiner to attach it to the loop inside the 
center pocket. Rope and equipment bags include two 
padded shoulder straps and hand loop. This bag will carry 
300' of 1/2" rope. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  

DBRE300-3-Y $98.25 Yellow
DBRE300-3-R $98.25 Red
DBRE300-3-O $98.25 Orange
DBRE300-3-HP $98.25 Hot Pink
DBRE300-3-CA $98.25 Forest Camo
DBRE300-3-CY $98.25 Coyote Tan
DBRE300-3-NB $98.25 Blue
DBRE300-3-B $98.25 Black

Rope Storage and Protection

RNR Essential Rescuer Bag

The Rock-N-Rescue Essential Rescuer Bag offers a convienient way to 
transport your crucial equipment. The large, durable design allows you to 
transport harnesses, helmets, fire gear or almost anything else that your 
situation calls for. The main compartment can fit bunker gear, boots, and a 
turnout coat or harnesses, helmets, ropes and other rope and water rescue 
equipment. A smaller side compartment and an end compartment allow for 
storage of smaller equipment. The unique design with a mesh backside allows 
gear that has been in a burn or exposed to water air out.. 
Constructed of 1000 denier Magnatuff coated nylon fabric, 
mesh and a rugged vinyl bottom ensure that this bag will 
last for the long haul. Also equipped with carrying handles 
and a 2" wide shoulder strap for transport. Made in the 
U.S.A.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  
RPB050 $110.00 Black
RPB051 $110.00 Red

RNR Large Rope Pad

60" X 18". Weight 60 oz.

  $4225

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytye
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RNR Medium Rope Pad

36" X 30". Weight 60 oz.

  $3675

RNR Picket Storage Bag

The R-N-R Picket Storage bag is a tough padded bag bag that is designed to 
hold three (3) 42" or (3) 48" pickets and associated gear needed to set up a 
picket anchor system.

Pickets and associated gear sold separately. 

Weight 2 lbs. empty. Made in the USA.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  $10200

Rope Storage and Protection

RNR Poseidon Series Premium Bag

The Rock-N-Rescue Poseidon Series Premium Rope Bag has been built to 
meet the demands of confined spaces. The newly designed bag has a narrow 
profile which makes it easier to get in and out of confined spaces. Each bag 
comes with a drawstring top closure and the top third of the bag is made of 
ripstop nylon. Padded shoulder straps offer a more comfort when carrying the 
bag. Top carrying handles for easy loading of bag. It has a bottom grommet 
for tying rope through the bag. A 2" strip of reflective tape is sewn all the way 
around the bag and the word "RESCUE" is also made of a 
reflective material. Bags made with tuff 1000 denier coated 
nylon fabric and nylon ripstop for long lasting bags. 
Available in three (3) different sizes:
2 Small holds 150' of 1/2" rope
2 Standard holds 200' of 1/2" rope
2 Medium hold 300' of 1/2" rope.

  Order No. Price Color Capacity

  

RPB092 $50.25 Blue Holds 300' of 1/2" rope
RPB091 $50.25 Black Holds 300' of 1/2" rope
RPB090 $45.00 Blue Holds 200' of 1/2" rope
RPB089 $45.00 Black Holds 200' of 1/2" rope
RPB088 $39.50 Blue Holds 150' of 1/2" rope
RPB087 $39.50 Black Holds 150' of 1/2" rope

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyj
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RNR Rescue Helmet Storage Bag

Standard Rescue Helmet Bag
Protect your helmet and helmet accessories with the Rock-N-Rescue Helmet 
Storage Bag. It is constructed of 1000 denier Magnatuff nylon fabric for long 
lasting durability. The spacious main compartment is 11" tall x 10" wide x 7" 
deep and is able to fit most water & rope rescue helmets on the market today. 
A smaller 7" tall x 6" wide x 2" deep compartment on the front of the bag is 
perfect for storing headlamps, googles, gloves and other small, easy to lose 
items. A 1" nylon webbing loop provides a way to hang the bag on a pack for 
easy transport or to hang it up out of the way when not in use.

Weight 6 oz.

Made in the U.S.A

Deluxe Helmet Bag
Protect your helmet and helmet accessories with the Rock-N-Rescue Helmet 
Storage Bag. It is constructed of black ripstop nylon fabric for long lasting 
durability. The deluxe model is lined with soft fleece material to protect a visor 
from scratches The spacious main compartment is 11" tall x 10" wide x 7" deep 
and is able to fit most water & rope rescue helmets on the market today. A 
smaller 7" tall x 6" wide x 2" deep compartment on the front of the bag is 
perfect for storing headlamps, googles, gloves and other 
small, easy to lose items. A 1" nylon webbing loop provides 
a way to hang the bag on a pack for east transport or to 
hang it up out of the way when not in use.

Weight 8 oz.

Made in the U.S.A

  Order No. Price Choose Option

  
RPB053 $32.50 Standard
RPB063 $35.50 Deluxe

Rope Storage and Protection

RNR Saddle Bag Organizer

This unique strap on pack can carry your basic accessories needed for your 
rigging systems along with your rope. The saddle bag wraps 
around a 200' or larger rope bag (rope bag NOT included) 
giving you the specific items you need with the rope bag to 
set up your rigging. One large and two smaller pockets 
have attachments inside to organize your equipment. Made 
in USA.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  

SBO-OL $106.00 O. D. Green
SBO-B $106.00 Black
SBO-RRR $106.00 Coyote Tan
SBO-CY $106.00 Forest Camo
SBO-HP $106.00 Hot Pink
SBO-O $106.00 Orange

RNR SCBA Mask Bag

SCBA Bag is just the right size to keep your air mask clean 
and secure. Carrying strap and loop allows you to hang it 
for easy access. Lined with soft microfleece to protect mask 
from damage. Velcro closure at top allows quick access. 
Available in an orange cordura bag or a black ripstop pack 
cloth bag. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  
BSCBAM $25.25 Orange
BSCBAM-U $17.63 Black Ripstop

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyv
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RNR Small Rope Pad

Made of multiple layers of 18 oz. (509 g) heavy duty duck canvas which is 
water resistant and mildew proof. All edges are tape bound for good looks 
and double stitched for high strength and long life. Includes 5/8" (16 mm) 
brass grommets in the corners. Includes accessory cord to secure the pad in 
place. Call for custom sizes. Made in the U.S.A.24" X 18". Weight 24 oz.

  $2475

RNR Stuff Sacks

Small, lightweight sacks for storing and organizing 
equipment. Drawstring closure with barrel lock. Colors will 
be at our option, fabric may vary from time to time. Made in 
the U.S.A

  Order No. Price Sizing

  

7056SS $16.25 X-Large
7054SS $15.00 Large
7052SS $13.50 Medium
7050SS $13.00 Small

Rope Storage and Protection

RNR Vinyl Duffel Bag

The Rock-N-Rescue vinyl duffel bag is a heavy duty bag that 
can be used to carry just about everything. Made with ultra 
tough,vinyl coated polyester with a strong full length double 
zipper. Small pocket on one end for your personal items. 
Colors: black or orange. Made in USA.

  Order No. Price Color

  
RCDBV-O $34.75 Orange
RCDBV-B $34.75 Black

RNR,  Rope Wrappers

Made of ultra tough, multi-layer canvas duck cloth, the rope 
wrapper protects your ropes by totally surrounding it. 
Velcro® fastener allows quick placement and removal. The 
grommet is used to secure it with an accessory cord 
(supplied with the Rope Wrapper). Made in USA.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RW36 $31.50 36 in
RW24 $25.50 24 in
RW18 $21.75 18 in.
RW12 $19.75 12 in

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty0
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RNR, Aztek Bag

A fanny pack style storage bag for the Aztek pulley system. Two zippered 
compartments provide adequate storage space for 50' of 8 mm rope on one 
side and the pulley system on the other. Two Velcro hook and loop straps 
enable it to fit on any harness or belt up to 4" wide. Bag only - does not come 
with hardware. Made in the U.S.A.

  $31 50

RNR, Covert Carry Bag

The new R-N-R Covert Carry Bag is designed to hold 2 regular sized pistols, 
four spare magazines and ammunition in a small, easy to carry bag. It is 
constructed of water resistant 600 denier polyeaster fabric and is available in 
tactical Black. It has a small hanle for carrying and a large zipper which wraps 
3/4 of the way around the bag for easy access. Made in the U.S.A.

  $4095

Rope Storage and Protection

RNR, Duffel Bag

The Rock-N-Rescue Duffel bag is a heavy duty bag that can 
be used to carry just about everything. Made with heavy 
duty nylon material with a strong full length double zipper. 
Small pocket on one end for your personal items. Made in 
the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  

RCDB-B $41.25 Black
RCDB-CY $41.25 Coyote Tan
RCDB-CA $41.25 Forest Camo
RCDB-HP $41.25 Hot Pink
RCDB-OL $41.25 O. D. Green
RCDB-R $41.25 Red

RNR, Duffel/Gear Organizer Bag

Large, duffle storage bag made of 1000 denier nylon 
Magnatuff for long lasting durability. Has four large 
separate pockets and three smaller pockets for stowage. 
Made in the U.S.A.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  

DGB15129-B $95.75 Black
DGB-NB-RT2 $106.75 Blue w/ Reflective Tape
DGB15129-CY $95.75 Coyote Tan
DGB15129-CA $95.75 Forest Camo
DGB15129-HP $95.75 Hot Pink
DGB15129-OL $95.75 O. D. Green
DGB15129-O $95.75 Orange
DGB15129-R $95.75 Red
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RNR, Grand Vinyl Rope Bag
The R-N-R Vinyl Coated Polyester rope bag was designed to be a long lasting, durable bag that holds up to 600' of 
1/2" (13mm) rope. The redesigned bag has a wider opening which makes it easier to stuff. Each bag comes with a 
draw string top closure. Padded shoulder straps offer more comfort when carrying the bag. 
Top carrying handles for easy loading of bag. A clear window pocket on the side of the bag for 
your rope history card and content information. Bottom grommet for tying rope through the 
bag and an inside clip in loop. A strip of 2" Reflective tape circles the entire bag for increased 
visibility. Bags made with tuff 16 oz. Vinyl Coated Polyester fabric for long lasting bags. Colors: 
Black & Orange. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Capacity

  

RPB031 $44.75 Black 100' of 1/2" capacity
RPB032 $44.75 Orange 100' of 1/2" capacity
RPB033 $46.50 Black 150' of 1/2" capacity
RPB034 $46.50 Orange 150' of 1/2" capacity
RPB035 $52.50 Black 200' of 1/2" capacity
RPB036 $52.50 Orange 200' of 1/2" capacity
RPB037 $57.50 Black 300' of 1/2" capacity
RPB038 $57.50 Orange 300' of 1/2" capacity
RPB039 $65.00 Black 400' of 1/2" capacity
RPB040 $65.00 Orange 400' of 1/2" capacity
RPB041 $70.00 Black 600' of 1/2" capacity
RPB042 $70.00 Orange 600' of 1/2" capacity

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty8
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RNR, Mesh Stuff Sack

Small, lightweight sacks for storing and organizing 
equipment made of plasticized mesh material. Has a 
drawstring closure with a barrell lock. The mesh allows for 
moisture to evaporate. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Sizing

  
WHBL $12.25 Large
WHBS $11.50 Small
WHBXS $11.00 X-Small

Rope Storage and Protection

RNR, Poseidon Riggers Pack

A great new innovation in gear and equipment storage bags. The main 
compartment will hold 200' of 1/2" rope or addtional equipment. The two side 
compartments are large enough to hold the essential equipment needed for a 
haul, belay or lowering system. The exterior of the bag has additional loops to 
hold more carabiners and other equipment. 

ROPE & EQUIPMENT NOT INCLUDED.

 Weight 2.2 lbs. Made in the U.S.A.

Features:
2 Main compartment will hold 200' of 1/2" rope.
2 10 external loops for carabiners. etc.permitt easy access.
2 2 padded shoulder straps for comfort while carrying long distances.
2 Carrying handle on side of bag.
2 Unique drawstring/buckle closure system allows the top to roll up out of 

the way for storage.
2 Both side pockets each have 7 more daisy chain loops.
2 Both side pockets have a removeable padded divider 

that have a total of 5 snap loops for securing larger gear

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  
RPB095 $167.00 Red
RPB094 $167.00 O. D. Green
RPB093 $167.00 Blue
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RNR, Rope & Equipment Bag
Rope and equipment bags have an external pocket to store equipment. Pockets close with 
side release buckles. Use your daisy chain to connect hardware together, then a carabiner to 
attach it to the loop inside the center pocket. Rope and equipment bags include two padded 
shoulder straps and a hand loop. Made with 1000 denier coated nylon. Designed to hold 
either 150' or 200' of 1/2" rope plus equipment. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Capacity

  

BRE150-B $59.50 Black 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-NB $59.50 Blue 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-CY $59.50 Coyote Tan 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-CA $59.50 Forest Camo 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-HP $59.50 Hot Pink 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-O $59.50 Orange 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-R $59.50 Red 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-Y $59.50 Yellow 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-B $66.50 Black 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-NB $66.50 Blue 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-CY $66.50 Coyote Tan 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-CA $66.50 Forest Camo 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-HP $66.50 Hot Pink 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-O $66.50 Orange 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-R $66.50 Red 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-Y $66.50 Yellow 200' of 1/2" rope

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=YtyB
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RNR, Small Personal Duffel Bag

A small, 17" x 7'' x 10" duffle bag constucted of 1000 denier nylon or 600 
denier polyester to carry or store smaller personal items. Made from 1000 
denier nylon (black, blue, orange, pink, red & yellow) or 600 denier polyester 
(coyote tan, forest camo & o.d. green) material that is water 
resistant. The bag is equipped with a carrying handle and 
an adjustable shoulder strap. It has a main compartment 
with large u-shaped zipper, 2 zippered side compartments 
and a front pocket with zipper. The main compartment is 
padded on the bottom and 2 sides. It is an ideal way to 
store numerous smaller items without taking up much 
space. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  

RT016 $49.00 Red
RT015 $49.00 Orange
RT007 $49.00 O. D. Green
RT006 $49.00 Forest Camo
RT008 $49.00 Coyote Tan
RT017 $49.00 Blue
RT002 $49.00 Black
RT018 $49.00 Yellow

Rope Storage and Protection

SMC, Edge Roller

The SMC Edge Roller is a versatile piece 
of equipment most often used to reduce 
the friction of ropes running over edges of 
all kinds. An Edge Roller may also be 
used to protect fire hoses, air supply and 
communication lines passing over sharp 
or otherwise abrasive edges.
Lightweight aluminum frames are welded 
and then powder coated bright red for 
visibility, durability, resistance to corrosion 
and abrasion protection. Heat treated 
aluminum sheaves measuring 4'' long by 
2-1/2'' in diameter with Oilite bushings on 
a 5/8'' diameter plated steel axle for 
efficiency and durability at a reasonable 
cost.
Sold as a single unit, two Edge Rollers may be connected by quick links for 
applications involving a variety of edges and angles. Two 3/16'' quick links are 
furnished with each Edge Roller. SOLD AS A SINGLE UNIT.

APPLICATIONS:
• Rescue• Industry & Work-related• 
Telecommunications• Utilities• Mining• 
Fire Departments• Mountaineering & 
Caving• Theatrical Rigging• Tactical

  $19200
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SMC, Flex Clip Kit

The SMC Flex Clips are designed to attach multiple Flex Pads together to form 
the proper dimension of padding that a user needs for their edge protection 
requirements. The SMC Flex Pads takes a classic system, flexible channeled 
edge protection, and makes it new again. Instead of a few discrete channels 
running the length of the pad, the channels are made of a grid of raised holes 
in a strong, high density polyethylene sheet. The holes are sockets to accept 
Flex Clips which allow multiple Flex Pads to be attached, creating long runners 
for gradual edges, wide sheets for multiple line management, or both. The 
Flex allows the rescuer to accommodate the edge pro to the system, instead 
of having protection dictate the system.

The Flex Clips come 2 per package.

  $625

SMC, Flex Kit

The SMC FLEX was originally designed 
for the demanding Technical Fire Rescue 
market as a canvas replacement. But 
after using and sharing the FLEX we 
realized it is much more than just the 
ultimate in configurable rope 
management and protection. We realized 

the FLEX is FLEXible in its uses and the 
only limitation is your own imagination. 
The FLEX can be used in a magnitude of 
configurations providing solutions for an 
ever growing amount of problems you 
might face while in the field or around the 
house. Use a stand alone FLEX or 
connection multiple FLEX pads with the 
FLEX Clips to helps solve everyday 
problems.
The FLEX Kit includes two FLEX pads 
and two FLEX Clips which will allow you 
to connect the FLEX pads together and 
provides increased surface area.
FEATURES:
2 Made from an ultra light-weight, 

durable, abrasion resistant plastic.
2 Inter-connectable to configure into 

any form or fashion desired for when a 
longer or wider surface area is needed.

2 Adaptable; can wrap about itself for 
protection objects from ropes, can be 
connected in sandwich fashion to form a 
rope channel, and so much more...

2 100% recyclable.
RECOMMENDED USES:
2 Protect moving and non-moving 

ropes / webbing from abrasive edges
2 Protect trees or anchors from 

damaging ropes / webbing
2 Safely and efficiently redirect rope 

around obstacles
2 Separate moving or static lines
2 Snow / Sand Anchor
2 Splint
2 Back Support
2 Mud Flap

Rope Storage and Protection

SMC, Flex Kit (continued)
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SMC, Flex Kit (continued)

2 Ice Cube Maker
2 Pen Holder
2 Paddle
2 Snow Shoes
2 Strainer
2 Filter
2 Outdoor Mancala Game Board
2 Seed Planter
2 Plunko Board
2 Shovel
2 AND THE LIST GOES ON...

  $3700

SMC, Flex

The SMC FLEX was originally designed 
for the demanding Technical Fire Rescue 
market as a canvas replacement. But 
after using and sharing the FLEX we 
realized it is much more than just the 
ultimate in configurable rope 
management and protection. We realized 
the FLEX is FLEXible in its uses and the 
only limitation is your own imagination. 
The FLEX can be used in a magnitude of 
configurations providing solutions for an 
ever growing amount of problems you 

might face while in the field or around the 
house. Use a stand alone FLEX or 
connection multiple FLEX pads with the 
FLEX Clips to helps solve everyday 
problems.
FEATURES:
2 Made from an ultra light-weight, 

durable, abrasion resistant plastic.
2 Inter-connectable to configure into 

any form or fashion desired for when a 
longer or wider surface area is needed.

2 Adaptable; can wrap about itself for 
protection objects from ropes, can be 
connected in sandwich fashion to form a 
rope channel, and so much more...

2 100% recyclable.
RECOMMENDED USES:
2 Protect moving and non-moving 

ropes / webbing from abrasive edges
2 Protect trees or anchors from 

damaging ropes / webbing
2 Safely and efficiently redirect rope 

around obstacles
2 Separate moving or static lines
2 Snow / Sand Anchor
2 Splint
2 Back Support
2 Mud Flap
2 Ice Cube Maker
2 Pen Holder
2 Paddle
2 Snow Shoes
2 Strainer
2 Filter
2 Outdoor Mancala Game Board
2 Seed Planter
2 Plunko Board

Rope Storage and Protection

SMC, Flex (continued)

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty2
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2 Shovel
2 AND THE LIST GOES ON...

  $1700

SMC, Roof Roller

SMC Roof Rollers are a piece of versatile 
equipment that are most often used to 
reduce the friction of ropes running over 
edges of all kinds. Roof Rollers may also 
be used to protect fire hoses, air supply 
and communication lines passing over 
sharp or otherwise abrasive edges. 
Lightweight aluminum frames are welded 
and then powder coated bright yellow for 
visibility, durability, resistance to corrosion 
and abrasion protection.
Features a pair of heat treated aluminum 
sheaves which measure 4'' long by 2-1/2'' 
in diameter. Each sheave is built with 
Oilite bushings on a 5/8'' diameter plated 
steel axle for efficiency and durability at a 
reasonable cost. The sheaves are paired 
in a unique frame design for secure 
placement over an assortment of edge 
structures. The flat base works equally 
well in either a horizontal or vertical 

configuration to meet the particular 
constraints of the rescue or work 
environment. A 1/8'' thick neoprene pad 
on the base helps to keep either model 
roller securely in place on smooth or 
uneven surfaces.
APPLICATIONS• Rescue• Industry & 
Work-related• Telecommunications• 
Utilities• Mining• Fire Departments• 
Mountaineering & Caving• Theatrical 
Rigging• Tactical

Rope Storage and Protection

SMC, Roof Roller (continued)

  $29200

SMC, Rope Tracker

The SMC Rope Tracker is engineered to 
secure, capture, protect and manage 
multiple ropes when negotiating difficult 
edge transitions. The SMC Rope Tracker 
is manufactured from a high quality 
durable abrasion resistant thermoplastic 
blend to minimize weight and maximize 
strength. The SMC Rope Tracker channel 
and rib design gives user the ability to 
manage ropes up to 16mm and flex to 
accommodate 90 degree edge angles 
keeping your ropes out of harms way.

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty7
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyh
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyh
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=YtyI
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FEATURES:
2 Multi-channel design for optimized 

flexibility & versatility
2 Multiple independent attach points
2 Bright easy to see color
2 Guarded channels for rope 

protection up to 12.5mm
2 Articulates up to 90 degrees
2 Slides along the rope
APPLICATIONS:
2 Rescue
2 Industry & Work Related
2 Telecommunications
2 Utilities
2 Fire Departments
2 Mountaineering & Caving
2 Theatrical Rigging
2 Tactical

  $6800

Rope Storage and Protection, Edge 

Protection

BORN, Entry Ease

This excellent stainless steel edge guard will give you the needed abrasion 
protection when entering over sharp edges. Will fit entries as small as 18". 
Entry-Ease is a tool that can be used in a variety of confined space entries 
where a tripod cannot be used. Works great with stretchers and people over 
manholes, ladder rungs, railings, pipes or any surface in which the lifeline may 
become damaged. Made in the U.S.A.

  $26000

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=YtyI
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9S
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DMM EDGEHOG

Designed for protecting ropes in rope access, the ground-breaking Edgehog 
range of rope protectors has made worksites safer the world over. The ability 
to safely rig ropes through gratings enables the rope to be rigged from above 
to allow work to be safely performed below – this can eliminate the need to 
protect walkway edges or remove grating sections. The Edgehog can be 
secured to most rectangular hole gratings (commonly known as Kennedy 
Grating) with two 17mm fixing bolts.
2 Twin rope slots with rounded, rope friendly radii
2 Marine grade stainless steel for enhanced corrosion resistance in offshore 

environments
2 Low profile to minimize trip hazard
2 Fixation bolts with adjustments for different grating sizes (17mm spanner 

required)
2 Maximum rope diameter: 13mm
2 Clip-in point for transportation
2 Minimum grating hole size: 24 x 58mm
2 Maximum grating depth: 45mm

  $15000

Rope Storage and Protection, Edge 

Protection

ER100 Edge Roller Edge Protection Device

The ISC Edge Roller is ideal for protecting ropes from wear. Each Edge Roller 
box has base rollers and side rollers, to protect the rope from edge wear and 
lateral movement.

Edge Roller boxes are sold separately and boxes can be added or removed to 
suit terrain of each application.

  $3010

PETZL, Caterpillar

The SET CATERPILLAR articulated protector helps protect a moving rope from 
abrasion. The number of modules can be adapted to the terrain.

Features:
2 To help protect a moving rope from abrasion
2 Modules are connected with quick links: the number of modules can be 

varied according to the terrain
2 Each module can be positioned independently to adapt to the terrain
2 Product sold as a kit: 4 modules + 6 quick links

  $14995

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty1
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty1
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=YtyA
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=YtyA
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=YtyJ
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PETZL, Protec Rope Guard

22" rope guard constructed of a durable PVC sheath with Velcro closure. 
Comes with a clip for easy attachment to a fixed rope. Colors will vary. Made 
outside the U.S.

  $2295

Pro-Tech Rope Protection System

SMC’s new Pro-Tech Rope Protection System was created to be the ultimate 
solution to challenging rope protection scenarios. Pro-Tech can handle up to 
three moving or fixed ropes with captive pins that keep the ropes from 
“jumping the tracks.” The polyacetal plastic was rigorously tested for 
durability and a low coefficient of friction to ensure that your ropes will be 
resolutely protected from damage while still sliding cleanly over obstacles. 
The “tractor tread” design articulates to match virtually any terrain feature and 
the modular system is infinitely reconfigurable giving you unsurpassed 
flexibility and peace of mind when rigging. Pro-Tech is available as a 23.4”, 15 
link unit with 14 straight pins and 3 angled pins.

ProTech Edge Pro PDF

  $11500

Rope Storage and Protection, Edge 

Protection

R-N-R, Rolling Thunder Edge Protector

OVERVIEWThe R-N-R Rolling Thunder Edge Protector utilizes rollers turning on 
sealed ball bearings for incredibly smooth rope pulls and the least amount of 
friction possible. This low profile unit allows litters to be easily raised over the 
unit and will provide a smooth pull over various types of edges. The unit can 
be wrapped around objects and have the ends secured with carabiners. The 
unit folds up into a 7" cube for easy storage and deployment. The side plates 
are manufactured from a high strength aluminum alloy. Weight 2.6 lbs. Made 
in U.S.A..DIMENSIONSLength 14.5"Width 5"Height 2- 1/4"

  $12250

RNR  Vinyl Coated Rope Wrapper

Made of ultra tough,vinyl coated polyester, the rope 
wrapper protects your ropes by totally surrounding it. 
Velcro® fastener allows quick placement and removal. Each 
rope wrapper has a 1" webbing loop on each end that is 
used for securing it with accessory cord or a carbiner/screw 
link. Available in black or orange. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  
RWV18-O $21.75 Orange
RWV18-B $21.75 Black

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyi
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyi
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty3
https://hr0usjjjfj35fznj127fnfqj-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/ProTech-Edge-Pro.pdf
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty3
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytys
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytys
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=YtyV
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RNR Large Rope Pad

60" X 18". Weight 60 oz.

  $4225

RNR Medium Rope Pad

36" X 30". Weight 60 oz.

  $3675

Rope Storage and Protection, Edge 

Protection

RNR Small Rope Pad

Made of multiple layers of 18 oz. (509 g) heavy duty duck canvas which is 
water resistant and mildew proof. All edges are tape bound for good looks 
and double stitched for high strength and long life. Includes 5/8" (16 mm) 
brass grommets in the corners. Includes accessory cord to secure the pad in 
place. Call for custom sizes. Made in the U.S.A.24" X 18". Weight 24 oz.

  $2475

RNR,  Rope Wrappers

Made of ultra tough, multi-layer canvas duck cloth, the rope 
wrapper protects your ropes by totally surrounding it. 
Velcro® fastener allows quick placement and removal. The 
grommet is used to secure it with an accessory cord 
(supplied with the Rope Wrapper). Made in USA.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RW36 $31.50 36 in
RW24 $25.50 24 in
RW18 $21.75 18 in.
RW12 $19.75 12 in

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty5
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty5
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyj
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyj
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty0
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty0
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyw
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyw
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SMC, Edge Roller

The SMC Edge Roller is a versatile piece 
of equipment most often used to reduce 
the friction of ropes running over edges of 
all kinds. An Edge Roller may also be 
used to protect fire hoses, air supply and 
communication lines passing over sharp 
or otherwise abrasive edges.
Lightweight aluminum frames are welded 
and then powder coated bright red for 
visibility, durability, resistance to corrosion 
and abrasion protection. Heat treated 
aluminum sheaves measuring 4'' long by 
2-1/2'' in diameter with Oilite bushings on 
a 5/8'' diameter plated steel axle for 
efficiency and durability at a reasonable 
cost.
Sold as a single unit, two Edge Rollers may be connected by quick links for 
applications involving a variety of edges and angles. Two 3/16'' quick links are 
furnished with each Edge Roller. SOLD AS A SINGLE UNIT.

APPLICATIONS:
• Rescue• Industry & Work-related• 
Telecommunications• Utilities• Mining• 
Fire Departments• Mountaineering & 
Caving• Theatrical Rigging• Tactical

  $19200

Rope Storage and Protection, Edge 

Protection

SMC, Flex Clip Kit

The SMC Flex Clips are designed to attach multiple Flex Pads together to form 
the proper dimension of padding that a user needs for their edge protection 
requirements. The SMC Flex Pads takes a classic system, flexible channeled 
edge protection, and makes it new again. Instead of a few discrete channels 
running the length of the pad, the channels are made of a grid of raised holes 
in a strong, high density polyethylene sheet. The holes are sockets to accept 
Flex Clips which allow multiple Flex Pads to be attached, creating long runners 
for gradual edges, wide sheets for multiple line management, or both. The 
Flex allows the rescuer to accommodate the edge pro to the system, instead 
of having protection dictate the system.

The Flex Clips come 2 per package.

  $625

SMC, Flex Kit

The SMC FLEX was originally designed 
for the demanding Technical Fire Rescue 
market as a canvas replacement. But 
after using and sharing the FLEX we 
realized it is much more than just the 
ultimate in configurable rope 

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyr
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyr
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyq
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyq
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SMC, Flex Kit (continued)

management and protection. We realized 
the FLEX is FLEXible in its uses and the 
only limitation is your own imagination. 
The FLEX can be used in a magnitude of 
configurations providing solutions for an 
ever growing amount of problems you 
might face while in the field or around the 
house. Use a stand alone FLEX or 
connection multiple FLEX pads with the 
FLEX Clips to helps solve everyday 
problems.
The FLEX Kit includes two FLEX pads 
and two FLEX Clips which will allow you 
to connect the FLEX pads together and 
provides increased surface area.
FEATURES:
2 Made from an ultra light-weight, 

durable, abrasion resistant plastic.
2 Inter-connectable to configure into 

any form or fashion desired for when a 
longer or wider surface area is needed.

2 Adaptable; can wrap about itself for 
protection objects from ropes, can be 
connected in sandwich fashion to form a 
rope channel, and so much more...

2 100% recyclable.
RECOMMENDED USES:
2 Protect moving and non-moving 

ropes / webbing from abrasive edges
2 Protect trees or anchors from 

damaging ropes / webbing
2 Safely and efficiently redirect rope 

around obstacles
2 Separate moving or static lines
2 Snow / Sand Anchor
2 Splint

2 Back Support
2 Mud Flap
2 Ice Cube Maker
2 Pen Holder
2 Paddle
2 Snow Shoes
2 Strainer
2 Filter
2 Outdoor Mancala Game Board
2 Seed Planter
2 Plunko Board
2 Shovel
2 AND THE LIST GOES ON...

Rope Storage and Protection, Edge 

Protection

SMC, Flex Kit (continued)

  $3700

SMC, Flex

The SMC FLEX was originally designed 
for the demanding Technical Fire Rescue 
market as a canvas replacement. But 
after using and sharing the FLEX we 
realized it is much more than just the 
ultimate in configurable rope 
management and protection. We realized 
the FLEX is FLEXible in its uses and the 
only limitation is your own imagination. 

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty2
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty7
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SMC, Flex (continued)

The FLEX can be used in a magnitude of 
configurations providing solutions for an 
ever growing amount of problems you 
might face while in the field or around the 
house. Use a stand alone FLEX or 
connection multiple FLEX pads with the 
FLEX Clips to helps solve everyday 
problems.
FEATURES:
2 Made from an ultra light-weight, 

durable, abrasion resistant plastic.
2 Inter-connectable to configure into 

any form or fashion desired for when a 
longer or wider surface area is needed.

2 Adaptable; can wrap about itself for 
protection objects from ropes, can be 
connected in sandwich fashion to form a 
rope channel, and so much more...

2 100% recyclable.
RECOMMENDED USES:
2 Protect moving and non-moving 

ropes / webbing from abrasive edges
2 Protect trees or anchors from 

damaging ropes / webbing
2 Safely and efficiently redirect rope 

around obstacles
2 Separate moving or static lines
2 Snow / Sand Anchor
2 Splint
2 Back Support
2 Mud Flap
2 Ice Cube Maker
2 Pen Holder
2 Paddle
2 Snow Shoes
2 Strainer

2 Filter
2 Outdoor Mancala Game Board
2 Seed Planter
2 Plunko Board
2 Shovel
2 AND THE LIST GOES ON...

Rope Storage and Protection, Edge 

Protection

SMC, Flex (continued)

  $1700

SMC, Roof Roller

SMC Roof Rollers are a piece of versatile 
equipment that are most often used to 
reduce the friction of ropes running over 
edges of all kinds. Roof Rollers may also 
be used to protect fire hoses, air supply 
and communication lines passing over 
sharp or otherwise abrasive edges. 
Lightweight aluminum frames are welded 
and then powder coated bright yellow for 
visibility, durability, resistance to corrosion 
and abrasion protection.
Features a pair of heat treated aluminum 
sheaves which measure 4'' long by 2-1/2'' 
in diameter. Each sheave is built with 
Oilite bushings on a 5/8'' diameter plated 
steel axle for efficiency and durability at a 

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yty7
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyh
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SMC, Roof Roller (continued)

reasonable cost. The sheaves are paired 
in a unique frame design for secure 
placement over an assortment of edge 
structures. The flat base works equally 
well in either a horizontal or vertical 
configuration to meet the particular 
constraints of the rescue or work 
environment. A 1/8'' thick neoprene pad 
on the base helps to keep either model 
roller securely in place on smooth or 
uneven surfaces.
APPLICATIONS• Rescue• Industry & 
Work-related• Telecommunications• 
Utilities• Mining• Fire Departments• 
Mountaineering & Caving• Theatrical 
Rigging• Tactical

  $29200

SMC, Rope Tracker

The SMC Rope Tracker is engineered to 
secure, capture, protect and manage 
multiple ropes when negotiating difficult 
edge transitions. The SMC Rope Tracker 
is manufactured from a high quality 
durable abrasion resistant thermoplastic 

blend to minimize weight and maximize 
strength. The SMC Rope Tracker channel 
and rib design gives user the ability to 
manage ropes up to 16mm and flex to 
accommodate 90 degree edge angles 
keeping your ropes out of harms way.
FEATURES:
2 Multi-channel design for optimized 

flexibility & versatility
2 Multiple independent attach points
2 Bright easy to see color
2 Guarded channels for rope 

protection up to 12.5mm
2 Articulates up to 90 degrees
2 Slides along the rope
APPLICATIONS:
2 Rescue
2 Industry & Work Related
2 Telecommunications
2 Utilities
2 Fire Departments
2 Mountaineering & Caving
2 Theatrical Rigging
2 Tactical

Rope Storage and Protection, Edge 

Protection

SMC, Rope Tracker (continued)

  $6800

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyh
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AQUAPAC, VHF Pro Radio Case - Small

Suitable for both left- and right-hand antenna radio the PRO VHF Radio cases 
are made of military specification reinforced vinyl material ideal for 
professional and rigorous uses. Guaranteed submersible to 30'. Supplied with 
a 3-way harness so you can wear your radio on your chest keeping your hands 
free. Made outside the U.S.A.

Features:
2 The clever antenna design not only fits L- and R-handed radios but also 

creates an emergency grab handle.
2 You can use your radio normally through the case, it doesn’t interfere with 

sound or radio signals.
2 Also protects from dust, dirt and sand.
2 Like most of our cases it’ll float if you drop it in the drink.
2 The seams are high-frequency welded to form a super-strong bond.
2 The Aquaclip® (a patented, ultra-secure, rustproof, injection-molded plastic 

seal) opens and closes with a simple twist of two levers, and everything 
stays in one piece even when open.

  $6275

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags

Arbor Rope Storage Bag

The RNR ARBOR Rope Storage Bag is purpose-built to meet the demands of 
the modern arborist. The newly designed bucket style rope bag has a wide 
profile which makes it easier to stuff and store your climbing line. Each bag 
comes with a drawstring top closure and the top third of the bag is made of 
ripstop nylon and 2 webbing carry handles.

Features 4 side pockets with a top velcro closure to keep all your essential 
climbing system components in one area (rope wrench, 
hitch cords, carabiners, ascenders, use your imagination). 
Bags are made with tuff 1000 denier coated nylon fabric 
and nylon ripstop for a bag that will last through the 
toughest of jobs.

Proudly made by Rock N Rescue in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

RBA006 $40.99 Yellow 200 ft
RBA003 $38.99 Yellow 150 ft
RBA005 $40.99 Red 200 ft
RBA002 $38.99 Red 150 ft
RBA004 $40.99 Blue 200 ft
RBA001 $38.99 Blue 150 ft

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9W
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Camp Safety Cargo 40

Top load 40 liter backpack constructed from robust Tarpaulin PVC 500D.

Top lid features inner zip pocket. Metal hook buckle closure with internal pull 
cord. Padded shoulder straps. Transparent label pocket.

Loops for fixing rope ends. Hauling handle for loads up to 50 kg.

  $4995

Camp Safety Hold 40

Lightweight duffle-style 40 liter backpack constructed from 600D polyester 
fabric.

Unique zipper system runs the length of the pack on the back so the shoulder 
straps remain facing up while loading or unloading. Padded back and shoulder 
straps. Three transport handles and two daisy chains for clipping gear. Three 
external pockets. Transparent label pocket. Two interior gear loops.

  $7995

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags

Camp Safety Shipper 90

90 liter duffle bag constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D that is perfect for 
hauling a lot of equipment to and from the work site.

Reinforced bottom with 600D polyester fabric. Can be carried as a shoulder 
bag or as a backpack with extra padding in the top flap for increased comfort. 
External zip pocket. Interior fixed pull cord compartment. Transparent label 
pocket.

  $10795

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyc
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Camp Safety Spacecraft 45

A unique 45 liter backpack specifically designed for rope access and technical 
rescue.

Constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D with padded layers.

Semi-rigid structure with a clamshell closure allows for extremely easy access 
to gear.

40 internal attachment points allow for precise organization of gear with 
Spacecraft Bags (specially designed compartment bags that attach to the 
Spacecraft Pack or to a harness – the Spacecraft Pack is delivered standard 
with one Spacecraft Bag).

Secure closure with metal hook buckles. Padded back and shoulder straps. 
Three external pockets and straps for fastening a rope. Transparent label 
pocket. Hauling handle for loads up to 50 kg.

  $19995

Camp Safety Spacecraft Bag

Accessory bag constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D for organizing gear.

The bag can be attached inside the Spacecraft backpack or the Wagon bucket. 
It can also be installed on any CAMP Safety rope access harness with the two 
quick links provided.

  $1495

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags

Camp Safety Supercargo 70

Incredibly strong 70 liter haul bag designed for transporting gear and vertical 
hauling.

Constructed from super-stiff and amazingly wear-resistant Tarpaulin TPU 
4500D.

Shoulder straps can be tucked into a streamlined compartment and the waist 
belt can be removed to prevent snagging when traveling and hauling.

Robust haul straps are equipped with lifting handles that are large enough to 
be used with gloves.

Roll top lid with pull cord closure and security strap. Interior security pocket 
and four interior gear loops.

  $24995

Camp Safety Trailer 15

Compact 15 liter gear bag constructed from robust Tarpaulin PVC 500D.

Roll top closure. Transparent label pocket. Loops for fastening rope ends. 
Hauling handle for loads up to 50 kg.

  $2495

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9g
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Camp Safety Trucker

Roll top backpack constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D with high-frequency 
welding.

Available in three sizes: 30, 45, 60 liters.

Padded back and shoulder straps. Roll top closure. One 
external zip pocket and one external zip opening allows 
access to the lower half of the main compartment. 
Transparent label pocket. Interior zip pocket, gear loops 
and loops for fastening rope ends.

Hauling handle and two side loops for loads up to 50 kg.

  Order No. Price Options

  
2786 $99.95 Trucker 30
2787 $109.95 Trucker 45
2788 $117.55 Trucker 60

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags

Camp Safety Wagon

Bucket bag for carrying and hauling tools. Constructed from robust Tarpaulin 
PVC 500D with high-frequency welding.

Three metal rings are designed for clipping to a harness or suspending from a 
rope or structure. Semi-rigid construction keeps the bucket open during use. 
Closure hood stows away in a pocket when not in use. Wide interior pockets 
for extra organization. Interior gear loops are designed to be used with 
Spacecraft Bags (sold separately). Transparent label pocket.

Available in two sizes:
2 10 liter;
2 20 liter: features two hauling handles and two external 

pockets (one equipped with a gear carabiner for 
connecting a Tooler lanyard).

  Order No. Price Option

  
2783 $59.95 Wagon 10
2784 $79.95 Wagon 20
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NRS Ether Dry Sack 2L

NRS Ether Dry Sacks bridge the gap between heavy-duty and ultra-light dry 
bags, giving you a lightweight but durable solution for keeping gear and 
clothing dry outdoors.
2 The PU laminated ripstop nylon material is lightweight and durable, and 

the welded seams keep water out.
2 Designed with an envelope shape for easy stowing.
2 The water-tight fold closure must be closed properly to 

prevent water from getting in. Begin by folding the top 
strip over, and then fold (rather than roll) at least three 
more times before closing the buckle.

2 A D-ring on the quick-release buckle provides a handy 
attachment point.

  Order No. Price Color

  
55028.01.102 $24.95 Yellow
55028.01.101 $24.95 Green
55028.01.100. $24.95 Blue

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags

NRS Ether Dry Sack 5L

NRS Ether Dry Sacks bridge the gap between heavy-duty and ultra-light dry 
bags, giving you a lightweight but durable solution for keeping gear and 
clothing dry outdoors.
2 The PU laminated ripstop nylon material is lightweight and durable, and 

the welded seams keep water out.
2 Designed with an envelope shape for easy stowing.
2 The water-tight fold closure must be closed properly to 

prevent water from getting in. Begin by folding the top 
strip over, and then fold (rather than roll) at least three 
more times before closing the buckle.

2 A D-ring on the quick-release buckle provides a handy 
attachment point.

  Order No. Price Color

  
55028.01-108 $29.95 Yellow
55028.01.107 $29.95 Green
55028.01.106 $29.95 Blue
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NRS Go Duffel Bag Red

For the outdoors person who's always on the go. No matter what the activity - 
boating, skiing, climbing, etc, the NRS Go! Bag, with it's waterproof urethane 
bottom and rugged Cordura upper packs it all.
2 The heavy-duty welded urethane bottom keeps wet gear from leaking out 

and prevents outside moisture from leaking in.
2 The 1000-denier Cordura® upper closes with a heavy-duty zipper and 

wears like iron.
2 Two generous zippered outside pockets and two large inside zippered 

mesh pockets help you keep smaller items organized.
2 It's big, but not too big. Like Goldilocks said, "It's just right" - 25" x 15" x 14", 

with a volume of 73 liters, 4,455 cubic inches.
2 A comfortable carry handle, an ergonomic shoulder strap, compression 

straps over the closure zipper and external D-rings and attachment loops 
round out the features of this great bag.

2 PVC-free and built to last a lifetime of heavy use.

  $8995
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RNR - Grand Rope Bags
The Rock-N-Rescue Grand Rope Bag has been built to meet all of your bag needs. The newly redesigned bag has a 
wider opening which makes it easier to stuff. Each bag comes with a draw string top closure. Padded shoulder straps 
offer more comfort when carrying the bag. Top carrying handles for easy loading of bag. The bag has a clear window 
pocket on the side of the bag for your rope history card and content information. Bottom grommet for tying rope 
through the bag. Bags made with tuff 1000 denier coated nylon fabric for long lasting bags. Made in USA.

Options include:
2 Reflective Tape
2 Reflective word - "RESCUE"
2 Reflective word - "ROPE 100' "
2 Reflective word - "ROPE 150' "
2 Reflective word - "ROPE 200' "
2 Reflective word - "ROPE 300' "
2 Padded waist belt for bags that carry 200 or more feet of rope

  Order No. Price Length Color

  

RPB096 $34.50 100 ft Smoke
RPB005 $34.50 100 ft Yellow
RPB004 $34.50 100 ft Red
RPB003 $34.50 100 ft Orange
RPB072 $34.50 100 ft O. D. Green
RPB044 $34.50 100 ft Hot Pink
RPB070 $34.50 100 ft Forest Camo
RPB071 $34.50 100 ft Coyote Tan
RPB002 $34.50 100 ft Blue
RPB001 $34.50 100 ft Black
RPB097 $36.25 150 ft Smoke
RPB006 $36.25 150 ft Black
RPB007 $36.25 150 ft Blue
RPB074 $36.25 150 ft Coyote Tan
RPB073 $36.25 150 ft Forest Camo
RPB045 $36.25 150 ft Hot Pink
RPB075 $36.25 150 ft O. D. Green
RPB098 $42.00 200 ft Smoke
RPB066 $42.00 200 ft Coyote Tan
RPB008 $36.25 150 ft Orange
RPB064 $42.00 200 ft Forest Camo
RPB009 $36.25 150 ft Red
RPB046 $42.00 200 ft Hot Pink
RPB017 $47.00 300 ft Blue
RPB099 $47.00 300 ft Smoke
RPB069 $47.00 300 ft Coyote Tan
RPB067 $47.00 300 ft Forest Camo
RPB047 $47.00 300 ft Hot Pink
RPB068 $47.00 300 ft O. D. Green
RPB018 $47.00 300 ft Orange
RPB100 $54.25 400 ft Smoke
RPB022 $54.25 400 ft Blue
RPB077 $54.25 400 ft Coyote Tan
RPB081 $59.25 600 ft O. D. Green
RPB028 $59.25 600 ft Orange
RPB010 $36.25 150 ft Yellow
RPB011 $42.00 200 ft Black
RPB012 $42.00 200 ft Blue
RPB065 $42.00 200 ft O. D. Green
RPB013 $42.00 200 ft Orange
RPB014 $42.00 200 ft Red
RPB015 $42.00 200 ft Yellow
RPB016 $47.00 300 ft Black
RPB019 $47.00 300 ft Red
RPB020 $47.00 300 ft Yellow
RPB021 $54.25 400 ft Black
RPB024 $54.25 400 ft Red
RPB076 $54.25 400 ft Forest Camo
RPB025 $54.25 400 ft Yellow
RPB048 $54.25 400 ft Hot Pink

  Order No. Price Length Color

RPB078 $54.25 400 ft O. D. Green
RPB023 $54.25 400 ft Orange
RPB026 $59.25 600 ft Black
RPB027 $59.25 600 ft Blue
RPB080 $59.25 600 ft Coyote Tan
RPB079 $59.25 600 ft Forest Camo
RPB101 $59.25 600 ft Smoke
RPB049 $59.25 600 ft Hot Pink
RPB029 $59.25 600 ft Red
RPB030 $59.25 600 ft Yellow
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RNR Deluxe Rope and Equipment Bag

Deluxe rope and equipment bag has three external pockets 
to store equipment. Pockets close with side release 
buckles. Use your daisy chain to connect hardware 
together, then a carabiner to attach it to the loop inside the 
center pocket. Rope and equipment bags include two 
padded shoulder straps and hand loop. This bag will carry 
300' of 1/2" rope. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  

DBRE300-3-Y $98.25 Yellow
DBRE300-3-R $98.25 Red
DBRE300-3-O $98.25 Orange
DBRE300-3-HP $98.25 Hot Pink
DBRE300-3-CA $98.25 Forest Camo
DBRE300-3-CY $98.25 Coyote Tan
DBRE300-3-NB $98.25 Blue
DBRE300-3-B $98.25 Black

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags

RNR Essential Rescuer Bag

The Rock-N-Rescue Essential Rescuer Bag offers a convienient way to 
transport your crucial equipment. The large, durable design allows you to 
transport harnesses, helmets, fire gear or almost anything else that your 
situation calls for. The main compartment can fit bunker gear, boots, and a 
turnout coat or harnesses, helmets, ropes and other rope and water rescue 
equipment. A smaller side compartment and an end compartment allow for 
storage of smaller equipment. The unique design with a mesh backside allows 
gear that has been in a burn or exposed to water air out.. 
Constructed of 1000 denier Magnatuff coated nylon fabric, 
mesh and a rugged vinyl bottom ensure that this bag will 
last for the long haul. Also equipped with carrying handles 
and a 2" wide shoulder strap for transport. Made in the 
U.S.A.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  
RPB050 $110.00 Black
RPB051 $110.00 Red
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RNR Picket Storage Bag

The R-N-R Picket Storage bag is a tough padded bag bag that is designed to 
hold three (3) 42" or (3) 48" pickets and associated gear needed to set up a 
picket anchor system.

Pickets and associated gear sold separately. 

Weight 2 lbs. empty. Made in the USA.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  $10200

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags

RNR Poseidon Series Premium Bag

The Rock-N-Rescue Poseidon Series Premium Rope Bag has been built to 
meet the demands of confined spaces. The newly designed bag has a narrow 
profile which makes it easier to get in and out of confined spaces. Each bag 
comes with a drawstring top closure and the top third of the bag is made of 
ripstop nylon. Padded shoulder straps offer a more comfort when carrying the 
bag. Top carrying handles for easy loading of bag. It has a bottom grommet 
for tying rope through the bag. A 2" strip of reflective tape is sewn all the way 
around the bag and the word "RESCUE" is also made of a 
reflective material. Bags made with tuff 1000 denier coated 
nylon fabric and nylon ripstop for long lasting bags. 
Available in three (3) different sizes:
2 Small holds 150' of 1/2" rope
2 Standard holds 200' of 1/2" rope
2 Medium hold 300' of 1/2" rope.

  Order No. Price Color Capacity

  

RPB092 $50.25 Blue Holds 300' of 1/2" rope
RPB091 $50.25 Black Holds 300' of 1/2" rope
RPB090 $45.00 Blue Holds 200' of 1/2" rope
RPB089 $45.00 Black Holds 200' of 1/2" rope
RPB088 $39.50 Blue Holds 150' of 1/2" rope
RPB087 $39.50 Black Holds 150' of 1/2" rope
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RNR Rescue Helmet Storage Bag

Standard Rescue Helmet Bag
Protect your helmet and helmet accessories with the Rock-N-Rescue Helmet 
Storage Bag. It is constructed of 1000 denier Magnatuff nylon fabric for long 
lasting durability. The spacious main compartment is 11" tall x 10" wide x 7" 
deep and is able to fit most water & rope rescue helmets on the market today. 
A smaller 7" tall x 6" wide x 2" deep compartment on the front of the bag is 
perfect for storing headlamps, googles, gloves and other small, easy to lose 
items. A 1" nylon webbing loop provides a way to hang the bag on a pack for 
easy transport or to hang it up out of the way when not in use.

Weight 6 oz.

Made in the U.S.A

Deluxe Helmet Bag
Protect your helmet and helmet accessories with the Rock-N-Rescue Helmet 
Storage Bag. It is constructed of black ripstop nylon fabric for long lasting 
durability. The deluxe model is lined with soft fleece material to protect a visor 
from scratches The spacious main compartment is 11" tall x 10" wide x 7" deep 
and is able to fit most water & rope rescue helmets on the market today. A 
smaller 7" tall x 6" wide x 2" deep compartment on the front of the bag is 
perfect for storing headlamps, googles, gloves and other 
small, easy to lose items. A 1" nylon webbing loop provides 
a way to hang the bag on a pack for east transport or to 
hang it up out of the way when not in use.

Weight 8 oz.

Made in the U.S.A

  Order No. Price Choose Option

  
RPB053 $32.50 Standard
RPB063 $35.50 Deluxe

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags

RNR Saddle Bag Organizer

This unique strap on pack can carry your basic accessories needed for your 
rigging systems along with your rope. The saddle bag wraps 
around a 200' or larger rope bag (rope bag NOT included) 
giving you the specific items you need with the rope bag to 
set up your rigging. One large and two smaller pockets 
have attachments inside to organize your equipment. Made 
in USA.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  

SBO-OL $106.00 O. D. Green
SBO-B $106.00 Black
SBO-RRR $106.00 Coyote Tan
SBO-CY $106.00 Forest Camo
SBO-HP $106.00 Hot Pink
SBO-O $106.00 Orange

RNR SCBA Mask Bag

SCBA Bag is just the right size to keep your air mask clean 
and secure. Carrying strap and loop allows you to hang it 
for easy access. Lined with soft microfleece to protect mask 
from damage. Velcro closure at top allows quick access. 
Available in an orange cordura bag or a black ripstop pack 
cloth bag. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  
BSCBAM $25.25 Orange
BSCBAM-U $17.63 Black Ripstop
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RNR Stuff Sacks

Small, lightweight sacks for storing and organizing 
equipment. Drawstring closure with barrel lock. Colors will 
be at our option, fabric may vary from time to time. Made in 
the U.S.A

  Order No. Price Sizing

  

7056SS $16.25 X-Large
7054SS $15.00 Large
7052SS $13.50 Medium
7050SS $13.00 Small

RNR Vinyl Duffel Bag

The Rock-N-Rescue vinyl duffel bag is a heavy duty bag that 
can be used to carry just about everything. Made with ultra 
tough,vinyl coated polyester with a strong full length double 
zipper. Small pocket on one end for your personal items. 
Colors: black or orange. Made in USA.

  Order No. Price Color

  
RCDBV-O $34.75 Orange
RCDBV-B $34.75 Black

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags

RNR,  Harness Buddy with 4 Pocket

Accessory pouch designed to be used with harness or belt. 
Ideal for carrying rappel equipment or as an EMT holster. 
Fits on any harness or belt up to 4" wide. Use Alice clips to 
mount on military style web wear. Made of 1000 denier 
coated nylon. It also features an attachment point for gloves 
and elastic on both sides. Ample room for all your 
ascending gear. Weight 2.8 oz. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  

KTG-II-45-B $30.25 Black
KTG-II-45-CY $30.25 Coyote Tan
KTG-II-45-CA $30.25 Forest Camo
KTG-II-45-HP $30.25 Hot Pink
KTG-II-45-OD $30.25 O. D. Green

RNR, Aztek Bag

A fanny pack style storage bag for the Aztek pulley system. Two zippered 
compartments provide adequate storage space for 50' of 8 mm rope on one 
side and the pulley system on the other. Two Velcro hook and loop straps 
enable it to fit on any harness or belt up to 4" wide. Bag only - does not come 
with hardware. Made in the U.S.A.

  $31 50
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RNR, Covert Carry Bag

The new R-N-R Covert Carry Bag is designed to hold 2 regular sized pistols, 
four spare magazines and ammunition in a small, easy to carry bag. It is 
constructed of water resistant 600 denier polyeaster fabric and is available in 
tactical Black. It has a small hanle for carrying and a large zipper which wraps 
3/4 of the way around the bag for easy access. Made in the U.S.A.

  $4095

RNR, Duffel Bag

The Rock-N-Rescue Duffel bag is a heavy duty bag that can 
be used to carry just about everything. Made with heavy 
duty nylon material with a strong full length double zipper. 
Small pocket on one end for your personal items. Made in 
the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  

RCDB-B $41.25 Black
RCDB-CY $41.25 Coyote Tan
RCDB-CA $41.25 Forest Camo
RCDB-HP $41.25 Hot Pink
RCDB-OL $41.25 O. D. Green
RCDB-R $41.25 Red

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags

RNR, Duffel/Gear Organizer Bag

Large, duffle storage bag made of 1000 denier nylon 
Magnatuff for long lasting durability. Has four large 
separate pockets and three smaller pockets for stowage. 
Made in the U.S.A.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  

DGB15129-B $95.75 Black
DGB-NB-RT2 $106.75 Blue w/ Reflective Tape
DGB15129-CY $95.75 Coyote Tan
DGB15129-CA $95.75 Forest Camo
DGB15129-HP $95.75 Hot Pink
DGB15129-OL $95.75 O. D. Green
DGB15129-O $95.75 Orange
DGB15129-R $95.75 Red
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RNR, Grand Vinyl Rope Bag
The R-N-R Vinyl Coated Polyester rope bag was designed to be a long lasting, durable bag that holds up to 600' of 
1/2" (13mm) rope. The redesigned bag has a wider opening which makes it easier to stuff. Each bag comes with a 
draw string top closure. Padded shoulder straps offer more comfort when carrying the bag. 
Top carrying handles for easy loading of bag. A clear window pocket on the side of the bag for 
your rope history card and content information. Bottom grommet for tying rope through the 
bag and an inside clip in loop. A strip of 2" Reflective tape circles the entire bag for increased 
visibility. Bags made with tuff 16 oz. Vinyl Coated Polyester fabric for long lasting bags. Colors: 
Black & Orange. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Capacity

  

RPB031 $44.75 Black 100' of 1/2" capacity
RPB032 $44.75 Orange 100' of 1/2" capacity
RPB033 $46.50 Black 150' of 1/2" capacity
RPB034 $46.50 Orange 150' of 1/2" capacity
RPB035 $52.50 Black 200' of 1/2" capacity
RPB036 $52.50 Orange 200' of 1/2" capacity
RPB037 $57.50 Black 300' of 1/2" capacity
RPB038 $57.50 Orange 300' of 1/2" capacity
RPB039 $65.00 Black 400' of 1/2" capacity
RPB040 $65.00 Orange 400' of 1/2" capacity
RPB041 $70.00 Black 600' of 1/2" capacity
RPB042 $70.00 Orange 600' of 1/2" capacity
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RNR, Logo Duffel Bag

R-N-R Logo duffel bag features 2 small pocket on the ends and 1 large central 
pocket. Colors and style may vary. Made outside US

  $3100

RNR, Mesh Stuff Sack

Small, lightweight sacks for storing and organizing 
equipment made of plasticized mesh material. Has a 
drawstring closure with a barrell lock. The mesh allows for 
moisture to evaporate. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Sizing

  
WHBL $12.25 Large
WHBS $11.50 Small
WHBXS $11.00 X-Small

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags

RNR, Poseidon Riggers Pack

A great new innovation in gear and equipment storage bags. The main 
compartment will hold 200' of 1/2" rope or addtional equipment. The two side 
compartments are large enough to hold the essential equipment needed for a 
haul, belay or lowering system. The exterior of the bag has additional loops to 
hold more carabiners and other equipment. 

ROPE & EQUIPMENT NOT INCLUDED.

 Weight 2.2 lbs. Made in the U.S.A.

Features:
2 Main compartment will hold 200' of 1/2" rope.
2 10 external loops for carabiners. etc.permitt easy access.
2 2 padded shoulder straps for comfort while carrying long distances.
2 Carrying handle on side of bag.
2 Unique drawstring/buckle closure system allows the top to roll up out of 

the way for storage.
2 Both side pockets each have 7 more daisy chain loops.
2 Both side pockets have a removeable padded divider 

that have a total of 5 snap loops for securing larger gear

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  
RPB095 $167.00 Red
RPB094 $167.00 O. D. Green
RPB093 $167.00 Blue
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RNR, Rope & Equipment Bag
Rope and equipment bags have an external pocket to store equipment. Pockets close with 
side release buckles. Use your daisy chain to connect hardware together, then a carabiner to 
attach it to the loop inside the center pocket. Rope and equipment bags include two padded 
shoulder straps and a hand loop. Made with 1000 denier coated nylon. Designed to hold 
either 150' or 200' of 1/2" rope plus equipment. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Capacity

  

BRE150-B $59.50 Black 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-NB $59.50 Blue 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-CY $59.50 Coyote Tan 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-CA $59.50 Forest Camo 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-HP $59.50 Hot Pink 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-O $59.50 Orange 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-R $59.50 Red 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-Y $59.50 Yellow 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-B $66.50 Black 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-NB $66.50 Blue 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-CY $66.50 Coyote Tan 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-CA $66.50 Forest Camo 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-HP $66.50 Hot Pink 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-O $66.50 Orange 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-R $66.50 Red 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-Y $66.50 Yellow 200' of 1/2" rope
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RNR, Small Personal Duffel Bag

A small, 17" x 7'' x 10" duffle bag constucted of 1000 denier nylon or 600 
denier polyester to carry or store smaller personal items. Made from 1000 
denier nylon (black, blue, orange, pink, red & yellow) or 600 denier polyester 
(coyote tan, forest camo & o.d. green) material that is water 
resistant. The bag is equipped with a carrying handle and 
an adjustable shoulder strap. It has a main compartment 
with large u-shaped zipper, 2 zippered side compartments 
and a front pocket with zipper. The main compartment is 
padded on the bottom and 2 sides. It is an ideal way to 
store numerous smaller items without taking up much 
space. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  

RT016 $49.00 Red
RT015 $49.00 Orange
RT007 $49.00 O. D. Green
RT006 $49.00 Forest Camo
RT008 $49.00 Coyote Tan
RT017 $49.00 Blue
RT002 $49.00 Black
RT018 $49.00 Yellow

SMC, Terradaptor Leg Bag

Leg Storage bag for the SMC Terradaptor System

  $25000

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Equipment Bags

AQUAPAC, VHF Pro Radio Case - Small

Suitable for both left- and right-hand antenna radio the PRO VHF Radio cases 
are made of military specification reinforced vinyl material ideal for 
professional and rigorous uses. Guaranteed submersible to 30'. Supplied with 
a 3-way harness so you can wear your radio on your chest keeping your hands 
free. Made outside the U.S.A.

Features:
2 The clever antenna design not only fits L- and R-handed radios but also 

creates an emergency grab handle.
2 You can use your radio normally through the case, it doesn’t interfere with 

sound or radio signals.
2 Also protects from dust, dirt and sand.
2 Like most of our cases it’ll float if you drop it in the drink.
2 The seams are high-frequency welded to form a super-strong bond.
2 The Aquaclip® (a patented, ultra-secure, rustproof, injection-molded plastic 

seal) opens and closes with a simple twist of two levers, and everything 
stays in one piece even when open.

  $6275
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Arbor Rope Storage Bag

The RNR ARBOR Rope Storage Bag is purpose-built to meet the demands of 
the modern arborist. The newly designed bucket style rope bag has a wide 
profile which makes it easier to stuff and store your climbing line. Each bag 
comes with a drawstring top closure and the top third of the bag is made of 
ripstop nylon and 2 webbing carry handles.

Features 4 side pockets with a top velcro closure to keep all your essential 
climbing system components in one area (rope wrench, 
hitch cords, carabiners, ascenders, use your imagination). 
Bags are made with tuff 1000 denier coated nylon fabric 
and nylon ripstop for a bag that will last through the 
toughest of jobs.

Proudly made by Rock N Rescue in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

RBA006 $40.99 Yellow 200 ft
RBA003 $38.99 Yellow 150 ft
RBA005 $40.99 Red 200 ft
RBA002 $38.99 Red 150 ft
RBA004 $40.99 Blue 200 ft
RBA001 $38.99 Blue 150 ft

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Equipment Bags

Camp Safety Cargo 40

Top load 40 liter backpack constructed from robust Tarpaulin PVC 500D.

Top lid features inner zip pocket. Metal hook buckle closure with internal pull 
cord. Padded shoulder straps. Transparent label pocket.

Loops for fixing rope ends. Hauling handle for loads up to 50 kg.

  $4995

Camp Safety Hold 40

Lightweight duffle-style 40 liter backpack constructed from 600D polyester 
fabric.

Unique zipper system runs the length of the pack on the back so the shoulder 
straps remain facing up while loading or unloading. Padded back and shoulder 
straps. Three transport handles and two daisy chains for clipping gear. Three 
external pockets. Transparent label pocket. Two interior gear loops.

  $7995
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Camp Safety Shipper 90

90 liter duffle bag constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D that is perfect for 
hauling a lot of equipment to and from the work site.

Reinforced bottom with 600D polyester fabric. Can be carried as a shoulder 
bag or as a backpack with extra padding in the top flap for increased comfort. 
External zip pocket. Interior fixed pull cord compartment. Transparent label 
pocket.

  $10795

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Equipment Bags

Camp Safety Spacecraft 45

A unique 45 liter backpack specifically designed for rope access and technical 
rescue.

Constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D with padded layers.

Semi-rigid structure with a clamshell closure allows for extremely easy access 
to gear.

40 internal attachment points allow for precise organization of gear with 
Spacecraft Bags (specially designed compartment bags that attach to the 
Spacecraft Pack or to a harness – the Spacecraft Pack is delivered standard 
with one Spacecraft Bag).

Secure closure with metal hook buckles. Padded back and shoulder straps. 
Three external pockets and straps for fastening a rope. Transparent label 
pocket. Hauling handle for loads up to 50 kg.

  $19995
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Camp Safety Spacecraft Bag

Accessory bag constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D for organizing gear.

The bag can be attached inside the Spacecraft backpack or the Wagon bucket. 
It can also be installed on any CAMP Safety rope access harness with the two 
quick links provided.

  $1495

Camp Safety Supercargo 70

Incredibly strong 70 liter haul bag designed for transporting gear and vertical 
hauling.

Constructed from super-stiff and amazingly wear-resistant Tarpaulin TPU 
4500D.

Shoulder straps can be tucked into a streamlined compartment and the waist 
belt can be removed to prevent snagging when traveling and hauling.

Robust haul straps are equipped with lifting handles that are large enough to 
be used with gloves.

Roll top lid with pull cord closure and security strap. Interior security pocket 
and four interior gear loops.

  $24995

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 
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Camp Safety Trailer 15

Compact 15 liter gear bag constructed from robust Tarpaulin PVC 500D.

Roll top closure. Transparent label pocket. Loops for fastening rope ends. 
Hauling handle for loads up to 50 kg.

  $2495

Camp Safety Trucker

Roll top backpack constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D with high-frequency 
welding.

Available in three sizes: 30, 45, 60 liters.

Padded back and shoulder straps. Roll top closure. One 
external zip pocket and one external zip opening allows 
access to the lower half of the main compartment. 
Transparent label pocket. Interior zip pocket, gear loops 
and loops for fastening rope ends.

Hauling handle and two side loops for loads up to 50 kg.

  Order No. Price Options

  
2786 $99.95 Trucker 30
2787 $109.95 Trucker 45
2788 $117.55 Trucker 60
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Camp Safety Wagon

Bucket bag for carrying and hauling tools. Constructed from robust Tarpaulin 
PVC 500D with high-frequency welding.

Three metal rings are designed for clipping to a harness or suspending from a 
rope or structure. Semi-rigid construction keeps the bucket open during use. 
Closure hood stows away in a pocket when not in use. Wide interior pockets 
for extra organization. Interior gear loops are designed to be used with 
Spacecraft Bags (sold separately). Transparent label pocket.

Available in two sizes:
2 10 liter;
2 20 liter: features two hauling handles and two external 

pockets (one equipped with a gear carabiner for 
connecting a Tooler lanyard).

  Order No. Price Option

  
2783 $59.95 Wagon 10
2784 $79.95 Wagon 20

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Equipment Bags

DMM PORTER ROPE BAG 45L & 70L

The DMM Porter range of bags will take 45 and 70 liters, with a blow molded 
back panel and substantial carry system. They are designed for carrying loads 
over greater distances than the Transit bags. The Porter also has a detachable 
lid and heavy duty top handles.Made from heavy duty Tarpaulin for strength 
and durability
2 Removable lid
2 Draw cord closure
2 Reflective piping and logo for night locating
2 Interior pocket
2 Interior tie off loops to tie rope ends
2 Daisy chain outside webbing for kit connection
2 Top compression straps for additional kit
2 Removable rucksack straps
2 Porter 45 — Volume: 45L, Height: 62cm, Approx. 

Diameter: 30cm
2 Porter 70 — Volume: 70L, Height: 62cm, Approx. 

Diameter: 36cm

  Order No. Price Sizing

  
BI23BLK-70 $124.95 70L
BI23BLK-45 $103.95 45L
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DMM TOOL BAG

The new DMM Tool Bags are essential pieces of equipment for any technician 
who has to carry equipment to a worksite at height. Easy opening top and 
semi-rigid ‘Equal D’ cylinder shape makes it simple in use. Multiple clipping 
and racking options help keep dropped object potential to a minimum.
2 Made from heavy duty Tarpaulin for strength and durability
2 Carabiner or belt attachment options
2 Two tubular carry handles that double as racking loops
2 Internal racking loops
2 Draw cord closure
2 Reflective piping and logo for night location
2 Daisy chain outside webbing for kit connection
2 Volume: 4L, Height: 22cm, Approx. Diameter: 15cm

  $31 50

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Equipment Bags

NRS Ether Dry Sack 2L

NRS Ether Dry Sacks bridge the gap between heavy-duty and ultra-light dry 
bags, giving you a lightweight but durable solution for keeping gear and 
clothing dry outdoors.
2 The PU laminated ripstop nylon material is lightweight and durable, and 

the welded seams keep water out.
2 Designed with an envelope shape for easy stowing.
2 The water-tight fold closure must be closed properly to 

prevent water from getting in. Begin by folding the top 
strip over, and then fold (rather than roll) at least three 
more times before closing the buckle.

2 A D-ring on the quick-release buckle provides a handy 
attachment point.

  Order No. Price Color

  
55028.01.102 $24.95 Yellow
55028.01.101 $24.95 Green
55028.01.100. $24.95 Blue
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NRS Ether Dry Sack 5L

NRS Ether Dry Sacks bridge the gap between heavy-duty and ultra-light dry 
bags, giving you a lightweight but durable solution for keeping gear and 
clothing dry outdoors.
2 The PU laminated ripstop nylon material is lightweight and durable, and 

the welded seams keep water out.
2 Designed with an envelope shape for easy stowing.
2 The water-tight fold closure must be closed properly to 

prevent water from getting in. Begin by folding the top 
strip over, and then fold (rather than roll) at least three 
more times before closing the buckle.

2 A D-ring on the quick-release buckle provides a handy 
attachment point.

  Order No. Price Color

  
55028.01-108 $29.95 Yellow
55028.01.107 $29.95 Green
55028.01.106 $29.95 Blue

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Equipment Bags

NRS Go Duffel Bag Red

For the outdoors person who's always on the go. No matter what the activity - 
boating, skiing, climbing, etc, the NRS Go! Bag, with it's waterproof urethane 
bottom and rugged Cordura upper packs it all.
2 The heavy-duty welded urethane bottom keeps wet gear from leaking out 

and prevents outside moisture from leaking in.
2 The 1000-denier Cordura® upper closes with a heavy-duty zipper and 

wears like iron.
2 Two generous zippered outside pockets and two large inside zippered 

mesh pockets help you keep smaller items organized.
2 It's big, but not too big. Like Goldilocks said, "It's just right" - 25" x 15" x 14", 

with a volume of 73 liters, 4,455 cubic inches.
2 A comfortable carry handle, an ergonomic shoulder strap, compression 

straps over the closure zipper and external D-rings and attachment loops 
round out the features of this great bag.

2 PVC-free and built to last a lifetime of heavy use.

  $8995
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RNR Classic Mesh Duffel Bag

The ultimate in breathable bags for all your personal water rescue equipment. 
Made with a 420 denier pack nylon on the bottom and the ends for strength 
and durability. Heavy duty mesh on the top half of the bag for your equipment 
to breath and dry out after each use. Measures 35" (89 cm) x 15" (38 cm). 
Color Lime Green. Weight 19 oz. Made in USA.

  $5175

RNR Deluxe Rope and Equipment Bag

Deluxe rope and equipment bag has three external pockets 
to store equipment. Pockets close with side release 
buckles. Use your daisy chain to connect hardware 
together, then a carabiner to attach it to the loop inside the 
center pocket. Rope and equipment bags include two 
padded shoulder straps and hand loop. This bag will carry 
300' of 1/2" rope. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  

DBRE300-3-Y $98.25 Yellow
DBRE300-3-R $98.25 Red
DBRE300-3-O $98.25 Orange
DBRE300-3-HP $98.25 Hot Pink
DBRE300-3-CA $98.25 Forest Camo
DBRE300-3-CY $98.25 Coyote Tan
DBRE300-3-NB $98.25 Blue
DBRE300-3-B $98.25 Black

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Equipment Bags

RNR Essential Rescuer Bag

The Rock-N-Rescue Essential Rescuer Bag offers a convienient way to 
transport your crucial equipment. The large, durable design allows you to 
transport harnesses, helmets, fire gear or almost anything else that your 
situation calls for. The main compartment can fit bunker gear, boots, and a 
turnout coat or harnesses, helmets, ropes and other rope and water rescue 
equipment. A smaller side compartment and an end compartment allow for 
storage of smaller equipment. The unique design with a mesh backside allows 
gear that has been in a burn or exposed to water air out.. 
Constructed of 1000 denier Magnatuff coated nylon fabric, 
mesh and a rugged vinyl bottom ensure that this bag will 
last for the long haul. Also equipped with carrying handles 
and a 2" wide shoulder strap for transport. Made in the 
U.S.A.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  
RPB050 $110.00 Black
RPB051 $110.00 Red
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RNR Picket Storage Bag

The R-N-R Picket Storage bag is a tough padded bag bag that is designed to 
hold three (3) 42" or (3) 48" pickets and associated gear needed to set up a 
picket anchor system.

Pickets and associated gear sold separately. 

Weight 2 lbs. empty. Made in the USA.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  $10200

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Equipment Bags

RNR Rescue Helmet Storage Bag

Standard Rescue Helmet Bag
Protect your helmet and helmet accessories with the Rock-N-Rescue Helmet 
Storage Bag. It is constructed of 1000 denier Magnatuff nylon fabric for long 
lasting durability. The spacious main compartment is 11" tall x 10" wide x 7" 
deep and is able to fit most water & rope rescue helmets on the market today. 
A smaller 7" tall x 6" wide x 2" deep compartment on the front of the bag is 
perfect for storing headlamps, googles, gloves and other small, easy to lose 
items. A 1" nylon webbing loop provides a way to hang the bag on a pack for 
easy transport or to hang it up out of the way when not in use.

Weight 6 oz.

Made in the U.S.A

Deluxe Helmet Bag
Protect your helmet and helmet accessories with the Rock-N-Rescue Helmet 
Storage Bag. It is constructed of black ripstop nylon fabric for long lasting 
durability. The deluxe model is lined with soft fleece material to protect a visor 
from scratches The spacious main compartment is 11" tall x 10" wide x 7" deep 
and is able to fit most water & rope rescue helmets on the market today. A 
smaller 7" tall x 6" wide x 2" deep compartment on the front of the bag is 
perfect for storing headlamps, googles, gloves and other 
small, easy to lose items. A 1" nylon webbing loop provides 
a way to hang the bag on a pack for east transport or to 
hang it up out of the way when not in use.

Weight 8 oz.

Made in the U.S.A

  Order No. Price Choose Option

  
RPB053 $32.50 Standard
RPB063 $35.50 Deluxe
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RNR Saddle Bag Organizer

This unique strap on pack can carry your basic accessories needed for your 
rigging systems along with your rope. The saddle bag wraps 
around a 200' or larger rope bag (rope bag NOT included) 
giving you the specific items you need with the rope bag to 
set up your rigging. One large and two smaller pockets 
have attachments inside to organize your equipment. Made 
in USA.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  

SBO-OL $106.00 O. D. Green
SBO-B $106.00 Black
SBO-RRR $106.00 Coyote Tan
SBO-CY $106.00 Forest Camo
SBO-HP $106.00 Hot Pink
SBO-O $106.00 Orange

RNR SCBA Mask Bag

SCBA Bag is just the right size to keep your air mask clean 
and secure. Carrying strap and loop allows you to hang it 
for easy access. Lined with soft microfleece to protect mask 
from damage. Velcro closure at top allows quick access. 
Available in an orange cordura bag or a black ripstop pack 
cloth bag. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  
BSCBAM $25.25 Orange
BSCBAM-U $17.63 Black Ripstop

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Equipment Bags

RNR Stuff Sacks

Small, lightweight sacks for storing and organizing 
equipment. Drawstring closure with barrel lock. Colors will 
be at our option, fabric may vary from time to time. Made in 
the U.S.A

  Order No. Price Sizing

  

7056SS $16.25 X-Large
7054SS $15.00 Large
7052SS $13.50 Medium
7050SS $13.00 Small

RNR Vinyl Duffel Bag

The Rock-N-Rescue vinyl duffel bag is a heavy duty bag that 
can be used to carry just about everything. Made with ultra 
tough,vinyl coated polyester with a strong full length double 
zipper. Small pocket on one end for your personal items. 
Colors: black or orange. Made in USA.

  Order No. Price Color

  
RCDBV-O $34.75 Orange
RCDBV-B $34.75 Black
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RNR,  Harness Buddy with 4 Pocket

Accessory pouch designed to be used with harness or belt. 
Ideal for carrying rappel equipment or as an EMT holster. 
Fits on any harness or belt up to 4" wide. Use Alice clips to 
mount on military style web wear. Made of 1000 denier 
coated nylon. It also features an attachment point for gloves 
and elastic on both sides. Ample room for all your 
ascending gear. Weight 2.8 oz. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  

KTG-II-45-B $30.25 Black
KTG-II-45-CY $30.25 Coyote Tan
KTG-II-45-CA $30.25 Forest Camo
KTG-II-45-HP $30.25 Hot Pink
KTG-II-45-OD $30.25 O. D. Green

RNR, Aztek Bag

A fanny pack style storage bag for the Aztek pulley system. Two zippered 
compartments provide adequate storage space for 50' of 8 mm rope on one 
side and the pulley system on the other. Two Velcro hook and loop straps 
enable it to fit on any harness or belt up to 4" wide. Bag only - does not come 
with hardware. Made in the U.S.A.

  $31 50

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 
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RNR, Covert Carry Bag

The new R-N-R Covert Carry Bag is designed to hold 2 regular sized pistols, 
four spare magazines and ammunition in a small, easy to carry bag. It is 
constructed of water resistant 600 denier polyeaster fabric and is available in 
tactical Black. It has a small hanle for carrying and a large zipper which wraps 
3/4 of the way around the bag for easy access. Made in the U.S.A.

  $4095

RNR, Duffel Bag

The Rock-N-Rescue Duffel bag is a heavy duty bag that can 
be used to carry just about everything. Made with heavy 
duty nylon material with a strong full length double zipper. 
Small pocket on one end for your personal items. Made in 
the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  

RCDB-B $41.25 Black
RCDB-CY $41.25 Coyote Tan
RCDB-CA $41.25 Forest Camo
RCDB-HP $41.25 Hot Pink
RCDB-OL $41.25 O. D. Green
RCDB-R $41.25 Red
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RNR, Duffel/Gear Organizer Bag

Large, duffle storage bag made of 1000 denier nylon 
Magnatuff for long lasting durability. Has four large 
separate pockets and three smaller pockets for stowage. 
Made in the U.S.A.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  

DGB15129-B $95.75 Black
DGB-NB-RT2 $106.75 Blue w/ Reflective Tape
DGB15129-CY $95.75 Coyote Tan
DGB15129-CA $95.75 Forest Camo
DGB15129-HP $95.75 Hot Pink
DGB15129-OL $95.75 O. D. Green
DGB15129-O $95.75 Orange
DGB15129-R $95.75 Red

RNR, Mesh Stuff Sack

Small, lightweight sacks for storing and organizing 
equipment made of plasticized mesh material. Has a 
drawstring closure with a barrell lock. The mesh allows for 
moisture to evaporate. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Sizing

  
WHBL $12.25 Large
WHBS $11.50 Small
WHBXS $11.00 X-Small

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Equipment Bags

RNR, Poseidon Riggers Pack

A great new innovation in gear and equipment storage bags. The main 
compartment will hold 200' of 1/2" rope or addtional equipment. The two side 
compartments are large enough to hold the essential equipment needed for a 
haul, belay or lowering system. The exterior of the bag has additional loops to 
hold more carabiners and other equipment. 

ROPE & EQUIPMENT NOT INCLUDED.

 Weight 2.2 lbs. Made in the U.S.A.

Features:
2 Main compartment will hold 200' of 1/2" rope.
2 10 external loops for carabiners. etc.permitt easy access.
2 2 padded shoulder straps for comfort while carrying long distances.
2 Carrying handle on side of bag.
2 Unique drawstring/buckle closure system allows the top to roll up out of 

the way for storage.
2 Both side pockets each have 7 more daisy chain loops.
2 Both side pockets have a removeable padded divider 

that have a total of 5 snap loops for securing larger gear

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  
RPB095 $167.00 Red
RPB094 $167.00 O. D. Green
RPB093 $167.00 Blue
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RNR, Rope & Equipment Bag
Rope and equipment bags have an external pocket to store equipment. Pockets close with 
side release buckles. Use your daisy chain to connect hardware together, then a carabiner to 
attach it to the loop inside the center pocket. Rope and equipment bags include two padded 
shoulder straps and a hand loop. Made with 1000 denier coated nylon. Designed to hold 
either 150' or 200' of 1/2" rope plus equipment. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Capacity

  

BRE150-B $59.50 Black 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-NB $59.50 Blue 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-CY $59.50 Coyote Tan 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-CA $59.50 Forest Camo 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-HP $59.50 Hot Pink 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-O $59.50 Orange 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-R $59.50 Red 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-Y $59.50 Yellow 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-B $66.50 Black 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-NB $66.50 Blue 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-CY $66.50 Coyote Tan 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-CA $66.50 Forest Camo 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-HP $66.50 Hot Pink 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-O $66.50 Orange 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-R $66.50 Red 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-Y $66.50 Yellow 200' of 1/2" rope
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RNR, Small Personal Duffel Bag

A small, 17" x 7'' x 10" duffle bag constucted of 1000 denier nylon or 600 
denier polyester to carry or store smaller personal items. Made from 1000 
denier nylon (black, blue, orange, pink, red & yellow) or 600 denier polyester 
(coyote tan, forest camo & o.d. green) material that is water 
resistant. The bag is equipped with a carrying handle and 
an adjustable shoulder strap. It has a main compartment 
with large u-shaped zipper, 2 zippered side compartments 
and a front pocket with zipper. The main compartment is 
padded on the bottom and 2 sides. It is an ideal way to 
store numerous smaller items without taking up much 
space. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  

RT016 $49.00 Red
RT015 $49.00 Orange
RT007 $49.00 O. D. Green
RT006 $49.00 Forest Camo
RT008 $49.00 Coyote Tan
RT017 $49.00 Blue
RT002 $49.00 Black
RT018 $49.00 Yellow

SMC, Terradaptor Leg Bag

Leg Storage bag for the SMC Terradaptor System

  $25000

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Rope Storage Bags

Arbor Rope Storage Bag

The RNR ARBOR Rope Storage Bag is purpose-built to meet the demands of 
the modern arborist. The newly designed bucket style rope bag has a wide 
profile which makes it easier to stuff and store your climbing line. Each bag 
comes with a drawstring top closure and the top third of the bag is made of 
ripstop nylon and 2 webbing carry handles.

Features 4 side pockets with a top velcro closure to keep all your essential 
climbing system components in one area (rope wrench, 
hitch cords, carabiners, ascenders, use your imagination). 
Bags are made with tuff 1000 denier coated nylon fabric 
and nylon ripstop for a bag that will last through the 
toughest of jobs.

Proudly made by Rock N Rescue in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Length

  

RBA006 $40.99 Yellow 200 ft
RBA003 $38.99 Yellow 150 ft
RBA005 $40.99 Red 200 ft
RBA002 $38.99 Red 150 ft
RBA004 $40.99 Blue 200 ft
RBA001 $38.99 Blue 150 ft
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Camp Safety Cargo 40

Top load 40 liter backpack constructed from robust Tarpaulin PVC 500D.

Top lid features inner zip pocket. Metal hook buckle closure with internal pull 
cord. Padded shoulder straps. Transparent label pocket.

Loops for fixing rope ends. Hauling handle for loads up to 50 kg.

  $4995

Camp Safety Hold 40

Lightweight duffle-style 40 liter backpack constructed from 600D polyester 
fabric.

Unique zipper system runs the length of the pack on the back so the shoulder 
straps remain facing up while loading or unloading. Padded back and shoulder 
straps. Three transport handles and two daisy chains for clipping gear. Three 
external pockets. Transparent label pocket. Two interior gear loops.

  $7995

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Rope Storage Bags

Camp Safety Shipper 90

90 liter duffle bag constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D that is perfect for 
hauling a lot of equipment to and from the work site.

Reinforced bottom with 600D polyester fabric. Can be carried as a shoulder 
bag or as a backpack with extra padding in the top flap for increased comfort. 
External zip pocket. Interior fixed pull cord compartment. Transparent label 
pocket.

  $10795
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Camp Safety Spacecraft 45

A unique 45 liter backpack specifically designed for rope access and technical 
rescue.

Constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D with padded layers.

Semi-rigid structure with a clamshell closure allows for extremely easy access 
to gear.

40 internal attachment points allow for precise organization of gear with 
Spacecraft Bags (specially designed compartment bags that attach to the 
Spacecraft Pack or to a harness – the Spacecraft Pack is delivered standard 
with one Spacecraft Bag).

Secure closure with metal hook buckles. Padded back and shoulder straps. 
Three external pockets and straps for fastening a rope. Transparent label 
pocket. Hauling handle for loads up to 50 kg.

  $19995

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Rope Storage Bags

Camp Safety Supercargo 70

Incredibly strong 70 liter haul bag designed for transporting gear and vertical 
hauling.

Constructed from super-stiff and amazingly wear-resistant Tarpaulin TPU 
4500D.

Shoulder straps can be tucked into a streamlined compartment and the waist 
belt can be removed to prevent snagging when traveling and hauling.

Robust haul straps are equipped with lifting handles that are large enough to 
be used with gloves.

Roll top lid with pull cord closure and security strap. Interior security pocket 
and four interior gear loops.

  $24995

Camp Safety Trailer 15

Compact 15 liter gear bag constructed from robust Tarpaulin PVC 500D.

Roll top closure. Transparent label pocket. Loops for fastening rope ends. 
Hauling handle for loads up to 50 kg.

  $2495
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Camp Safety Trucker

Roll top backpack constructed from Tarpaulin PVC 500D with high-frequency 
welding.

Available in three sizes: 30, 45, 60 liters.

Padded back and shoulder straps. Roll top closure. One 
external zip pocket and one external zip opening allows 
access to the lower half of the main compartment. 
Transparent label pocket. Interior zip pocket, gear loops 
and loops for fastening rope ends.

Hauling handle and two side loops for loads up to 50 kg.

  Order No. Price Options

  
2786 $99.95 Trucker 30
2787 $109.95 Trucker 45
2788 $117.55 Trucker 60

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Rope Storage Bags

DMM PORTER ROPE BAG 45L & 70L

The DMM Porter range of bags will take 45 and 70 liters, with a blow molded 
back panel and substantial carry system. They are designed for carrying loads 
over greater distances than the Transit bags. The Porter also has a detachable 
lid and heavy duty top handles.Made from heavy duty Tarpaulin for strength 
and durability
2 Removable lid
2 Draw cord closure
2 Reflective piping and logo for night locating
2 Interior pocket
2 Interior tie off loops to tie rope ends
2 Daisy chain outside webbing for kit connection
2 Top compression straps for additional kit
2 Removable rucksack straps
2 Porter 45 — Volume: 45L, Height: 62cm, Approx. 

Diameter: 30cm
2 Porter 70 — Volume: 70L, Height: 62cm, Approx. 

Diameter: 36cm

  Order No. Price Sizing

  
BI23BLK-70 $124.95 70L
BI23BLK-45 $103.95 45L
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DMM TRANSIT ROPE BAG 30L & 40L

Large and strong, the DMM Transit rope buckets will take 30 and 45 liters 
each. The DMM rope buckets are the perfect companions for your ropes in the 
workplace, giving ease of storage and carrying ability whilst keeping ropes 
clean and safe on site.
2 Made from heavy duty Tarpaulin for strength and durability
2 Draw cord closure
2 Removable rucksack straps
2 Daisy chain outside webbing for kit connection
2 Vinyl front pocket for documents
2 Interior pocket
2 Interior tie off loops to tie rope ends
2 Top compression straps for additional kit
2 Reflective piping and logo for night location
2 Transit 30 — Volume: 30L, Height: 40cm, Approx. 

Diameter: 30cm
2 Transit 45 — Volume: 45L, Height: 40cm, Approx. 

Diameter: 40cm

  Order No. Price Sizing

  
BI22BLK-45 $72.95 45L
BI22BLK-30 $51.95 30L
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RNR - Grand Rope Bags
The Rock-N-Rescue Grand Rope Bag has been built to meet all of your bag needs. The newly redesigned bag has a 
wider opening which makes it easier to stuff. Each bag comes with a draw string top closure. Padded shoulder straps 
offer more comfort when carrying the bag. Top carrying handles for easy loading of bag. The bag has a clear window 
pocket on the side of the bag for your rope history card and content information. Bottom grommet for tying rope 
through the bag. Bags made with tuff 1000 denier coated nylon fabric for long lasting bags. Made in USA.

Options include:
2 Reflective Tape
2 Reflective word - "RESCUE"
2 Reflective word - "ROPE 100' "
2 Reflective word - "ROPE 150' "
2 Reflective word - "ROPE 200' "
2 Reflective word - "ROPE 300' "
2 Padded waist belt for bags that carry 200 or more feet of rope

  Order No. Price Length Color

  

RPB096 $34.50 100 ft Smoke
RPB005 $34.50 100 ft Yellow
RPB004 $34.50 100 ft Red
RPB003 $34.50 100 ft Orange
RPB072 $34.50 100 ft O. D. Green
RPB044 $34.50 100 ft Hot Pink
RPB070 $34.50 100 ft Forest Camo
RPB071 $34.50 100 ft Coyote Tan
RPB002 $34.50 100 ft Blue
RPB001 $34.50 100 ft Black
RPB097 $36.25 150 ft Smoke
RPB006 $36.25 150 ft Black
RPB007 $36.25 150 ft Blue
RPB074 $36.25 150 ft Coyote Tan
RPB073 $36.25 150 ft Forest Camo
RPB045 $36.25 150 ft Hot Pink
RPB075 $36.25 150 ft O. D. Green
RPB098 $42.00 200 ft Smoke
RPB066 $42.00 200 ft Coyote Tan
RPB008 $36.25 150 ft Orange
RPB064 $42.00 200 ft Forest Camo
RPB009 $36.25 150 ft Red
RPB046 $42.00 200 ft Hot Pink
RPB017 $47.00 300 ft Blue
RPB099 $47.00 300 ft Smoke
RPB069 $47.00 300 ft Coyote Tan
RPB067 $47.00 300 ft Forest Camo
RPB047 $47.00 300 ft Hot Pink
RPB068 $47.00 300 ft O. D. Green
RPB018 $47.00 300 ft Orange
RPB100 $54.25 400 ft Smoke
RPB022 $54.25 400 ft Blue
RPB077 $54.25 400 ft Coyote Tan
RPB081 $59.25 600 ft O. D. Green
RPB028 $59.25 600 ft Orange
RPB010 $36.25 150 ft Yellow
RPB011 $42.00 200 ft Black
RPB012 $42.00 200 ft Blue
RPB065 $42.00 200 ft O. D. Green
RPB013 $42.00 200 ft Orange
RPB014 $42.00 200 ft Red
RPB015 $42.00 200 ft Yellow
RPB016 $47.00 300 ft Black
RPB019 $47.00 300 ft Red
RPB020 $47.00 300 ft Yellow
RPB021 $54.25 400 ft Black
RPB024 $54.25 400 ft Red
RPB076 $54.25 400 ft Forest Camo
RPB025 $54.25 400 ft Yellow
RPB048 $54.25 400 ft Hot Pink

  Order No. Price Length Color

RPB078 $54.25 400 ft O. D. Green
RPB023 $54.25 400 ft Orange
RPB026 $59.25 600 ft Black
RPB027 $59.25 600 ft Blue
RPB080 $59.25 600 ft Coyote Tan
RPB079 $59.25 600 ft Forest Camo
RPB101 $59.25 600 ft Smoke
RPB049 $59.25 600 ft Hot Pink
RPB029 $59.25 600 ft Red
RPB030 $59.25 600 ft Yellow
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RNR Deluxe Rope and Equipment Bag

Deluxe rope and equipment bag has three external pockets 
to store equipment. Pockets close with side release 
buckles. Use your daisy chain to connect hardware 
together, then a carabiner to attach it to the loop inside the 
center pocket. Rope and equipment bags include two 
padded shoulder straps and hand loop. This bag will carry 
300' of 1/2" rope. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color

  

DBRE300-3-Y $98.25 Yellow
DBRE300-3-R $98.25 Red
DBRE300-3-O $98.25 Orange
DBRE300-3-HP $98.25 Hot Pink
DBRE300-3-CA $98.25 Forest Camo
DBRE300-3-CY $98.25 Coyote Tan
DBRE300-3-NB $98.25 Blue
DBRE300-3-B $98.25 Black

Rope Storage and Protection, Packs & Bags, 

Rope Storage Bags

RNR Poseidon Series Premium Bag

The Rock-N-Rescue Poseidon Series Premium Rope Bag has been built to 
meet the demands of confined spaces. The newly designed bag has a narrow 
profile which makes it easier to get in and out of confined spaces. Each bag 
comes with a drawstring top closure and the top third of the bag is made of 
ripstop nylon. Padded shoulder straps offer a more comfort when carrying the 
bag. Top carrying handles for easy loading of bag. It has a bottom grommet 
for tying rope through the bag. A 2" strip of reflective tape is sewn all the way 
around the bag and the word "RESCUE" is also made of a 
reflective material. Bags made with tuff 1000 denier coated 
nylon fabric and nylon ripstop for long lasting bags. 
Available in three (3) different sizes:
2 Small holds 150' of 1/2" rope
2 Standard holds 200' of 1/2" rope
2 Medium hold 300' of 1/2" rope.

  Order No. Price Color Capacity

  

RPB092 $50.25 Blue Holds 300' of 1/2" rope
RPB091 $50.25 Black Holds 300' of 1/2" rope
RPB090 $45.00 Blue Holds 200' of 1/2" rope
RPB089 $45.00 Black Holds 200' of 1/2" rope
RPB088 $39.50 Blue Holds 150' of 1/2" rope
RPB087 $39.50 Black Holds 150' of 1/2" rope
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RNR Saddle Bag Organizer

This unique strap on pack can carry your basic accessories needed for your 
rigging systems along with your rope. The saddle bag wraps 
around a 200' or larger rope bag (rope bag NOT included) 
giving you the specific items you need with the rope bag to 
set up your rigging. One large and two smaller pockets 
have attachments inside to organize your equipment. Made 
in USA.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  

SBO-OL $106.00 O. D. Green
SBO-B $106.00 Black
SBO-RRR $106.00 Coyote Tan
SBO-CY $106.00 Forest Camo
SBO-HP $106.00 Hot Pink
SBO-O $106.00 Orange
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RNR, Grand Vinyl Rope Bag
The R-N-R Vinyl Coated Polyester rope bag was designed to be a long lasting, durable bag that holds up to 600' of 
1/2" (13mm) rope. The redesigned bag has a wider opening which makes it easier to stuff. Each bag comes with a 
draw string top closure. Padded shoulder straps offer more comfort when carrying the bag. 
Top carrying handles for easy loading of bag. A clear window pocket on the side of the bag for 
your rope history card and content information. Bottom grommet for tying rope through the 
bag and an inside clip in loop. A strip of 2" Reflective tape circles the entire bag for increased 
visibility. Bags made with tuff 16 oz. Vinyl Coated Polyester fabric for long lasting bags. Colors: 
Black & Orange. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Capacity

  

RPB031 $44.75 Black 100' of 1/2" capacity
RPB032 $44.75 Orange 100' of 1/2" capacity
RPB033 $46.50 Black 150' of 1/2" capacity
RPB034 $46.50 Orange 150' of 1/2" capacity
RPB035 $52.50 Black 200' of 1/2" capacity
RPB036 $52.50 Orange 200' of 1/2" capacity
RPB037 $57.50 Black 300' of 1/2" capacity
RPB038 $57.50 Orange 300' of 1/2" capacity
RPB039 $65.00 Black 400' of 1/2" capacity
RPB040 $65.00 Orange 400' of 1/2" capacity
RPB041 $70.00 Black 600' of 1/2" capacity
RPB042 $70.00 Orange 600' of 1/2" capacity
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RNR, Poseidon Riggers Pack

A great new innovation in gear and equipment storage bags. The main 
compartment will hold 200' of 1/2" rope or addtional equipment. The two side 
compartments are large enough to hold the essential equipment needed for a 
haul, belay or lowering system. The exterior of the bag has additional loops to 
hold more carabiners and other equipment. 

ROPE & EQUIPMENT NOT INCLUDED.

 Weight 2.2 lbs. Made in the U.S.A.

Features:
2 Main compartment will hold 200' of 1/2" rope.
2 10 external loops for carabiners. etc.permitt easy access.
2 2 padded shoulder straps for comfort while carrying long distances.
2 Carrying handle on side of bag.
2 Unique drawstring/buckle closure system allows the top to roll up out of 

the way for storage.
2 Both side pockets each have 7 more daisy chain loops.
2 Both side pockets have a removeable padded divider 

that have a total of 5 snap loops for securing larger gear

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

  Order No. Price Color

  
RPB095 $167.00 Red
RPB094 $167.00 O. D. Green
RPB093 $167.00 Blue
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RNR, Rope & Equipment Bag
Rope and equipment bags have an external pocket to store equipment. Pockets close with 
side release buckles. Use your daisy chain to connect hardware together, then a carabiner to 
attach it to the loop inside the center pocket. Rope and equipment bags include two padded 
shoulder straps and a hand loop. Made with 1000 denier coated nylon. Designed to hold 
either 150' or 200' of 1/2" rope plus equipment. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Color Capacity

  

BRE150-B $59.50 Black 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-NB $59.50 Blue 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-CY $59.50 Coyote Tan 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-CA $59.50 Forest Camo 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-HP $59.50 Hot Pink 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-O $59.50 Orange 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-R $59.50 Red 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE150-Y $59.50 Yellow 150' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-B $66.50 Black 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-NB $66.50 Blue 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-CY $66.50 Coyote Tan 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-CA $66.50 Forest Camo 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-HP $66.50 Hot Pink 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-O $66.50 Orange 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-R $66.50 Red 200' of 1/2" rope
BRE200-Y $66.50 Yellow 200' of 1/2" rope
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Camp ANSI Truck Loops

High strength anchor loops constructed from 28 mm polyamide webbing 
covered with a tubular webbing sheath that protects the structural webbing 
from abrasion or exposure to other hazards. The inner main webbing is 
constructed of orange 25 mm (0.984 in.) Polyamid webbing 
which also acts as a damage indicator when visible thru the 
outer sleeve. The outer protective webbing sleeve is main 
of a black 28mm (1.1 in.) wide Polyamid webbing sewn with 
Polyamid thread. Available in four lengths: 60 cm (23.6 in.), 
80 cm (31.5 in.), 120 cm (47.2 in.) and 160 cm (62.9 in.). 
Meet ANSI standard Z359.1 for anchorage devices.

  Order No. Price Length

  

2034160 $32.95 160 cm
2034120 $29.95 120 cm.
2034080 $24.95 80 cm
2034060 $19.95 60 cm

Sewn Webbing Products

Camp Safety Blin Kit 10 M + 0934 + 2030040F + 0981

A closed-system fall arrest kit designed to deliver maximum safety and 
performance. Suitable for both vertical and horizontal/inclined use (also 
certified for use over sharp edges r= 0.5 mm).The fall arrest device cannot be 
removed from the rope to help prevent installation errors.The innovative cam 
creates smooth action on the rope whether it is being used to ascend or 
descend the line. Performance on vertical lines can be further increased by 
using the patented Rope Surfer on the connection lanyards.

Wear and tear on the rope is reduced to the minimum thanks to the specially 
designed locking mechanism that lowers the force transferred to the body in 
the event of a fall and locks the rope along a long axis, rather than pinching it 
aggressively with a toothed cam.

Hot forged stainless steel locking components combine with a robust 
aluminum alloy body for exceptional durability over time.Pre-equipped with 
robust Iridium 10.5 mm semi-static rope with stitched loops on the 
ends.Replacement rope kits are available.

Available with three connections:
2 steel oval locking carabiner;
2 10.2 in. webbing lanyard (total length 16.5 in., including the carabiner and 

the quick link);
2 15.7 in. webbing lanyard (total length 22 in, including the carabiner and the 

quick link).

Certified for a maximum user weight of 265 lb. (for vertical use) or 220.5 lb. 
(for horizontal/inclined use).

Standards:
2 EN 353-2
2 CNB/P/11.075 for edges
2 EAC

  $19995
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R-N-R Beta Runners

The all-purpose rescue and climbing tool. Our twin loop runners are a multi-
purpose tool. They may be used as anchor slings, hose grab 
tools, to secure smoke ejectors, as stirrups in personal 
ascending systems, to drag equipment, to secure ladders 
and as a tether between rescuer and victim. Our runners 
are made of 1? 4,000 lb. tubular nylon webbing. All runners 
are sewn with nylon thread. Weight will vary with length. 
Made in the U.S.A. . Available in 24", 36", 48", 60", and 72". 
Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR021 $13.50 24 in
RSR022 $14.00 36 in
RSR023 $14.75 48 in
RSR024 $15.25 60 in
RSR025 $15.75 72 in

Sewn Webbing Products

R-N-R Beta Slings

The all-purpose rescue and climbing tool. Used for rigging, anchor slings, 
hose grab tool, to secure ladders and equipment, directionals, stirrups in 
hauling systems and as an emergency diaper-style harness. 
Hundreds of other possibilities – use your imagination. Beta 
series slings are fabricated of high quality, high strength 1? - 
4,000 lb. tubular nylon webbing sewn into a continuous 
loop. Slings are sewn with nylon thread. Stitching is a 
contrasting color. Weight will vary with size. Available in 
24", 36", 48", 60", 72" and 120". Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR015 $11.25 24 in
RSR016 $12.25 36 in
RSR017 $13.50 48 in
RSR018 $14.75 60 in
RSR019 $15.75 72 in
RSR020 $20.50 120 in

RNR Poseidon Pick-Off Strap

A very useful tool! Adjustable length utility strap. Often used to effect a one 
man pick off. When doubled it can be used as an anchor. Makes a great 
stretcher assist strap; four of them make up a stretcher spider. Adjustable 
sling from 9" to 54" length. Webbing will begin to slip through the adjuster at 
3,000 lbf. (13.34 kN). Made in USA.

  $36 50
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RNR Poseidon Tech Load Releasing Hitch Sling

Load releasing straps are frequently used to tie a mariner's hitch or other 
types of releasing hitches. A load releasing hitch gives the user the ability to 
transfer the load from one device to another. The 60" long strap makes it a 
snap to size and tie a load releasing hitch. Made of 9,000 lbf. (40.03 kN) nylon 
webbing and forged 5,000 lbf. (22.24 kN) steel hardware. D-rings are color 
coded to indicate anchor and load ends. Not designed to function as a shock 
absorber. If shock loading is a possibility, we highly recommend the use of a 
shock absorbing device to limit the force delivered to the load releasing strap. 
Made in USA.

  $3525

Sewn Webbing Products

RNR Utility Double "D-Ring" Cinch Tie Down Straps

The R-N-R Utility Cinch Tie Down Straps are a simple, effective way to secure 
and organize large sized loose objects. The straps are constructed out of 1.75 
inch - 6,000 lbf. Mil-Spec nylon webbing and a pair of 5,000 lbf. aluminum D-
Rings. They are the perfect way to neatly secure and store or transport piles of 
boards, stacks of pipe and other tubing and any other long, bulky objects - the 
possibilities are limitless. With strap lengths ranging from 4 feet all the way up 
to 12 feet, we have the utility strap to fit your storage or transport needs. 
Custom lengths are also available - just call for pricing. To use the strap, 
simply wrap the strap entirely around the items that you want to secure with 
the strap. Pass the loose end of the strap thru both of the d-rings and then 
pass the loose end back in between both of the buckles to form a cinch. Then 
simply pull tight on the end of the strap to tighten the load. A five inch loop is 
sewn into the free end of the webbing to allow the user a better grip to pull 
the strap as tight as possible. To form an even more secure connection, the 
free end of the webbing can be tied into an overhand knot at the top of the 
rings which will prevent the webbing from being pulled 
back thru the "d-rings" (see picture).

NOTE - THIS STRAP IS NOT INTENDED FOR 
NOR IS IT CERTIFIED FOR LIFE SAFETY 
PURPOSES.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RUCT009 $23.50 12 ft.
RUCT008 $22.50 11 ft.
RUCT007 $21.50 10 ft.
RUCT006 $20.50 9 ft.
RUCT005 $19.50 8 ft.
RUCT004 $18.50 7 ft.
RUCT003 $17.50 6 ft.
RUCT002 $16.50 5 ft.
RUCT001 $15.50 4 ft.
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Sewn Webbing Products

RNR,  Poseidon Alpha Super Duty Continuous Loop Slings

The all-purpose rescue and climbing tool. Used for rigging, anchor slings, 
hose grab tool, to secure ladders and equipment, 
directionals, stirrups in hauling systems and as an 
emergency diaper-style harness. Hundreds of other 
possibilities - use your imagination. CL series slings are 
fabricated of high quality, high strength 1" 9,800 lb. woven 
nylon webbing. Slings are sewn with nylon thread. Stitching 
is a contrasting color. Weight will vary with size. Figure 1.5 
oz. per foot of finished length. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR001 $10.50 12 in
RSR002 $11.50 18 in.
RSR003 $12.50 24 in
RSR004 $14.50 36 in
RSR005 $16.50 48 in
RSR006 $18.50 60 in
RSR008 $22.50 96 in
RSR007 $20.50 72 in
RSR009 $24.50 120 in

Sewn Webbing Products

RNR, Anchor Strap Wrap Protection

Protect your anchor strap from sharp edges, chemical contamination, splinters 
and other objects that can cause damage to your strap with the new R-N-R 
wrap protection sleeve. Solidly constructed of layers of 
cotton duck and a velcro closure running the length of the 
sleeve. Once in place, this sleeve can protect the webbing 
and will not fall off the strap under the worst of conditions. 
The sleeves are constructed so that the stitching is visible 
for easy inspection. Four different lengths to choose from. 
Made in the U.S.A. ANCHOR STRAP NOT INCLUDED

  Order No. Price Length

  

1.75TL72-WP $33.00 64 in.
1.75TL60-WP $28.00 52 in.
1.75TL48-WP $23.50 40 in.
1.75TL36-WP $20.50 28 in.

RNR, Daisy Chains

Multi-pocket webbing slings. Use these handy tools as 
attachments for litter tender, as an attachment sling in 
ascending, hanging belays or as a tether when unclipped 
from the rope. The pockets are designed to stay open under 
load so it is always easy to clip in another carabiner. Made 
of 1" tubular nylon webbing. 3 different lengths to choose 
from: 37 in, 60 in. and 74 in. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  
RDC7419 $27.25 74 in.
RDC6015 $22.00 60 in
MDC3710 $18.50 37 in.
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Sewn Webbing Products

RNR, Etriers

Short flexible ladders made of 1" tubular nylon webbing. They are a big help 
getting over difficult edges for the rappeller and for litter work. A very useful 
tool which should be packed with every litter. The Mountain 
Etrier is 60" long and has 4 steps and the Rescue Etrier is 
90" long and has 6 steps. Made in USA. CAUTION: Daisy 
Chains and Etriers are intended for one person static loads. 
DO NOT expose these products to shock loading or weights 
greater than one person. Shock loading or excessive weight 
may result in damage or destruction of Daisy Chains or 
Etriers.

  Order No. Price Choose Option

  
RE690 $30.25 Rescue
ME460 $22.50 Mountain

RNR, Multi Function Drag Strap

This is the one strap that every RIT kit should have in it. Three loop strap that 
can be used for dragging and lifting a downed firefighter. Loops can also be 
choked over their wrist to be used for lifting the trapped firefighter out of a 
collapse. Made in the U.S.A.

  $1625

Sewn Webbing Products

RNR, Poseidon 1' to 10' Adjustable Anchor Strap

A must have tool for any rigging bag, the Adjustable Anchor Strap will adjust 
from 1' to 10' to fit around most anchoring points. No more digging around 
bags looking for different lengths of webbing or non adjustable anchor straps 
to find the right length of strap, our adjustable model will handle most 
anchoring needs with one strap. Made in the U.S.A.

  $5250

RNR, Poseidon Alpha Super Duty Twin Loop Runners

Our new super duty twin loop runners are a multi-purpose tool. They may be 
used as anchor slings, hose grab tools, to secure smoke 
ejectors, as stirrups in personal ascending systems, to drag 
equipment, to secure ladders and as a tether between 
rescuer and victim. Our super duty runners are made of 1" 
woven nylon 9,800 lb. webbing. All runners are sewn with 
nylon thread. Weight will vary with length. Figure 1.7 oz. per 
foot of finished length. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR014 $24.50 120 in
RSR013 $18.50 72 in
RSR012 $16.50 48 in
RSR011 $15.50 36 in
RSR010 $14.50 24 in
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Sewn Webbing Products

RNR, Poseidon Anchor Straps with "D" Rings

Twin D-ring large heavy duty anchor straps. Made of 1 
23/32" flat solid nylon webbing with D-rings sewn in each 
end. Our anchor straps come in 7 different lengths: 24 in., 
36 in., 48 in., 60 in., 72 in., 84 in. 120 in. and 180 in. so we 
have a length to cover most of your needs. Made in the 
U.S.A. NOTE: D-Rings are silver in color

  Order No. Price Length

  

1.75TL180-2D $38.50 180 in
1.75TL120-2D $31.75 120 in
1.75TL84-2D $30.25 84 in
1.75TL72-2D $29.75 72 in
1.75TL60-2d $28.75 60 in
1.75TL48-2D $28.25 48 in
1.75TL36-2D $27.50 36 in

RNR, Poseidon Heavy Duty Choker Anchor Straps

A true heavy duty anchor sling. Made of doubled 1 23/32" flat solid nylon 
webbing with 15,000 lbf. (66.7 kN) steel O rings sewn in 
each end. This is a "pass through" anchor strap with a 4" (3" 
I.D.) O-Ring on one end and a 2.25" smaller O-Ring on the 
other end. You simply wrap the strap around your anchor 
point, pass the small ring thru the larger ring and clip a 
carabiner into the small ring to form a quick, high strength 
anchor point. Available in 48 in. and 96 in. lengths. Made in 
the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  
1.75CAS-96 $58.75 96 in
1.75CAS-48 $51.75 48 in

Sewn Webbing Products

RNR, RITS Sling

The RIT Sling is a multi-function, multi-loop sling that can be used in 
emergency harnessing of a firefighter or victim in a rescue situation. By 
placing the leg loops over the legs and the arms in the arm loops, you can 
easily drag someone from their immediate danger area. By using two 
carabiners you could hoist someone safely to get them out of a second floor 
window and down to safety. Color coded sections makes this a very useful 
and inexpensive rescue device. Comes complete with a storage bag. Made in 
the U.S.A.

  $4325

STERLING, 1/2" Dyneema Slings

Dyneema slings offer significant performance advantages 
over traditional runners. They are lightweight, have high cut 
resistance, are extremely strong, and resist moisture. These 
features make them perfect for alpine climbing. Note: 
Dyneema offers very little elongation and should not be 
used for dynamic falls. MBS. 5,170 (23kN)

  Order No. Price Length

  

SW127DYSL0648 $16.95 48 in
SW127DYSL0630 $13.95 30 in.
SW127DYSL0724 $9.95 24 in
SW127DYSL0610 $6.95 10 in.
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Sewn Webbing Products, Anchor Straps

Camp ANSI Truck Loops

High strength anchor loops constructed from 28 mm polyamide webbing 
covered with a tubular webbing sheath that protects the structural webbing 
from abrasion or exposure to other hazards. The inner main webbing is 
constructed of orange 25 mm (0.984 in.) Polyamid webbing 
which also acts as a damage indicator when visible thru the 
outer sleeve. The outer protective webbing sleeve is main 
of a black 28mm (1.1 in.) wide Polyamid webbing sewn with 
Polyamid thread. Available in four lengths: 60 cm (23.6 in.), 
80 cm (31.5 in.), 120 cm (47.2 in.) and 160 cm (62.9 in.). 
Meet ANSI standard Z359.1 for anchorage devices.

  Order No. Price Length

  

2034160 $32.95 160 cm
2034120 $29.95 120 cm.
2034080 $24.95 80 cm
2034060 $19.95 60 cm

Sewn Webbing Products, Anchor Straps

R-N-R Beta Runners

The all-purpose rescue and climbing tool. Our twin loop runners are a multi-
purpose tool. They may be used as anchor slings, hose grab 
tools, to secure smoke ejectors, as stirrups in personal 
ascending systems, to drag equipment, to secure ladders 
and as a tether between rescuer and victim. Our runners 
are made of 1? 4,000 lb. tubular nylon webbing. All runners 
are sewn with nylon thread. Weight will vary with length. 
Made in the U.S.A. . Available in 24", 36", 48", 60", and 72". 
Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR021 $13.50 24 in
RSR022 $14.00 36 in
RSR023 $14.75 48 in
RSR024 $15.25 60 in
RSR025 $15.75 72 in
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Sewn Webbing Products, Anchor Straps

R-N-R Beta Slings

The all-purpose rescue and climbing tool. Used for rigging, anchor slings, 
hose grab tool, to secure ladders and equipment, directionals, stirrups in 
hauling systems and as an emergency diaper-style harness. 
Hundreds of other possibilities – use your imagination. Beta 
series slings are fabricated of high quality, high strength 1? - 
4,000 lb. tubular nylon webbing sewn into a continuous 
loop. Slings are sewn with nylon thread. Stitching is a 
contrasting color. Weight will vary with size. Available in 
24", 36", 48", 60", 72" and 120". Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR015 $11.25 24 in
RSR016 $12.25 36 in
RSR017 $13.50 48 in
RSR018 $14.75 60 in
RSR019 $15.75 72 in
RSR020 $20.50 120 in

Sewn Webbing Products, Anchor Straps

RNR, Anchor Strap Wrap Protection

Protect your anchor strap from sharp edges, chemical contamination, splinters 
and other objects that can cause damage to your strap with the new R-N-R 
wrap protection sleeve. Solidly constructed of layers of 
cotton duck and a velcro closure running the length of the 
sleeve. Once in place, this sleeve can protect the webbing 
and will not fall off the strap under the worst of conditions. 
The sleeves are constructed so that the stitching is visible 
for easy inspection. Four different lengths to choose from. 
Made in the U.S.A. ANCHOR STRAP NOT INCLUDED

  Order No. Price Length

  

1.75TL72-WP $33.00 64 in.
1.75TL60-WP $28.00 52 in.
1.75TL48-WP $23.50 40 in.
1.75TL36-WP $20.50 28 in.

RNR, Poseidon 1' to 10' Adjustable Anchor Strap

A must have tool for any rigging bag, the Adjustable Anchor Strap will adjust 
from 1' to 10' to fit around most anchoring points. No more digging around 
bags looking for different lengths of webbing or non adjustable anchor straps 
to find the right length of strap, our adjustable model will handle most 
anchoring needs with one strap. Made in the U.S.A.

  $5250
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Sewn Webbing Products, Anchor Straps

RNR, Poseidon Anchor Straps with "D" Rings

Twin D-ring large heavy duty anchor straps. Made of 1 
23/32" flat solid nylon webbing with D-rings sewn in each 
end. Our anchor straps come in 7 different lengths: 24 in., 
36 in., 48 in., 60 in., 72 in., 84 in. 120 in. and 180 in. so we 
have a length to cover most of your needs. Made in the 
U.S.A. NOTE: D-Rings are silver in color

  Order No. Price Length

  

1.75TL180-2D $38.50 180 in
1.75TL120-2D $31.75 120 in
1.75TL84-2D $30.25 84 in
1.75TL72-2D $29.75 72 in
1.75TL60-2d $28.75 60 in
1.75TL48-2D $28.25 48 in
1.75TL36-2D $27.50 36 in

RNR, Poseidon Heavy Duty Choker Anchor Straps

A true heavy duty anchor sling. Made of doubled 1 23/32" flat solid nylon 
webbing with 15,000 lbf. (66.7 kN) steel O rings sewn in 
each end. This is a "pass through" anchor strap with a 4" (3" 
I.D.) O-Ring on one end and a 2.25" smaller O-Ring on the 
other end. You simply wrap the strap around your anchor 
point, pass the small ring thru the larger ring and clip a 
carabiner into the small ring to form a quick, high strength 
anchor point. Available in 48 in. and 96 in. lengths. Made in 
the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  
1.75CAS-96 $58.75 96 in
1.75CAS-48 $51.75 48 in

Sewn Webbing Products, Daisy Chains and 

Etriers

RNR, Daisy Chains

Multi-pocket webbing slings. Use these handy tools as 
attachments for litter tender, as an attachment sling in 
ascending, hanging belays or as a tether when unclipped 
from the rope. The pockets are designed to stay open under 
load so it is always easy to clip in another carabiner. Made 
of 1" tubular nylon webbing. 3 different lengths to choose 
from: 37 in, 60 in. and 74 in. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  
RDC7419 $27.25 74 in.
RDC6015 $22.00 60 in
MDC3710 $18.50 37 in.

RNR, Etriers

Short flexible ladders made of 1" tubular nylon webbing. They are a big help 
getting over difficult edges for the rappeller and for litter work. A very useful 
tool which should be packed with every litter. The Mountain 
Etrier is 60" long and has 4 steps and the Rescue Etrier is 
90" long and has 6 steps. Made in USA. CAUTION: Daisy 
Chains and Etriers are intended for one person static loads. 
DO NOT expose these products to shock loading or weights 
greater than one person. Shock loading or excessive weight 
may result in damage or destruction of Daisy Chains or 
Etriers.

  Order No. Price Choose Option

  
RE690 $30.25 Rescue
ME460 $22.50 Mountain
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Sewn Webbing Products, Nylon Webbing 

Slings

Camp Safety Blin Kit 10 M + 0934 + 2030040F + 0981

A closed-system fall arrest kit designed to deliver maximum safety and 
performance. Suitable for both vertical and horizontal/inclined use (also 
certified for use over sharp edges r= 0.5 mm).The fall arrest device cannot be 
removed from the rope to help prevent installation errors.The innovative cam 
creates smooth action on the rope whether it is being used to ascend or 
descend the line. Performance on vertical lines can be further increased by 
using the patented Rope Surfer on the connection lanyards.

Wear and tear on the rope is reduced to the minimum thanks to the specially 
designed locking mechanism that lowers the force transferred to the body in 
the event of a fall and locks the rope along a long axis, rather than pinching it 
aggressively with a toothed cam.

Hot forged stainless steel locking components combine with a robust 
aluminum alloy body for exceptional durability over time.Pre-equipped with 
robust Iridium 10.5 mm semi-static rope with stitched loops on the 
ends.Replacement rope kits are available.

Available with three connections:
2 steel oval locking carabiner;
2 10.2 in. webbing lanyard (total length 16.5 in., including the carabiner and 

the quick link);
2 15.7 in. webbing lanyard (total length 22 in, including the carabiner and the 

quick link).

Certified for a maximum user weight of 265 lb. (for vertical use) or 220.5 lb. 
(for horizontal/inclined use).

Standards:
2 EN 353-2
2 CNB/P/11.075 for edges
2 EAC

  $19995

Sewn Webbing Products, Nylon Webbing 

Slings

R-N-R Beta Runners

The all-purpose rescue and climbing tool. Our twin loop runners are a multi-
purpose tool. They may be used as anchor slings, hose grab 
tools, to secure smoke ejectors, as stirrups in personal 
ascending systems, to drag equipment, to secure ladders 
and as a tether between rescuer and victim. Our runners 
are made of 1? 4,000 lb. tubular nylon webbing. All runners 
are sewn with nylon thread. Weight will vary with length. 
Made in the U.S.A. . Available in 24", 36", 48", 60", and 72". 
Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR021 $13.50 24 in
RSR022 $14.00 36 in
RSR023 $14.75 48 in
RSR024 $15.25 60 in
RSR025 $15.75 72 in
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Sewn Webbing Products, Nylon Webbing 

Slings

R-N-R Beta Slings

The all-purpose rescue and climbing tool. Used for rigging, anchor slings, 
hose grab tool, to secure ladders and equipment, directionals, stirrups in 
hauling systems and as an emergency diaper-style harness. 
Hundreds of other possibilities – use your imagination. Beta 
series slings are fabricated of high quality, high strength 1? - 
4,000 lb. tubular nylon webbing sewn into a continuous 
loop. Slings are sewn with nylon thread. Stitching is a 
contrasting color. Weight will vary with size. Available in 
24", 36", 48", 60", 72" and 120". Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR015 $11.25 24 in
RSR016 $12.25 36 in
RSR017 $13.50 48 in
RSR018 $14.75 60 in
RSR019 $15.75 72 in
RSR020 $20.50 120 in

Sewn Webbing Products, Nylon Webbing 

Slings

RNR Utility Double "D-Ring" Cinch Tie Down Straps

The R-N-R Utility Cinch Tie Down Straps are a simple, effective way to secure 
and organize large sized loose objects. The straps are constructed out of 1.75 
inch - 6,000 lbf. Mil-Spec nylon webbing and a pair of 5,000 lbf. aluminum D-
Rings. They are the perfect way to neatly secure and store or transport piles of 
boards, stacks of pipe and other tubing and any other long, bulky objects - the 
possibilities are limitless. With strap lengths ranging from 4 feet all the way up 
to 12 feet, we have the utility strap to fit your storage or transport needs. 
Custom lengths are also available - just call for pricing. To use the strap, 
simply wrap the strap entirely around the items that you want to secure with 
the strap. Pass the loose end of the strap thru both of the d-rings and then 
pass the loose end back in between both of the buckles to form a cinch. Then 
simply pull tight on the end of the strap to tighten the load. A five inch loop is 
sewn into the free end of the webbing to allow the user a better grip to pull 
the strap as tight as possible. To form an even more secure connection, the 
free end of the webbing can be tied into an overhand knot at the top of the 
rings which will prevent the webbing from being pulled 
back thru the "d-rings" (see picture).

NOTE - THIS STRAP IS NOT INTENDED FOR 
NOR IS IT CERTIFIED FOR LIFE SAFETY 
PURPOSES.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RUCT009 $23.50 12 ft.
RUCT008 $22.50 11 ft.
RUCT007 $21.50 10 ft.
RUCT006 $20.50 9 ft.
RUCT005 $19.50 8 ft.
RUCT004 $18.50 7 ft.
RUCT003 $17.50 6 ft.
RUCT002 $16.50 5 ft.
RUCT001 $15.50 4 ft.
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Sewn Webbing Products, Nylon Webbing 

Slings

RNR,  Poseidon Alpha Super Duty Continuous Loop Slings

The all-purpose rescue and climbing tool. Used for rigging, anchor slings, 
hose grab tool, to secure ladders and equipment, 
directionals, stirrups in hauling systems and as an 
emergency diaper-style harness. Hundreds of other 
possibilities - use your imagination. CL series slings are 
fabricated of high quality, high strength 1" 9,800 lb. woven 
nylon webbing. Slings are sewn with nylon thread. Stitching 
is a contrasting color. Weight will vary with size. Figure 1.5 
oz. per foot of finished length. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR001 $10.50 12 in
RSR002 $11.50 18 in.
RSR003 $12.50 24 in
RSR004 $14.50 36 in
RSR005 $16.50 48 in
RSR006 $18.50 60 in
RSR008 $22.50 96 in
RSR007 $20.50 72 in
RSR009 $24.50 120 in

Sewn Webbing Products, Nylon Webbing 

Slings

RNR, Poseidon Alpha Super Duty Twin Loop Runners

Our new super duty twin loop runners are a multi-purpose tool. They may be 
used as anchor slings, hose grab tools, to secure smoke 
ejectors, as stirrups in personal ascending systems, to drag 
equipment, to secure ladders and as a tether between 
rescuer and victim. Our super duty runners are made of 1" 
woven nylon 9,800 lb. webbing. All runners are sewn with 
nylon thread. Weight will vary with length. Figure 1.7 oz. per 
foot of finished length. Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR014 $24.50 120 in
RSR013 $18.50 72 in
RSR012 $16.50 48 in
RSR011 $15.50 36 in
RSR010 $14.50 24 in

STERLING, 1/2" Dyneema Slings

Dyneema slings offer significant performance advantages 
over traditional runners. They are lightweight, have high cut 
resistance, are extremely strong, and resist moisture. These 
features make them perfect for alpine climbing. Note: 
Dyneema offers very little elongation and should not be 
used for dynamic falls. MBS. 5,170 (23kN)

  Order No. Price Length

  

SW127DYSL0648 $16.95 48 in
SW127DYSL0630 $13.95 30 in.
SW127DYSL0724 $9.95 24 in
SW127DYSL0610 $6.95 10 in.
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Camp Safety Blin Kit 10 M + 0934 + 2030040F + 0981

A closed-system fall arrest kit designed to deliver maximum safety and 
performance. Suitable for both vertical and horizontal/inclined use (also 
certified for use over sharp edges r= 0.5 mm).The fall arrest device cannot be 
removed from the rope to help prevent installation errors.The innovative cam 
creates smooth action on the rope whether it is being used to ascend or 
descend the line. Performance on vertical lines can be further increased by 
using the patented Rope Surfer on the connection lanyards.

Wear and tear on the rope is reduced to the minimum thanks to the specially 
designed locking mechanism that lowers the force transferred to the body in 
the event of a fall and locks the rope along a long axis, rather than pinching it 
aggressively with a toothed cam.

Hot forged stainless steel locking components combine with a robust 
aluminum alloy body for exceptional durability over time.Pre-equipped with 
robust Iridium 10.5 mm semi-static rope with stitched loops on the 
ends.Replacement rope kits are available.

Available with three connections:
2 steel oval locking carabiner;
2 10.2 in. webbing lanyard (total length 16.5 in., including the carabiner and 

the quick link);
2 15.7 in. webbing lanyard (total length 22 in, including the carabiner and the 

quick link).

Certified for a maximum user weight of 265 lb. (for vertical use) or 220.5 lb. 
(for horizontal/inclined use).

Standards:
2 EN 353-2
2 CNB/P/11.075 for edges
2 EAC

  $19995

Sewn Webbing Products, Specialty Straps

R-N-R Beta Runners

The all-purpose rescue and climbing tool. Our twin loop runners are a multi-
purpose tool. They may be used as anchor slings, hose grab 
tools, to secure smoke ejectors, as stirrups in personal 
ascending systems, to drag equipment, to secure ladders 
and as a tether between rescuer and victim. Our runners 
are made of 1? 4,000 lb. tubular nylon webbing. All runners 
are sewn with nylon thread. Weight will vary with length. 
Made in the U.S.A. . Available in 24", 36", 48", 60", and 72". 
Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR021 $13.50 24 in
RSR022 $14.00 36 in
RSR023 $14.75 48 in
RSR024 $15.25 60 in
RSR025 $15.75 72 in

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Ytyg
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R-N-R Beta Slings

The all-purpose rescue and climbing tool. Used for rigging, anchor slings, 
hose grab tool, to secure ladders and equipment, directionals, stirrups in 
hauling systems and as an emergency diaper-style harness. 
Hundreds of other possibilities – use your imagination. Beta 
series slings are fabricated of high quality, high strength 1? - 
4,000 lb. tubular nylon webbing sewn into a continuous 
loop. Slings are sewn with nylon thread. Stitching is a 
contrasting color. Weight will vary with size. Available in 
24", 36", 48", 60", 72" and 120". Made in the U.S.A.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RSR015 $11.25 24 in
RSR016 $12.25 36 in
RSR017 $13.50 48 in
RSR018 $14.75 60 in
RSR019 $15.75 72 in
RSR020 $20.50 120 in

RNR Poseidon Pick-Off Strap

A very useful tool! Adjustable length utility strap. Often used to effect a one 
man pick off. When doubled it can be used as an anchor. Makes a great 
stretcher assist strap; four of them make up a stretcher spider. Adjustable 
sling from 9" to 54" length. Webbing will begin to slip through the adjuster at 
3,000 lbf. (13.34 kN). Made in USA.

  $36 50

Sewn Webbing Products, Specialty Straps

RNR Poseidon Tech Load Releasing Hitch Sling

Load releasing straps are frequently used to tie a mariner's hitch or other 
types of releasing hitches. A load releasing hitch gives the user the ability to 
transfer the load from one device to another. The 60" long strap makes it a 
snap to size and tie a load releasing hitch. Made of 9,000 lbf. (40.03 kN) nylon 
webbing and forged 5,000 lbf. (22.24 kN) steel hardware. D-rings are color 
coded to indicate anchor and load ends. Not designed to function as a shock 
absorber. If shock loading is a possibility, we highly recommend the use of a 
shock absorbing device to limit the force delivered to the load releasing strap. 
Made in USA.

  $3525

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=Yt9y
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RNR Utility Double "D-Ring" Cinch Tie Down Straps

The R-N-R Utility Cinch Tie Down Straps are a simple, effective way to secure 
and organize large sized loose objects. The straps are constructed out of 1.75 
inch - 6,000 lbf. Mil-Spec nylon webbing and a pair of 5,000 lbf. aluminum D-
Rings. They are the perfect way to neatly secure and store or transport piles of 
boards, stacks of pipe and other tubing and any other long, bulky objects - the 
possibilities are limitless. With strap lengths ranging from 4 feet all the way up 
to 12 feet, we have the utility strap to fit your storage or transport needs. 
Custom lengths are also available - just call for pricing. To use the strap, 
simply wrap the strap entirely around the items that you want to secure with 
the strap. Pass the loose end of the strap thru both of the d-rings and then 
pass the loose end back in between both of the buckles to form a cinch. Then 
simply pull tight on the end of the strap to tighten the load. A five inch loop is 
sewn into the free end of the webbing to allow the user a better grip to pull 
the strap as tight as possible. To form an even more secure connection, the 
free end of the webbing can be tied into an overhand knot at the top of the 
rings which will prevent the webbing from being pulled 
back thru the "d-rings" (see picture).

NOTE - THIS STRAP IS NOT INTENDED FOR 
NOR IS IT CERTIFIED FOR LIFE SAFETY 
PURPOSES.

  Order No. Price Length

  

RUCT009 $23.50 12 ft.
RUCT008 $22.50 11 ft.
RUCT007 $21.50 10 ft.
RUCT006 $20.50 9 ft.
RUCT005 $19.50 8 ft.
RUCT004 $18.50 7 ft.
RUCT003 $17.50 6 ft.
RUCT002 $16.50 5 ft.
RUCT001 $15.50 4 ft.

Sewn Webbing Products, Specialty Straps

RNR, Multi Function Drag Strap

This is the one strap that every RIT kit should have in it. Three loop strap that 
can be used for dragging and lifting a downed firefighter. Loops can also be 
choked over their wrist to be used for lifting the trapped firefighter out of a 
collapse. Made in the U.S.A.

  $1625

RNR, RITS Sling

The RIT Sling is a multi-function, multi-loop sling that can be used in 
emergency harnessing of a firefighter or victim in a rescue situation. By 
placing the leg loops over the legs and the arms in the arm loops, you can 
easily drag someone from their immediate danger area. By using two 
carabiners you could hoist someone safely to get them out of a second floor 
window and down to safety. Color coded sections makes this a very useful 
and inexpensive rescue device. Comes complete with a storage bag. Made in 
the U.S.A.

  $4325
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SMC, Roof Roller...............................................................................................82,89-90
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